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ABSTRACT
A significant increase in community colleges’ (CC) presidential retirements is resulting
in a huge loss of critical knowledge and experience. Recognition of this has led to numerous
efforts and initiatives to prepare future community college leaders. These efforts have included
numerous attempts to identify the competencies, skills, and leadership traits considered essential
to performing the president’s job. Unfortunately, most of the topics identified in self-reported
assessments and personal interviews were not based on actual observations of what successful
presidents do.
Unlike studies about community college presidents over the last 30 years, this study
utilized Henry Mintzberg’s (1968) structured observation methodology and managerial Role
Taxonomy to record in real time the daily activities of five effective Achieving the Dream
Leader Colleges (ATD) presidents. This quantitative study had two purposes, first to identify and
describe the managerial activities and leadership roles of effective CC presidents, and second, to
replicate, and expand on Curtis Ivery’s 1982 study of five CC presidents. The purposive sample
of five presidents was drawn from a target population of 65 presidents of the Achieving the
Dream Leader Colleges. The presidents’ activities were recorded in an iPad instrument and
QuestionPro Online Research Made Easy™ software and QlikView Business Intelligence (BI)
software were used to analyze and compare data.
Dramatic changes in the nature of presidents’ work since 1982 were found. Using
comparative analysis, four major findings emerged from this study. One, every CC president’s
managerial activities easily fit under one of Mintzberg’s typology of ten roles. Two, the five
ATD presidents engaged in four times more managerial activities in 20 workdays than did
Ivery’s (1983) presidents in 25 workdays. Three, ATD presidents relied on modern technology to

do more deskwork, less face-to-face work, and more work outside the office than Ivery’s
presidents. Four, ATD presidents attended 100 more meetings in 20 workdays than did Ivery’s
presidents in 25 workdays. Several recommendations for improved practice and future research
are included.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Background
The American community college has had a short but distinguished history, a history
built on a unique three-fold mission. From its inception, the three aspects of the community
college mission have been: (1) an “open admission policy” (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 34),
focused on preparing and educating individual students with technological and business skills for
future careers and, ultimately, to meet their individual needs (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Levin,
2001; Roueche & Baker, 1987); (2) the “articulation and transfer of students to four year colleges
and universities” (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 357); and (3) a role in supporting their local
communities’ economic growth (Cohen & Brawer, 2008; Levin, 2001; Roueche & Baker, 1987).
The growth in the number of community colleges, the number of states with community
colleges and the number of students enrolled in community colleges has been phenomenal. In
1924, Koos reported there were 20 Junior colleges across the nation (Cohen & Brawer, 2008).
By the 1930’s, all but five states had at least one two-year college with a total enrollment of
around 70,000 students (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 15). Enrollment increased from just over five
hundred thousand in 1960 to more than two million by 1970, four million by 1980, 5.5 million
by the end of the 1990’s, and over six million by 2005 (Cohen & Brawer, 2008, p. 43; NCES
Digest, 2001, 2006).
According to the 2010 White House Summit on Community Colleges Issues Brief, the
nation’s 1,165 two-year colleges enrolled 12.4 million students in September 2010, which
represented 44% of all U.S. undergraduates (AACC-NCHE, 2010, p. 15). In the years between
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2005 and 2010, student enrollment in the nation’s community colleges comprised 40% of all
first-time freshmen attending colleges (AACC-NCHE, 2010, p. 6).
No segment of higher education has grown as rapidly as the two-year college (Clowes &
Levin, 1989). However, change has not been restricted to increasing numbers. While community
colleges and their presidents have worked to observe the traditions and unique characteristics of
the community college, they have experienced economic and financial difficulty, as well as
shifting degrees of public opinion (Campbell, 2002; Cohen & Brawer, 2008). Community
college presidents have had to learn how to accomplish more–with–less, compete with for-profit
institutions, improve campus-shared governance, raise retention and graduation rates, and cope
with a dramatic rise in enrollments of under-prepared high school graduates (Hammons, TIPs
List, 2010).
Turnover of Community College Presidents
Simultaneous to these unparalleled changes and challenges, community colleges have
also had to prepare for a new problem, the loss of qualified and knowledgeable leadership as
baby boomer presidents have reached retirement age (Boggs, 2003: Evelyn, 2001; Hammons &
Keller, 1990; Shults, 2001; Wallin, 2002; Weisman & Vaughan, 2002). An unprecedented
number of impending retirements means a loss of experience and skill and raises real concern
about the future leadership of the American community college. According to George R. Boggs
(2003), past President and CEO Emeritus of the American Association of Community Colleges,
the presidents’ retirements are expected to create a shortage that would be the “most significant
transition in leadership in the history of America’s community colleges” (p. 15).
The extent of the turnover has been documented by three national surveys. The first, a
2001 survey conducted by the American Association of Community Colleges (Shults, 2001)
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revealed that 45 % (n = 249) of community college presidents planned to retire by 2007 (Boggs,
2003). The second, a 2001 survey by Weisman and Vaughan, “confirmed that the rate of
presidential retirements appeared to be on the rise, with 79 % (n = 661) of presidents planning to
retire by 2012” (Boggs, 2003, p. 15). A third survey by Weisman and Vaughan in 2006, found
that 84% (n = 545) of community college presidents indicated they intended to retire by 2016
(Weisman & Vaughan, 2007; Duree & Ebbers, 2012).
Initiatives to Prepare Community College Presidents
Concerns for the loss of accumulated knowledge and expertise caused by this dramatic
departure of experienced presidential leadership have led to numerous efforts to address the
problem. In 2001, under the leadership of George Boggs, then CEO of the American Association
of Community Colleges, AACC began a proactive effort to highlight leadership development in
the association’s missions. One of their first actions was to establish a Leadership Task Force
(Jeandron, 2006). This group provided a statement entitled, “Effective Community College
Presidents” that according to Boggs “identified essential leadership characteristics as well as
effective components of leadership development programs” (Jeandron, 2006, p. 1).
In 2003, the W. K. Kellogg Foundation funded an AACC grant called Leading Forward
to address the national need for community college leaders (AACC, 2006). Between 2003 and
2004, the AACC convened several different constituent groups representing “experts in
community college leadership from AACC affiliate councils, state and institutional grow-yourown [leader programs], colleges in underserved areas, and university programs from around the
country (AACC, 2006).” The groups were asked to participate in a series of four, day-long
leadership summits (AACC, 2006). The findings were published in a report titled Thoughts on
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Leadership in the Competencies for Community College Leaders and was distributed to
community colleges nationwide (AACC, 2006).
During the summer of 2004, AACC commissioned a report entitled, A Qualitative
Analysis of Community College Leadership to summarize information gathered from the Leading
Forward Summits (AACC, 2006). The result was a set of core competencies (knowledge, skills,
and values) for community college leaders (Jeandron, 2006), and was used to develop a
Competency Framework for Community College Leaders (AACC, 2006). In the fall of 2004,
“AACC designed a survey that identified critical areas of competency in leadership and by
December AACC distributed the survey results to all participants in the leadership summits and
to members of the Leading Forward National Advisory Panel” (AACC, 2006, para. 5). In April
of 2005, the AACC Board of Directors unanimously approved the six leadership competencies
and released them in a monograph entitled Competencies for Community College Leaders. The
competencies were organized under the following headings:
(a) Organizational Strategy, (b) Resource Management, (c) Communication,
(d) Collaboration, (e) Community College Advocacy, and (f) Professionalism.
It was hoped the six competencies would serve as a guide for other professional
organizations, state associations, and individual colleges as they prepared and trained community
college leaders for the challenges of the future (Boggs as cited in Eddy, 2010). However, as
Boggs (2012) suggested, “required leadership competencies are not static,” and “they change
over time in response to specific situations and emerging trends” (p. 98). He further suggested,
“As situations change and as new challenges emerge, leaders will have to adapt, and the
competencies may have to be expanded” (Boggs, 2012, p. 98).
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Statement of the Problem
While the efforts of the American Association of Community Colleges (AACC) and
others were commendable in identifying essential skills for future leaders, there remained a
problem. Because the leadership development programs launched by state and national
associations, “grow your own” campus based leader programs, and university graduate programs
to prepare future leaders in community colleges have relied heavily on self-reported assessments,
opinions, and personal interviews of community college presidents, their efficacy has not been
objectively gauged. Marilyn Amey, Professor of Educational Administration, Michigan State
University (2005), Chris Duree, Chancellor of the Iowa Valley Community College District, and
Larry Ebbers, University Professor of Higher Education in the Department of Educational
Leadership and Policy Studies at Iowa State University (2012), summarized the current situation:
It remains unclear whether any of the graduate leadership development models
sufficiently provide what the next generation of community college leaders actually
needs to learn. A better understanding of how presidents learn the skills and develop the
traits and competencies necessary to be successful transformational leaders is needed to
help resolve the leadership crisis as talented pools of potential candidates are identified
(p. 42).
As the above quote clearly indicates, the need for research focused on identifying the
actual managerial activities of community college presidents who have been recognized as
leaders of successful institutions is crucial. A national community college leadership initiative
with proven success was founded in 2004 by the Lumina Foundation, the AACC, and six other
founding partner organizations recognized as the leaders in the higher education field. This nongovernmental reform network is named Achieving the Dream (ATD). Through ATD, the
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Achieving the Dream Leader Colleges have earned a distinction as colleges that utilize models,
evidence, and interventions to improve student success (ATD, 2012a).
Out of 1,132 community colleges (AACC-NCHE FastFacts, 2012), 65 have met rigorous
criteria to qualify as an Achieving the Dream Leader College. In addition to presenting evidence
of improvement in student achievement on at least one of five measures for three or more years
(ATD, 2012a), these colleges must “meet high standards of practice and performance
demonstrating a commitment to and progress on four principles: committed leadership, use of
evidence to improve programs and services, broad engagement, and systemic institutional
improvement” (ATD, 2012a, p. 2). Even though these colleges and their presidents have been
identified as leaders among their peers, there is a lack of quantifiable knowledge regarding the
actual skills needed and the activities undertaken by these successful community college
presidents.
Significance of the Study
The lack of an objective study of the actual activities of successful community college
presidents is not surprising. In Henry Mintzberg’s reflection about ways to improve leadership
education, he argued, “It’s amazing how few people are actively researching managerial work–
empirical studies of what managers do” (Kleiner, 2010, para. 6). Moreover, current research
suggests that the lines between management skills and leadership roles have become blurred and
there are trends to view leadership and management skills as one and the same. In Kotter’s
(1990a) Force For Change: How Leadership Differs From Management, he suggested,” since
most of the people who are in positions of leadership today are called managers. . . leadership
and management are often thought of as the same thing, or at least closely related…they are not”
(p.3). Thus, while the complexity of skills and competencies required of community college
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leaders has grown exponentially (Boggs, 2012; Vaughan & Weisman, 1998; Wallin, 2002, 2007,
2012), the training and leadership development programs utilizing AACC’s competency
framework are not based on actual studies of what effective presidents do.
This study is significant in four ways. First, this study (unlike previous studies examining
community college leadership reported in the last thirty years, which relied on self-reported
measures such as surveys of personal feedback, solicited opinions, and personal interviews)
utilized structured observation to identify the managerial activities and leadership roles of current
community college presidents in Achieving the Dream Leader Colleges.
Second, presidents of Leader Colleges have demonstrated commitment to institutional
improvement, leadership development and the use of evidence to improve services and programs
(ATD, 2012a). Consequently, this study has the potential to yield significant insights about the
“competencies and skills” (Zenger & Folkman, 2009, p. 111) of a group of community college
presidents who were identified as successful individuals heading successful institutions.
Therefore, managerial activities and leadership roles observed in this study are relevant to
current and future community college presidents. Sitting presidents and those aspiring to the
position can improve their own understanding and implementation of the skills utilized by
effective leaders to increase the likelihood of their own personal and institutional success.
Third, when community college presidents are hired, they typically report to lay board
members, Boards of Trustees, or governing boards. By more clearly identifying the actual
managerial activities and leadership roles an effective community college president performs on
a daily basis, this study provided valuable information for those to whom the community college
president is accountable. Additionally, access to the data generated by this study will allow those
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governing bodies to develop more accurate job descriptions, and improve their recruiting,
selecting, hiring, and evaluating of community college presidents.
Fourth, this study will provide valuable information to higher education programs in
universities who prepare students for leadership positions in the community college. By using
data from this study, the programs could more appropriately prepare future leaders.
Purpose of the Study
This study had two purposes. The first was to utilize Henry Mintzberg’s structured
observation methodology to identify and describe the managerial activities and leadership roles
of five community college presidents in Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader Colleges while they
were engaged in their daily activities and responsibilities. The second purpose was to both
replicate and expand on Curtis Ivery’s 1982 study of five community college presidents.
In his 1982 study, Ivery (now Chancellor, Wayne County Community College) compared
the managerial activities of five community college presidents with the five CEOs in
Mintzberg’s (1968) study based on the conceptual framework of Mintzberg’s management role
taxonomy. At the time, Ivery found the majority of a community college president’s time was
spent performing managerial activities that related to the receiving and transmitting of
information. He found significant differences between Mintzberg’s (1968) CEOs and the
community college presidents in all but one managerial activity: the targets of outgoing mail.
This study replicated Ivery’s study by attempting to strengthen the foundation of
knowledge “regarding the roles, responsibilities and activities of the community college
president by defining and clarifying the kinds of activities which presidents actually engage in”
(p. 7). Additionally, this study expanded on Ivery’s 1982 study of community college presidents
by further defining and clarifying the kinds of activities presidents engaged in while at work, by
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using ATD Leader College presidents as participants in the study, and by following one of
Ivery’s own recommendations to replicate the study and use comparative data to identify
changes in management activities of higher education leadership (Ivery, 1983).
Research Questions
To accomplish the purposes of this study, two research questions were proposed. These
were as follows:
1. What are the managerial activities and leadership roles Achieving the Dream Leader College
presidents engage in while at work?
2. Do differences exist between the managerial activities and leadership roles of Achieving the
Dream Leader College presidents and the community college presidents in Ivery’s (1983) study,
and if they do exist, how have the roles and activities of community college presidents changed
between 1982, when Ivery’s study was conducted, and 2013?
Definition of Terms
Several terms needed to be defined to ensure clarity of understanding. Therefore, for this
study the following definitions will apply.
Achieving the Dream “is a national reform network dedicated to community college
student success and completion; focused primarily on helping low-income students and students
of color complete their education and obtain market-valued credentials” (ATD, 2012b).
Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader Colleges are community colleges identified by
Achieving the Dream as colleges that “have demonstrated commitment to and made progress on
the four principles of Achieving the Dream: committed leadership, use of evidence to improve
programs and services, broad engagement, and systemic institutional improvement” (ATD,
2012b).
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Community College “We define the community college as any institution regionally
accredited to award the associate in arts or the associate in science as its highest degree” (Cohen
& Brawer, 2008, p. 5).
Competencies are defined as the “skills, behaviors, and abilities that a person does
extremely well” (Zenger & Folkman, 2009, p. 112) and are considered an “area of knowledge or
expertise” (Zenger & Folkman, 2009, p. 113).
Convenience sampling “is a quantitative sampling procedure in which the researcher
selects participants because they are willing and available to be studied” (Creswell, 2008, p.
638).
Observation “is the process of gathering firsthand information by observing people and
places at a research site” (Creswell, 2008, p. 643).
Observational protocol “is a form designed by the researcher before data collection that
is used for taking field notes during an observation” (Creswell, 2008, p. 643).
Purposeful sampling is a qualitative sampling procedure in which “the researcher
intentionally selects individuals and sites to learn or understand the central phenomenon”
(Creswell, 2008, p. 645; Patton, 2002). In other words, a purposeful sampling is one in which
decisions concerning the individuals to be included in the sample are taken by the researcher,
based upon a variety of criteria, which may include special knowledge of the research issue or
capacity and willingness to participate in the research (Jupp, 2012, para. 1).
Role is defined “as an organized set of behaviors belonging to an identifiable office or
position” (Sarbin & Allen, 1968, as cited in Mintzberg, 1973, p. 54).
Structured Observation as defined by Mintzberg (1990) is “a method where, during one
intensive week of observation for each executive” (p. 4), “a record of every task and activity” is
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recorded to obtain data on “both work characteristics and job content” (Mintzberg, 1990, p. 4). In
this study, every task and activity was observed and categorized.
Delimitations of the Study
This study was delimited in one way. The researcher observed five community college
presidents nominated by Achieving the Dream Leader Coaches.
Limitations of the Study
In this study two limitations may have affected the extent of the findings. These
limitations were as follows:
First, due to the commitment of a community college president’s time for participation in
a five-day structured observation study and the amount of time and expense each visit required,
only five participants were selected. Second, this study was limited to observations of the daily
activities in a five-day workweek of five Achieving the Dream Leader College community
college presidents. These represented one five-day workweek out of 52 weeks a year in the life
of the community college president. Because a community college president’s work
responsibilities typically extend beyond an 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday workweek schedule (Vaughan & Weisman, 1998, p. 70) the researcher shadowed the community
college presidents beginning in the early morning hours through and extending evening and
dinner hours.
Chapter Summary
In addition to aligning their community’s demands for workforce training and job skills
development with those of constantly changing labor markets, community colleges have been
simultaneously experiencing rapid growth, ongoing economic and financial difficulty, and
shifting degrees of public opinion. Unfortunately, at this time of great change, three national
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surveys conducted from 2001 to 2006, have confirmed that the rate of presidential retirements is
on the rise. As a result of the surveys and out of concern for the predicted community college
presidents’ retirements resulting in the loss of critical knowledge and experience, numerous
efforts to prepare future community college leadership have been initiated.
These efforts included the identification of competency skills and leadership traits
considered essential to performing the president’s job. However, these assessments were heavily
dependent on self-reported assessments, opinions, and personal interviews of community college
presidents. What is needed is knowledge about the actual managerial and leadership activities
performed by presidents recognized as effective leaders. In essence, that is the purpose of this
study. This chapter describes four ways the study is significant, lists two research questions,
provides definitions of terms, and describes the limitations and delimitations of the study.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter is divided into four parts. The first part discusses the process used to identify
key words helpful in locating possible relevant literature and the process used to narrow the
literature to that related to a community college president’s management skills, activities, and
roles. The second part of the chapter briefly introduces the Schools of Management Thought that
preceded Henry Mintzberg’s initial research on management activities. This section also
provides an overview of Mintzberg’s (1968, 1973) empirical study that led to his development of
a taxonomy and summarizes his work to clarify the management roles of chief executive officers
(CEOs). The third part includes a review of Curtis Ivery’s (1983) study of five community
college presidents. Finally, the fourth part presents and discusses the literature on the managerial
activities and leadership roles of community college presidents for the years 1982 to 2012 (Curtis
Ivery’s 1982 study covered the period 1962 through Fall of 1981).
Part One: The Literature Review Process
In Pamela Eddy’s (2010) book, Community College Leadership: A Multidimensional
Model for Leading Change, the author observed that the community college president had
become one of the most studied of administrative roles. An Internet search of community college
presidents verified this assessment. An initial search on the Google Scholar search engine
designed to provide an overall sense of the literature regarding community college presidents,
utilized the key words “community college presidents” and yielded 405,000 results. A second
search with the addition of the restrictive key words “management skills” and “leadership roles”
was then conducted across a broader range of literature resources. This search included peerreviewed journal articles, published books, published and non-published dissertations accessible
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through online databases such as Ebsco Academic Search Complete, Ebsco Business Source
Complete, JSTOR, ProQuest Research Library-Dissertations and Theses, WorldCat
Dissertations, relevant books and book chapters from the University of Arkansas Fayetteville
library, microfiche dissertations, and other cited references through the University of Arkansas
Interlibrary loan resources (ILLIAD). Over 200,000 results were returned.
Given this unwieldy number of sources, the search was again narrowed to items listed
under “community colleges” and “educational leadership.” These restrictions pared the results to
19,921. Another trial search of WorldCat Dissertations utilizing the key words “community
college presidents” and “management roles” resulted in a total of 2,499 possibilities. Table 1
provides an overview of the search engines, key words used, further limitations of key words and
years used, and the total results in an initial broad search of the literature on community college
presidents’ managerial skills, activities, and roles.
Next, delimitation of the 2,499 abstracts, articles, studies, and dissertations found under
the previously broad search allowed the researcher to eliminate a considerable number of
publications dealing with topics as diverse as educational leadership, educational fund raising,
organizational culture, sleep disorders, burnouts, and job satisfaction. The keywords that elicited
literature directly relevant to the purpose of this study were “community college presidents and
leadership roles” and “community college presidents and managerial activities.” The final tally
of relevant literature was only nine studies and dissertations on community college presidents,
four on the subject of leadership roles, and five on the subject of management skills and
activities.

Table 1
Broad Search of the Literature on Community College (CC) Presidents’ Skills, Activities, and Roles

Search Engines

Initial Key
Words

Initial
Results

When Search
Was Limited
to Peer
Review

Ebsco Academic Search
Complete

CC
Presidents

244

92

Mgt. Roles

29

Results When
Search
Further
Limited to
1982-2012
12

Ebsco Business Source
Complete

CC
Presidents

11

3

Mgt. Roles

0

0

0

JSTOR

CC
Presidents

30,000

21,649

Mgt. Roles

16,527

5,886

2,123

ProQuest Dissertations

CC
Presidents

1,290

Mgt. Roles

341

221

76

WorldCat Dissertations

CC
Presidents

2,795

Roles &
Responsibilities

2,699

1,634

274

WorldCat Dissertations

CC
Presidents

Mgt. Roles

1,452

46

23

21,048

7,799

2,499

Total

34,340

21,744

Additional Key
Words

Results When
Additional Key
Words Were
Included

Broad
Search
Results
3

Note: Search engines' results are actual numbers that reflect duplicates of articles, studies, and dissertations, which often overlapped. It
is important to point out that at the time of this study, the Education Resource Information Center (ERIC) database posted a message on
their website that some documents had allowed for the disclosure of sensitive information to the public. Therefore, only a limited
number of documents was available and for that reason, the researcher excluded searches from the database.
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Part Two: Schools of Management Thought That Led to Mintzberg’s Initial Work
Historical Overview of Early Management Theorists
This section briefly introduces the Schools of Management Thought that preceded Henry
Mintzberg’s initial research on management activities and explains Mintzberg’s (1968, 1973)
empirical study that led to his development of a taxonomy and his work to clarify the
management roles of chief executive officers (CEOs). Prior to Henry Mintzberg’s empirical
structured observation study (1968), the literature and research on management in traditional
business management books classified the early Schools of Management Thought into three
primary categories: the classical, the behavioral, and the modeling schools. The classical
(strategic) school consisted of the scientific management and process theories that could be
traced back to the early 1900’s, and included the works of Fredrick Taylor, Lyndall Urwick, and
Oliver Sheldon (Adam, 1983; Adam & Ebert, 1987).
One of the early theorists, Henri Fayol (1916), redefined management functions and
administrative responsibilities. He found the management categories within the classical school
lacking and sought to redefine them to describe a manager’s work activities. His empirical work
earned him the reputation as the father of the classical school of business management. He
divided the first formal categories to describe the functions of a manager’s work activities into
five early groupings: 1Planning, Organizing, Commanding, Coordinating, and Controlling
(Adam, 1983; Adam & Ebert, 1987).
Later, during the time period when Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal programs were in
their infancy, Luther Gulick, a classical school practitioner and academic, expanded Fayol’s
work on management (Blumberg, 1981). Gulick had worked with Roosevelt even before
Roosevelt’s election as governor of New York and later served as one of his chief presidential
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advisors. In his classic 1937 work, Papers on the Science of Administration (Blumberg, 1981, p.
247), Gulick developed the POSDCORB acronym to describe the seven functions of
management that included Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing, Coordinating, Reporting,
and Budgeting (see Footnote 1). Gulick suggested the management functions were necessary to
“provide a sort of administrative prescription which should be followed by any competent
administrator” (Blumberg, 1981, p. 247), and in practice could be utilized as a framework to
illustrate the work responsibilities of any chief executive.
In Mintzberg’s 1968 dissertation, The Manager At Work—Determining His Activities,
Roles and Programs By Structured Observation, and in his 1973 book, The Nature of Managerial
Work, Mintzberg provided a brief description of Luther Gulick’s management functions. What
follows, is Gulick’s exact quote as cited in Mintzberg (1973).
“What is the work of the chief executive? What does he do?”
The answer is POSDCORB.
POSDCORB is, of course, a made-up word designed to call attention to the various
functional elements of the work of a chief executive because “administration” and
“management” have lost all specific content. POSDCORB is made up of the initials and
stands for the following activities:
Planning, that is working out in broad outline the things that need to be done and
the methods for doing them to accomplish the purpose set for the enterprise;
Organizing, that is the establishment of the formal structure of authority through
which work subdivisions are arranged, defined, and coordinated for the defined
objective;
Staffing, that is the whole personnel function of bringing in and training the staff
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and maintaining favorable conditions of work;
Directing, that is the continuous task of making decisions and embodying them in
specific and general orders and instruction and serving as the leader of the
enterprise;
Coordinating, that is the all-important duties of interrelating the various parts of
the work;
Reporting, that is keeping those to whom the executive is responsible informed as
to what is going on, which thus includes keeping himself and his subordinates
informed through records, research, and inspection;
Budgeting, with all that goes with budgeting in the form of fiscal planning,
accounting and control (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 9).
Henry Mintzberg.
Many researchers have continued to expand on Gulick’s foundational role descriptions,
and among the researchers most recognized for work on management and what managers do is
Henry Mintzberg. His writings are built upon the foundation of POSDCORB management
thought established within the classical school to further examine the work of the manager, and
according to Kleiner (2010), Henry Mintzberg is one of the most influential and “interesting
sources of management thinking and education” (para. 1). Mintzberg’s reputation first took
shape in 1967, when as a young scholar at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) he
conducted an exhaustive review of the literature of management studies, and determined there
was a lack of descriptive material in the literature to describe what managers do while at work. In
an attempt to link Gulick’s POSDCORB functions with specific managerial activities, Mintzberg
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found the definitions failed to explain the “job of managing” (p. 26), and failed to define what
managers did (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 1).
Having recognized this gap in the literature, Mintzberg’s (1968) dissertation study
proposed a theory to examine the similarities and differences of managerial work. He argued
that, “although an enormous amount of material has been published on the manager’s job, we
continue to know very little about what managers do” (Mintzberg, 1968, p.7). Mintzberg
suggested that to better understand what managers do and to further clarify the role of leaders,
more observation of managers at work would be necessary.
To prove his point, Mintzberg (1968, 1973) undertook an empirical study of five chief
executive officers in five different entities: a chairman and chief executive officer of a major
consulting firm, a president of an industry and defense technology development firm, a general
director of an urban hospital, a president of a consumer goods industry, and a superintendent of a
large suburban school system. He had two objectives in mind (Mintzberg, 1968, 1973). The first
was to observe the actual behavior of managers (Mintzberg, 1968). The second was to develop
“a framework for describing managerial activities which would help managers to do their jobs
more effectively” (Mintzberg, 1968, 1973). Through a structured observation methodology, he
recorded various aspects of every activity performed by the CEOs, examined and recorded every
piece of mail (890 pieces), and recorded every verbal contact (368) encountered during the 25
work-days (five for each executive) (Mintzberg, 1990). As a result, Mintzberg (1968, 1973)
found it was possible to divide and categorize a manager’s activities into ten roles organized
under three primary categories.
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Mintzberg’s Role Taxonomy.
In essence, Mintzberg’s (1968) research on what mangers do suggested that all
managerial activities can be divided into three groups of functions or categories consisting of ten
roles believed to be common to all managers. The first group are concerned primarily with
interpersonal relationships (figurehead, leader, and liaison); the second set deal primarily with
the transfer of information (monitor or nerve center, disseminator, and spokesperson); and the
third category essentially involves decision-making (entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource
allocator, and negotiator) (Mintzberg, 1973). A discussion of Mintzberg’s (1968, 1973) three
groups of management activities and of the subordinate ten roles follows.
Interpersonal Roles.
Clearly, managers are recognized as the formal authority in charge of their institutions
and appropriately hold an important leadership status within their organizations. According to
Mintzberg (1973), “There are two features common to all these activities. Each one links directly
to the manager’s status and authority, and each essentially involves the development of
interpersonal relationships” (p. 58). The three interpersonal roles that managers engage in are
those of figurehead, leader, and liaison.
Figurehead.
As a symbol of authority, the manager is viewed as the figurehead and performs a variety
of duties. He or she approves and signs documents, agreements, contracts, ceremonial
paperwork, and other legal documents as a representative of the institution. Other figurehead
duties and responsibilities often include conducting tours, speaking to volunteers, and receiving
visitors and guests to the institution (Mintzberg, 1973).
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Leader.
The leader role is one of the most significant and powerful functions of the manager. For
example, the leader sets the tone for the organization by creating a vision and building
relationships. In addition to giving the organization direction and purpose, a leader is responsible
for hiring, training, disciplining, and motivating subordinates. These two functions of leader
activities are vital in promoting a successful organization that cohesively integrates the
organization’s needs with the individual needs of subordinates (Mintzberg, 1973).
Liaison.
In the liaison role, managers participate in horizontal and vertical networking of
relationships on behalf of the institution, with a focus on building beneficial connections and
developing crucial relationships. Networking and developing relationships can include
participation in settings outside the organization such as joining professional organizations and
community boards that lead to political relationships and an exchange of expertise that supports
the institution in a favorable way (Mintzberg, 1973).
Informational Roles.
Mintzberg’s label for the second group of managerial functions is Informational Roles.
These functions related “to the receiving and transmitting of information” (Mintzberg, 1973, p.
65). The manager sits at the nerve center of the organization as described by Mintzberg (1973) as
a result of the manager’s status as liaison and the manager’s unlimited access to organizational
information. In the Informational Role, managers primarily receive, collect, and communicate
information in three categories: the monitor, the disseminator, and the spokesperson (Mintzberg,
1973).
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Monitor.
Mintzberg (1973) observed that managers were continually receiving information. The
managers responded to the information by making adjustments in their organizational climate
and by constantly providing opportunities for their subordinates to make change in accordance
with the cultural shifts. Typically, this role involved deskwork such as receiving incoming
telephone calls, scanning and reading mail, scanning and reading reports, and attending meetings
(Mintzberg, 1973).
Disseminator.
In the disseminator role, the manager transmits selected external and internal information
of two types, factual and value. Factual information is precisely what it appears to be,
information that has validity and is considered to be accurate from credible sources who transmit
information to the manager. In contrast, value information is typically a manager’s beliefs or
opinions about information and is often provided by a manager to colleagues based on whether
the manager believes or perceives the information is important for others to have in making
decisions (Mintzberg, 1973).
Spokesperson.
The spokesperson role is focused on the “transmission of selected information out to the
institutions’ environment” (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 76). Managers typically convey this information
to two external groups: the organization’s board and the organization’s public. The methods by
which managers inform their governing bodies and their public continue to evolve over time,
changing with the available technology.
At the time of Mintzberg’s (1968) study, this information was predominately
communicated by mail, telephone calls, coordination of future meeting agendas, and/or news
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conferences (Mintzberg, 1973). Although communicating exclusively through such “low-tech”
means may have been inefficient by today’s standards, it was certainly the norm at the time. The
first cell phone made its appearance in the early 1970s, the first desk top computer, the Altair, in
1975, and not until 1980 were personal computers purchased by the public on a relatively large
scale (Saylor, 2012).
Decisional Roles.
Mintzberg (1973) defined the process of making strategic decisions as ranging along a
continuum. At one extreme were the entrepreneurial (pro-active) decisions made on behalf of
organizational survival, and at the opposite extreme are the disturbance handler (reactive)
decisions made in response to a problem or threat requiring the manager to make choices.
According to Mintzberg (1973), it is while in the decision–making role that managers apply the
information received in the informational role activities in order to make choices on behalf of
their organizations. The four decisional roles include a manager’s activities performed as an
entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator, and negotiator (Mintzberg, 1973).
Entrepreneur.
In the Entrepreneurial Role, the manager works to voluntarily initiate change within his
or her organization. This requires the manager to continually search for solutions or
improvements to problems, challenges, or situations. Activities in this role include the manager’s
decision on whether to get involved in organizational projects and tend to require a decision to
select a person to whom a project may be delegated (Mintzberg, 1973).
Disturbance Handler.
Corrective actions are considered necessary for change and resolution. The Disturbance
Handler role deals with taking corrective actions in response to a spontaneous crisis or situations
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beyond the manager’s control. Some situations requiring the manager to assume the disturbance
handler role would be disputes or conflicts between subordinates that cannot be resolved,
security issues, and the revelation of information that could potentially cause harm to the
institution or loss of essential resources (Mintzberg, 1973).
Resource Allocator.
Resources are pivotal to an organization’s strategy-making system (Mintzberg, 1973).
Money, time, equipment, and materials are a few of an organization’s most valuable resources.
In the Resource Allocator role, the manager must make decisions regarding when resources will
be allocated, under what circumstances resources will be dispersed, and to whom allocations will
be made, (Mintzberg, 1973).
Negotiator.
The final decisional role of Negotiator is associated with conflict resolution and includes
activities working with both internal and external parties of the organization. Activities contained
within the negotiator role might include union bargaining, vendor bid activities, or any other
activities where the organization would be best represented by the formal authority, the
recognized leader of the institution (Mintzberg, 1973).
Previous Studies, Articles, and Dissertations Utilizing Mintzberg’s Framework.
Henry Mintzberg’s work on management has ranked him “as one of the world’s top ten
most influential management thinkers” by the Wall Street Journal (Mintzberg, 2009, back cover),
and his work to identify what activities constitute managing has served as a model for the
practice of management well into the 21st century. For instance, since Mintzberg’s original
doctoral thesis in 1968, he has “published at least 150 articles and 16 books” (Anonymous
Author on Mintzberg, 2011, para. 1). In addition to his reputation for management research, he
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has become well known for his work with “colleagues from Canada, England, France, India, and
Japan to develop new approaches to management education and development” (Anonymous
Author & Mintzberg, 2011, para. 1) and has received numerous honors including “selection as
Distinguished Scholar for 2000 by the Academy of Management; the 2002 ASTD Lifetime
Achievement Award; and two McKinsey prizes for articles in the Harvard Business Review”
(Anonymous Author & Mintzberg, 2011, para. 2).
Given that the purpose of this study was to use Henry Mintzberg’s structured observation
methodology to identify and describe the managerial activities and leadership roles of five
community college presidents in Achieving the Dream Leader colleges, a broad search in
ProQuest and WorldCat for studies, articles, and dissertations that utilized Mintzberg’s
structured observation was done. The search yielded 161 initial results. By limiting the search to
Peer Review only, the keyword “Mintzberg,” and the years from 1982 to 2012, and after
accounting for duplicate returns, the net result was twenty-eight studies, articles, and
dissertations. It was significant to note that while the literature search aimed to find work that
used Mintzberg’s Role Typology and his recommended methodology of structured observation,
not all of the elicited articles actually followed that method as Mintzberg and Ivery had. The
twenty-eight studies, articles, and dissertations are briefly summarized in Table 2. Tables 3, 4,
and 5 present the twenty-eight studies, articles, and dissertations organized into three categories
a) educational, b) management, administration, and entrepreneurial, and c) health, religion, and
library sciences. Table 3 lists a brief overview of eighteen educational studies, articles, and
dissertations and provides for each of these: the number of participants, the subject of the study,
article, or dissertation, the date of the study or dissertation, and the number of days and duration
of time the researcher used to conduct his or her research. Using the same configuration of data,
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Table 4 lists the six Management studies, articles, and dissertations, and Table 5 lists the four
studies, articles, and dissertations that utilized Mintzberg’s Role Typology for research subjects
about Health, Religion, and Library Science. After consulting with the dissertation advisor, it
was deemed appropriate to merely list literature utilizing Mintzberg’s typology rather than
reviewing each in-depth. This was done because most of the studies, articles, and dissertations
located were not relevant to the topic of this study.
Table 2
Broad Search of the Literature Related to Henry Mintzberg’s Role Typology

Search Engines
Combined
Totals for
ProQuest &
WorldCat
Studies &
Dissertations

Initial Key
Words

Results

Scholarly
Peer
Review

Structured
Observations

161

147

Additional
Limited
Key
Date 1982Words
2012

Mintzberg

32

Total

28

Table 3
Educational Studies Utilizing Mintzberg's Typology
Numbers and duration of
observation periods
One five day week
each President

Combined theoretical
framework studies

1983

Interview of nine questions

Martin & Mintzberg

Secondary School
Teachers

1983

One volunteer each
school for one full
work week each.

1

Assistant School
Superintendent

1984

Five consecutive days

Martinko, M. J.
& Gardner, W. L.

41

School Principals

1984

Survey questionnaire

Burke, M. L.

6

CC Division Chair

1985

Three days each for
a total of eighteen days
total

Burden, F. A.

3

Public School
Music Administrators

1985

One work day during a
week

129

University Presidents
& Board of Trustees

1985

Survey questionnaire

3

School Superintendents

1985

Surveyed and observed

Authors

N

Subjects

Date

Ivery, C. L.

5

CC Presidents

1983

Bloom, D. E.

1

School Principals

Cypher, T. W.

5

Foshee, B. J.

Cote, L. S.

Kennedy, E. L.

Sullivan & Mintzberg
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Table 3 Continued
Numbers and duration of
observation periods
Observed each for a five
day period

Combined theoretical
framework studies

1986

Observed for a five day
period

Martin & Mintzberg

Special Education,
Secondary & Elementary
Principals

1987

Observed for one week
each

4

School Superintendents

1990

Observed for one week
each

Kiefer, K.E.

8
&
8

CC Chief Academic
Officers &
Fire Dept. Deputy Chiefs

1998

Interviews

Moss & Mintzberg

McInnis, W.D.

6

CC Chief Business Officers

2002

Interviews and analysis of
roles

Baker & Mintzberg

Millliron, M.T.

10

CC Chief Information
Officer

2008

Interviews and surveys

Mrozinski, M.D.

9

CC Mission Statements

2010

Instrumental case study

Authors

N

Subjects

Date

McDaniel-Hine,
L.C.

5

Elementary School
Teachers

1986

Tibbets, D.W.

1

Public School Guidance
Administrator

Madsen, J.A.

5

Bergers, J.R.

Lang & Lopers
Sweetman & Mintzberg
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Table 4
Management, Administration, and Entrepreneurial Studies, Articles, and Dissertations Utilizing Mintzberg’s Typology
N

Subjects

Date

Numbers and duration of
observation periods

Hale, M. L.

5

City Managers

1983

Observed for a five week period

Mayo, L. A.

3

Police Chief Executives

1983

No observation period. Collected data on
time use and compared with other studies

Scott, M P.

1&
1

Public Ed. Mgr. & Public
Service Mgr.

1983

Observed five days each

Stephens, C. S.

5

Chief Information
Officers

1991

Observed five days each

Besseyre des
Horts, C. H

91

Three organizations-Mgt.
and Corporate Positions

1991

Tengblad, S.

8

CEOs - Sweden

2002

Authors

Combined
Theoretical
Framework Studies

Wilson &
Mintzberg

Semi-structured interviews &
observations, archives, & company
surveys
(4) CEOs observed five days, and
(4) CEOs observed 1-2 work days
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Table 5
Health, Religion, and Library Science Studies, Articles, and Dissertations Utilizing Mintzberg’s Typology
Numbers and duration of
observation periods

Authors

N

Subjects

Date

Micali,
J.E.

8

Surgical Head Nurses at
Private Hospital

1986

Structured and unstructured observations,
interviews, and document collection over one
year period

Ryding,
R.B.

5

Nazarene Clergymen

1989

Structured observation for 5 working days over
an 8-week period for a total of 25 days

Tigar,
N.L.

10

Hospital Nurse Executives

1991

Structured observation for two days each of the
nurses

Koelker,
K.J.

5

Library Directors and their
Admin. Assistants

2002

Structured observation, structured interviews,
decision style inventory, and questionnaire
based on Mintzberg's roles

Combined
Theoretical
Framework Studies

30
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Part Three: Curtis Ivery’s Study of Five Community College Presidents
Following Mintzberg’s (1968) empirical study of five business and industry CEOs, Curtis
Ivery conducted a 1982 dissertation study that utilized structured observation in order to
“provide a meaningful relationship between specific activities and established work roles of the
community college presidents” (p. 39). Ivery’s (1983) structured observation study sought to
answer two questions. First, he wanted to “determine if the managerial activities of community
college presidents could be described by Mintzberg’s ten categories” (Hammons & Ivery, 1988,
p. 26), and second, he wished “to clarify if there were any difference between the activities of
community college presidents and Mintzberg’s CEOs” (Hammons & Ivery, 1988, p. 26).
Through a purposive convenience sampling, seven community college presidents were
identified as possible subjects for a structured observation study, and five were selected, one
each from the states of Arkansas, Kansas, Michigan, Oklahoma, and Texas. Ivery (1983)
followed Mintzberg’s (1968) inductive approach in collecting three types of data prior to the
structured observation of the presidents. He collected one month of the presidents’ scheduled
appointments, information about each of their institutions, and their vitas/biographies. He then
observed each president for five consecutive days (one workweek), Monday through Friday, and
with paper and pencil logged three types of observed activity: (a) a Correspondence Record of
incoming communication, (b) a Contact Record of every verbal communication and interaction
with the president, and (c) An Activity Record of logged minute-by-minute accounts of each
president’s activities organized under Mintzberg’s three groups (Interpersonal, Informational,
and Decisional). Ivery used a descriptive analysis (sums, means, standard (z) scores, averages,
and percentages), and a chi-square analysis to compare his results with Mintzberg’s results.
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Findings and Conclusions.
Ivery (1983) reported nine conclusions from his study of community college presidents’
managerial activities.
(a) The major or largest demands on presidents were in activities labeled “informational”
(receiving information of various kinds through various means including scheduled or
unscheduled meetings with key subordinates, by reading, and via telephone calls).
(b) The greatest volume of communication was received through telephone calls and
unscheduled meetings, in that order.
(c) Position descriptions did not accurately reflect the actual responsibilities of the
community college president.
(d) Presidents spent a great deal of time interacting with other people. For example, it
was found that the presidents spent 87% of their time in verbal communication activities
such as attending meetings, talking on the telephone, and touring their campuses.
(e) It was possible to identify specific activities that made up the role of the community
college president (deskwork, telephone calls, scheduled meetings, unscheduled meetings,
and tours).
(f) It was possible to classify the activities of community college presidents using the
activity role system presented by Mintzberg.
(g) Boards of Trustees needed to become more aware of the activities actually performed
by the president and of the relative time allocations of these activities.
(h) Aspirants to the position of community college president should be more aware of
presidential activities and of their relative importance. Subsequently, they should strive
to gain experience and competence in areas associated with the primary activities
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performed by presidents.
(i) A comparison of the activities of the five presidents in Ivery’s study with the five
CEOs in Mintzberg’s 1968 study revealed significant differences in all of the general
areas examined. These included incoming mail, outgoing mail, activities, and personnel
contacts. In only one category–target of output mail, were the differences between the
two groups insignificant (Ivery, 1983, para 2).
In a later article, Does a Difference Make a Difference: A Comparison of the Activities of
Community College Presidents with Those of Chief Executive Officers in Other Settings,
Hammons and Ivery (1988) attempted to extend Ivery’s (1983) study to examine variances of the
commonly accepted managerial roles of planning, organizing, staffing, directing, coordinating
and controlling (see Footnote 1). Lastly, they examined whether Mintzberg’s ten management
roles could be used to classify the activities of community college presidents and thus provide a
basis for describing the management activities of community college presidents.
The study findings were presented in four categories: (a) Tasks and Activities, (b)
Purposes Served by the Activities of Community College Presidents, (c) Analysis of Time Spent
by Presidents of Mintzberg’s Roles, and (d) Differences Between the Ways Community College
CEOs and Mintzberg’s CEOs Spent Their Time (Hammons & Ivery, 1988).
Tasks and Activities.
An analysis of the presidents’ tasks and activities was reported for five different
categories: deskwork, telephone calls, scheduled meetings, unscheduled meetings, and tours.
Deskwork was defined as time that the president engaged in activities in his office such as
sorting/processing mail, reading reports, and time spent in drafting or signing forms, letters,
reports, or speeches. The analysis revealed that a majority of the president’s time was spent
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working in his office. Hammons and Ivery (1988) reported community college presidents spent
12.8% of their total workweek (4.6 hours per week) on deskwork in their offices and averaged
just over 70 telephone calls per week (representing 20.1% of the presidents’ time).
The community college presidents’ scheduled meetings consumed more time than all
other activities except unscheduled meetings. In fact, the presidents attended an average of 26
scheduled meetings per week (average of 23 minutes each), which accounted for nearly 10 hours
a week (Hammons & Ivery, 1988, p. 21). Unscheduled meetings occurred daily, averaged 19
minutes, and accounted for 32.9% of their time (Hammons & Ivery 1988, p. 21).
As part of their administrative responsibilities, community college presidents spent time
touring and walking around their campuses. The study reported the time spent in this activity
varied greatly between presidents (3% of one president’s time, and 10.5% of another’s). The
overall time spent on the five community college presidents’ touring activities was 6.8% and
lasted an average of 28 minutes.
Purposes Served by the Activities of Community College Presidents.
The study by Ivery and Hammons (1988) used four categories labeled Secondary,
Informational, Decision-Making, and Status Requests and Solicitations to label the reasons for a
president’s activity. The first category labeled Secondary, included management activities as
follows: processing mail, ceremony, scheduling, and travel on campus business. Time spent
processing mail accounted for 15% of the presidents’ time whereas approximately half was spent
on planning activities, and 3% was spent making key decisions.
The next category, Informational, dealt with the receipt or distribution of information.
The third category of activities, Decision-Making, (planning, key decision-making, crises, and
negotiation) accounted for 14% of a president’s time. In the final category, Hammons and Ivery
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(1988) reported that presidents spent the least amount (2%) of their time on Status Requests and
Solicitation activities such as speaking at functions and sending documents and solicitations on
behalf of the campus.
Analysis of Time Spent by Presidents in Mintzberg’s Roles.
As mentioned earlier, Mintzberg’s (1968, 1973) ten roles of managerial work are divided
into three categories: Interpersonal, Informational, and Decisional Roles. Mintzberg’s categories
were used by Hammons and Ivery (1988) to report their findings regarding how the presidents
used their time. Hammons and Ivery (1988) reported the community college presidents spent
time in each of Mintzberg’s ten roles, and often a president’s activities could be classified under
more than one definition of an activity, thus the end total time presidents spent in managerial
activities equaled more than 100 percent.
The first category, Interpersonal, included the managerial roles of figurehead, leader, and
liaison. The study reported that each of the five presidents spent approximately 30% of their time
in the role of figurehead. They spent 92% of their time in their role as a leader, and 12% of their
time as a liaison networking and cultivating relationships important to their institutions.
The second category, Informational, was a vital component of managerial activities due
to the receiving and transmitting of crucial information to the organization. The study found
presidents spent about 44% of their time in this role with a range of between 34 and 59%. In the
management activities categorized as monitor, 44% of a community college president’s time was
allocated to an understanding of new developments that might affect their organization. In the
third role, the study found that community college presidents spent 47% of the time devoted to
their role as disseminator of internal and external information within the college. Finally, in the
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fourth role, spokesperson, managers spent an average of 13% channeling information out of their
environment on behalf of their organization.
As described earlier, the four Decisional Roles (entrepreneur role, disturbance handler,
allocator of resources, and negotiator) pertained to what managers do with the information they
collect. The Decisional roles included activities such as handling requests from employees for
authorization, scheduling meetings for problem solving, delegating and budgeting, and
negotiating with others. In their Entrepreneurial roles, the presidents spent a considerable amount
of time (19-34%) working toward making changes. In contrast, presidents spent little time
settling disputes, only 10-16% of their time.
The allocation of resources was critical to the strategic planning and survival of the
community college. The resources requiring allocation included money, time, material,
equipment, and additional assets. This role accounted for 32% of the presidents’ time. Hammons
and Ivery (1988) reported the presidents’ time spent allocating financial resources appeared to be
atypical due to the timing of the study coinciding with the months that typically included budget
preparation. Finally, the president was responsible for representing the organization as a major
negotiator. The act of negotiation was considered a routine management activity for community
college presidents and accounted for 12% of the presidents’ time.
Differences Between the Ways Community College CEOs and Mintzberg’s CEOs
Spend Their Time.
Mintzberg (2009) argued that “a good part of the work of managing involves doing what
specialists do, but in particular ways that make use of the manager’s special contacts, status, and
information” (p.47). In other words, a manager’s (community college president) time is spent
applying his or her knowledge and expertise performing (doing) activities that fall within roles or
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categories. In the third area of analysis, Hammons and Ivery (1988) sought to determine the
differences between the ways community college presidents and Mintzberg’s CEOs spent their
time.
A chi-square test was used to compare findings between the five community college
presidents and the five CEOs of Mintzberg’s study (1968). Highly significant statistical
differences (p < .001) were found between the five presidents’ activities and those of
Mintzberg’s five CEOs in all the categories listed below (Hammons & Ivery, 1988, p. 26).
 Types of incoming mail
 Types of attention given to incoming mail
 Types of senders of incoming mail
 Purposes of incoming mail
 Types of outgoing mail
 Purposes of outgoing mail
 Types of activities engaged in by the two groups
 Time spent on activities
 Nature of personal contacts
 Amount of time spent in personal contacts
 Number of persons attending unscheduled meetings
 Number of persons attending scheduled meetings
 Number of personal contacts by participants
 Amount of time spent with personal contact participants
 Purposes of personal contacts by times spent in each
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Part Four: Review of Literature for Years 1982 through 2012
As indicated earlier, a search of the literature on community college presidents’
managerial activities and leadership roles for the years 1982-2012 brought overwhelming results:
2,499 studies, articles, and dissertations (Table 1). After further review of the abstracts of the
articles, studies, and dissertations, the subjects listed under the following headings were
eliminated: Leadership competencies, educational leadership, leadership demands, pathways to
presidencies, women college presidents, educational fund raising, Chief Executive Officers
(CEOs), communication in education, sex differences, job stress, motivation, common
background factors, presidential traits and characteristics, professional development, burn out,
job satisfaction, crisis management, organizational culture, management styles, emotional
intelligence, sleep disorders, spouses, junior college trustees, boards of directors, African
American college presidents and women executives. This left nine studies and dissertations
specific to a community college president’s administrative responsibilities and managerial
activities in his or her leadership roles. These were classified into two categories: 1) Community
college president leadership roles and 2) Management skills and activities.
Community College President Leadership Roles.
Richard L. Daft (2008) wrote that some of the biggest challenges facing leaders today
have been the changing world of globalization, outsourcing, advancing technologies, and
devastating economic uncertainty, and as a result, organizations are looking for a new paradigm
of leadership (p. 27). One organization in search of a new leadership paradigm, the Hay Group
(2004), conducted a study of 600 top-performing senior executives from some of the world’s
most successful organizations (IBM, PepsiCo, Unilever, and others). They found executives’
perceptions included the need to develop future leadership programs that identified leader
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characteristics along with effective behavior and management skills, and suggested the programs
would need to align with emerging roles vital to the organization’s future.
In the same way that business leaders around the country have experienced changes in
leadership roles and management responsibilities, the leadership roles, management activities,
and responsibilities of community college presidents have also changed. However, while
community college leaders agree that dramatic changes have occurred, their views are varied
about the leadership roles, skills, and responsibilities presidents need to cope with the changes.
For example, Marion K. Vogel’s (1992) study attempted to profile the perceptions twoyear technical college presidents in South Carolina have of their roles among various internal and
external constituencies and further attempted to describe presidential roles and responsibilities.
She argued that South Carolina community college presidents are thought of as managers rather
than educators and that their managerial roles followed the theoretical framework of Mintzberg’s
role classifications. To obtain her data, she surveyed and interviewed sixteen community college
presidents. Fifteen were active presidents and one was a past president who served as an
Executive Director of the State Board for Technical and Comprehensive Education. Eight of the
presidents, including the director, were retrieved from a list of effective community college
leaders nominated in a peer survey conducted by Roueche, Baker, and Rose and published in
1989 in Shared Vision: Transformational Leadership in American Community Colleges” (Vogel,
1992, p. 143). Fifteen of the presidents were male (fourteen white and one black) and one was a
white female.
Vogel (1992) utilized a seven-page survey instrument that replicated two of Dr. George
Vaughan’s (1986) surveys, Leadership and Career and Lifestyles, and incorporated
modifications to include community college presidents’ perceptions of current issues. The survey
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had a 100% return rate and consisted of seven parts. The first contained questions on skills and
abilities of the effective college presidents, and the second included roles of the president and
issues faced by the president while at work. Parts three, four, and five of the survey solicited the
community college enrollment figures and information about president demographics, career
pathways, and educational backgrounds. The final two sections solicited information about the
presidents’ families, activities, and life outside of work.
Following the initial survey, Vogel (1992) submitted an additional questionnaire of 23
questions to the participants and followed up with an hour-long interview with the purpose of
obtaining more details on their career pathways to the presidency and opinions on the changes
they had observed in their presidential role. The results of the study suggested three things. First,
community college presidents possessed useful skills in hiring competent people. Second, they
exhibited attributes of integrity and good judgment. Third, the community college presidents
possessed essential management skills needed to effectively communicate, delegate, and
motivate their faculty and staff.
In a later study, James A. Hood (1997) studied the perceptions of two-year college
presidents about “criteria for their selection, and the administrative roles, skills, job challenges,
tasks, administrative strategies, and leadership dimension related to being selected and
[upholding] the position of president” (p. 87). He updated and revised a Seagren, Wheeler,
Creswell, Miller, and Vanhorn-Grassmeyer (1994) survey questionnaire entitled, International
Community College Chair Survey. The Seagren et al. survey instrument (an adapted survey
developed for the Study of Higher Education and Post-Secondary Education at the University
Nebraska Lincoln and the Maricopa Community College National Community College Chair
Academy), consisted of thirty-three items and was pilot tested with a population sample of 15
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two-year college presidents who represented a cross-section of institutions within the United
States, Canada, and Puerto Rico (Hood, 1997).
Following a pilot test, Hood (1997) randomly surveyed 108 two-year community college
presidents and received an 89% return rate. The presidents’ institutions were members of the
American Association of Community Colleges and represented campuses around the United
States, Canada, and the Territory of Puerto Rico. Hood found that the presidents believed that in
addition to innovation, communication, and vision, other important factors of administrative
skills sought after in the selection of a presidential candidate to carry out their responsibilities
included judgment (96.8% level of importance, M = 4.64), and decisiveness (97.9% level of
importance, M = 4.56).
In an extension of his original 1997 study, Hood teamed up with Miller and Pope (1999)
to further explore the professional qualification criteria of being selected for and holding the
position of a two-year college president. They utilized a survey Hood originally administered to
96 college presidents in order to learn more about the job challenges and additional factors that
contributed to their selection as president. The results of this study concluded three significant
perceptions of the presidents about their roles and responsibilities. First, the presidents suggested
that their role as communicator was most important with a 96.8% level of importance and a
mean 4.34 on a 5.0 Likert scale. Second, the role of innovator followed with a 92.6% level of
importance and a mean of 4.45, while the third role of facilitator resulted in a 91.6% level of
importance and a mean of 4.34.
The study asked community college presidents to identify challenges in the job. The
presidents indicated these included obtaining financial resources, funding technology expenses,
increasing professional growth, and implementing articulation agreements with high schools. A
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third question explored in the second study of the data asked what leadership dimensions the
current two-year college presidents perceived as important for future presidents. Finally, the
authors concluded that leadership programs designed to prepare community college presidents
would substantially benefit from the inclusion of content focused on developing future
presidents’ communication skills and providing training in basic management skills.
Pamela L. Eddy’s (2005) phenomenological study of nine new community college
presidents utilized Weick’s (1995) seven-point model for “sensemaking” to explore a president’s
management skills associated with making decisions, communicating, and leading their
campuses in new directions. Face-to-face interviews and the verbatim transcription of questions
and answers were used to obtain an overall theme of the presidents’ perceptions of their
leadership role at their institutions.
Eddy argued that several factors suggested a need to research the presidents’
administrative roles in leading their institutions. The first was the power associated with the
presidential role in the organizational hierarchy, especially when times of fiscal and budgetary
changes depend heavily upon the presidents’ abilities to make good decisions on behalf of their
institutions. She reported that two additional factors, the pending leadership crisis and the
external demand of constituents for organizational change, had influenced the presidents’
abilities to make effective decisions. Eddy’s (2005) findings reported that college presidents
shared a perception that they were constantly learning and adjusting to meet the demands of the
job and that professional development was essential in providing leadership opportunities for
training new community college leadership.
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Management Skills and Activities.
As discussed earlier, there have been minimal studies on community college presidents’
leadership roles since 1982. Four studies have attempted to explore the management skills and
activities of the president. In the first of these, James L. Rasch (1990) attempted to discern
Illinois public community college presidents’ and trustees’ perceptions of the importance of
managerial and leadership characteristics of community college presidents. To accomplish this,
he first developed a survey instrument of 23 management characteristics and 23 leadership
characteristics using a combination of Mintzberg’s (1973) role classifications and Lau et al.’s
(1979) Naval executive functions (resulting in a combination of 11 executive roles). Then he
utilized the leadership terminology identified in Selznick’s (1957) research for comparison of
management skills and activities. Rasch (1990) “surveyed 39 community college presidents and
275 trustees from the 39 districts within the State of Illinois public community college system”
(p. 42). Due to a presidential vacancy and a high turnover rate among the trustees in 1990, a total
of 28 community college presidents and 131 trustees participated in the study, which yielded a
response rate of 59.1% (Rasch, 1990, p. 43).
Both the Illinois community college presidents and the trustees were asked to categorize
the questions as either managerial activities or leadership characteristics. After conducting a pilot
study with four professionals, a reliability analysis was performed on the survey responses. The
scale scores, Management scale scores (M = 4.24, alpha = .8952) and leadership (M = 3.73, alpha
= .8838), were deemed acceptable for the study (Rasch, 1990, p. 50).
In his study, Rasch (1990) found no differences between perceived importance of the 11
executive roles for community college presidents and those of the trustees. However, an
independent t test showed the community college presidents perceived management
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characteristics to be more important than the community college trustees perceived them to be,
[( t (58.5) = 3.66, p = .001) (Rasch, 1990, p. 54)]. Additionally, Rasch (1990) concluded that
the profile of the community college president in his study was limited to a local level and,
therefore, recommended further research on a national level to determine the management and
leadership characteristics community college presidents need.
Martha L. Heffner (1992) attempted to determine the kinds of skills, knowledge, and
abilities future leaders would need to manage community colleges. After reviewing the body of
literature of Barber, 1990 (leadership behaviors); Fain, 1987 (role perceptions of state CEOs);
Hammons and Ivery, 1988 (roles of community college presidents); and Henry, 1987 (role of
junior college presidents), she determined a gap existed in data to support essential training of
community college presidents.
Heffner (1992) examined the management skills used by both successful community
college presidents and successful small business owners in Mississippi. Heffner (1992)
interviewed and observed three Mississippi small business owners, three community college
presidents, and twenty-six other participants to include faculty, administrators, employees of the
presidents, bankers, board members, a former co-worker, an accountant, and a community
contact (N = 32) (p. 56). To distinguish a successful community college president, Heffner
(1992) selected three presidents previously identified in Shared Vision: Transformational
Leadership in American Community Colleges (Roueche et al., 1989). Two of the successful
business owners were selected based on their CEO status and were recognized for their
responsibility of managing a major portion of the businesses they owned, and for employing
between 100-300 employees. The third successful business owner was identified and selected as
a result of receiving an award through the National Chamber of Commerce.
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Heffner (1992) used fourteen management functions as the conceptual framework for the
questions used in the management skills categories. They were “planning, goal setting, and
decision making; organizing and staffing; directing; controlling; financial management; time
management; merchandising and marketing; inventory; productions/manufacturing;
distributions; legal concerns; operations; purchasing; and technology” (Heffner, 1992, p. 57).
Heffner (1992) found the management skills of successful community college presidents were
similar to the management skills of successful small business owners in seven of the 14
categories and further recommended more research on community college presidents to better
understand presidents’ management skills.
Barbara Crittenden (1997,) like Heffner (1990), found, “Little research existed that assists
in the development of programs to prepare community college leaders” (Crittenden, 1997, p. 6).
In her (1997) qualitative study to identify skills of outstanding/leading community college
presidents, she expanded on Charles McFarlin’s (1997) nine leadership preparation factors,
which were: (1) status as a community college insider, (2) earned terminal degree, (3) major
within the terminal degree focused on higher education/community college leadership, (4)
participation as a protégé in a mentor-protégé relationship, (5) involvement with a peer network,
(6) participation in leadership development activities, (7) preparation as a change agent, (8)
personal research and publication agenda, and (9) knowledge of technology (p.9).
Crittenden utilized George Vaughan’s (1986) research in The Community College
Presidency as a foundation for her study but expanded on the small samples in McFarlin’s
(1997) study to include additional geographic regions. McFarlin’s (1997) study had been limited
to community colleges located in the upper Midwest–Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. Crittenden wanted to determine whether
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a larger sample size would result in differences in leadership preparation among presidents. By
expanding beyond McFarlin’s geographically limited sample to include the Northeast, Southeast,
Southwest, and Northwest, Crittenden (1997) was able to survey 975 presidents in 47 states with
a response rate of 73.64% (147 presidents originally surveyed by McFarlin and an additional 828
presidents) (p. 94).
Crittenden utilized a peer selection process to identify 96 presidents with outstanding
leadership skills and to assign 622 into an average grouping. The selection process of
outstanding leadership was accomplished with a system developed and validated by George
Vaughan (1986) and used by McFarlin in his 1997 study. To accomplish selection of
participants, survey respondents were divided into two groups, and presidents / CEOs were asked
to identify the three most outstanding presidents in their state. The respondents were voted
outstanding/leading with five votes and two votes minimum for selection to participate.
Respondents with less than two votes were placed in the “average group.”
After submitting a survey of ten research questions to the participants (N = 718), a chisquare analysis, t test, and analysis of variance were performed on the ten questions. Crittenden
(1997) found the significant difference between the two groups indicated the presidents
identified as outstanding leaders had a higher rate of (65.6%) having published or presented
research. Additionally, a chi-square analysis, t test, and analysis of variance further indicated the
same outstanding presidents had a lower rate of participation in social/business networks. In the
concluding remarks, Crittenden (1997) reported that a limitation to the study included the
reliance on volunteer participation and self-reported data. Therefore, Crittenden (1997)
concluded that future “study of community college presidents was needed to identify preparation
factors for the development of exemplary leadership skills” (p.108).
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In an extension of the limited body of literature on community college presidents’
leadership skills and preparation of future presidents’ responsibilities, Christopher A. Duree
(2007) conducted a quantitative study. The purpose of his study was to examine the community
college presidents’ demographics, backgrounds, career pathways, leadership development, and
educational preparation developed from the transformational leadership skills embedded in the
American Association of Community Colleges Competencies for Community College Leaders.
For the study, an original survey instrument entitled, The Community College
Presidency: Demographics and Leadership Preparation Factors Survey was developed by a
group of researchers in the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies, and office
of Community College Research and Policy at Iowa State University (doctoral students under the
direction of Larry Ebbers, University Professor, and Frankie Santos Laanan, Associate Professor,
Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies), and endorsed by George Boggs,
CEO, American Association of Community Colleges. In the study, the American Association of
Community Colleges (AACC) identified a target population of 1,309 community college
presidents, prior to the elimination of duplicate listings, individuals from school districts, and
department of education administrators. A 40-item survey was distributed to a final sample of
1,086 community college presidents and had a response rate of 38.2% (N = 415) (Duree, 2007, p.
51). Duree (2007) found that overall the community college presidents (84.4%) rated themselves
as prepared for their positions and were aligned with the AACC’s Competencies for Community
College Leaders and in resource management competencies. However, the community college
presidents said the areas where they were less likely to be prepared were in the management skill
sets of organizational strategy and resource management domains, and they further indicated
fundraising was their greatest challenge.
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While several studies conducted since 1982 had established the perception by community
college presidents that effective management skills were essential to their leadership roles, one
final study attempted to also gauge the perception of the boards of trustees generally responsible
for hiring and maintaining authority over those presidents. Similar to Rasch in 1990, Jeffery S.
Boyd sought participation from both community college presidents and members of the boards
of trustees. His (2010) qualitative study explored the perceptions of three Mid-western
community college presidents and three board trustees as to what they each believed were
important leadership style attributes and management abilities and skills for a future community
college president.
Boyd (2010) gathered information through interviews, observations, and other supporting
documents. He found that in addition to attributes of honesty, integrity, and open
communication, the community college presidents and the boards of trustees believed essential
skills needed by future community college presidents included relationship building, public
speaking, listening, and financial acumen. Since then, no other studies regarding the managerial
activities and leadership roles of effective community college presidents have been conducted or
published. Further, while the community college presidency was an oft-studied position, few if
any researchers have focused on effective community college leaders’ managerial activities and
none have used a structured observation methodology since Curtis Ivery in 1982.
Chapter Summary
Chapter two was divided into four sections. The first section described steps the
researcher used to delimit the overwhelming amount of literature written on community college
presidents. The second part briefly discussed the historical overview of management theorists’
work that led to Henry Mintzberg’s 1968 landmark observational study of five CEOs’
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managerial activities. This section went on to explain Mintzberg’s rationale for observing the
actual behavior of managers and the outcome of his findings to answer the question “What do
managers do?” that led to his categorization of managers’ activities into three interpersonal roles,
three informational roles, and four decisional roles.
Section three of this chapter established the connection between the management
theorists and the use of management studies to identify and quantify the work of community
college presidents. Curtis Ivery was the first researcher to apply a structured observation
methodology previously reserved for business entities to the position of community college
president. Therefore, the third section included a summary of Ivery’s work, which utilized
structured observation to determine if the managerial activities of five community college
presidents could be described by Mintzberg’s ten categories. Additionally, a comparison of the
amount of time Mintzberg’s CEOs and Ivery’s community college presidents spent engaged in
work activities and nine conclusions from Ivery’s study were summarized. Ivery (1982) found
the managerial work of community college presidents could be categorized beyond the activities
of staffing, directing, coordinating, and controlling with the use of Mintzberg’s Role Taxonomy.
The fourth section of this chapter consisted of a review of the literature examining
community college presidencies that have been produced since Ivery’s work. Between 1982 and
2012, a large number of studies and dissertations regarding the community college president
were written. While the community college president was the subject of much research, the
actual focus varied widely, including themes such as the community college president’s
perceptions of his or her job competencies, leadership demands, pathways to the presidency,
fund raising, common traits, characteristics and background factors, jobs stress, motivation,
burn-out, sleep disorders, management styles, emotional intelligence, family influences, and
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ethnic diversity. The sheer number of documents available required the researcher to effectively
distinguish the pertinent writings from the many more that were irrelevant to this study.
After delimiting the literature further with keywords used by Ivery (1982) and adding
limitations to include community college presidents and leadership roles, and community college
presidents and managerial activities, nine studies and dissertations from 1982 to 2012 were
determined to be relevant to the purpose of this study. Those nine studies were summarized and
the limited findings that related to the purpose of this study were outlined. None of these studies
utilized structured observation to understand how effective community college presidents
actually do their jobs.
Beyond the work taking place within academia, additional studies and documents
produced by various programs launched by associations, the grow-your-own leader programs,
and the university graduate programs preparing future community college leaders have all been
heavily dependent on self-reported assessments, solicited opinions, and interviews with
community college presidents. Although valuable insights have been obtained from these various
studies of community college presidents, no work has been done in the last 30 years to gain
objective data acquired through structured observation of successful community college
presidents in an effort to determine the skills, activities and roles of those presidents.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
This chapter contains the research methodology and design. It begins with the selection
of the research design, then identifies the population studied, describes the process used in the
selection of a sample, outlines the three stages of data collection, details the construction of the
data-recording instrument, provides the details and outcomes for both the Field and Pilot Tests,
and explains the process of data analysis.
Selection of the Methodology
The structured observation methodology developed by Mintzberg was utilized for this
study. Structured observation was chosen because it “couples the flexibility of open-ended
observation with the discipline of seeking certain types of structured data” (Mintzberg, 1973). As
prescribed by structured observation, the workday activities of managers, in this case community
college presidents, were observed, systematically recorded and placed into three categories–
interpersonal roles, informational roles, and decisional roles (Mintzberg, 1973).
Selection of the Target Population
The target population of this study included 65 presidents of the Achieving the Dream
Leader Colleges (ATD). At the time of the study, there were a total of 168 active institutions (out
of 1,132 community colleges) participating in Achieving the Dream, of which 65 had qualified
as Leader Colleges (ATD, 2012c).
Selection of the Sample
This study utilized a purposeful convenience sampling (Creswell, 2008). In this study,
Dr. James O. Hammons, Professor of Higher Education at the University of Arkansas and an
Achieving the Dream Leadership Coach of two Leader Colleges invited ATD Leader Coaches to
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nominate ATD Leader College presidents from a list of 65 ATD Leader College presidents for
inclusion in the study. Their nominees included fifteen community college presidents from
around the country who had been in their position for a minimum of three years and who were
representative of an effective community college leader of Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader
Colleges.
The Participants.
While Henry Mintzberg’s 1968 empirical study of the managerial activities of business
executives did not include women in his sample and, Curtis Ivery’s all-male convenience sample
in his 1982 study accurately represented the predominately male population holding leadership
positions around the country, conditions were markedly different thirty-one years later. At the
time of this study, the 65 Achieving the Dream Leader Colleges (83 locations including multicampus/multi-college systems) around the country were under the leadership of 39 (46%) female
presidents and 44 (53%) male presidents. Therefore, any convenience sampling of participating
presidents had to include representatives of both genders, in addition to taking into account
variations in geographic location and institution size. Of the 15 presidents nominated, seven
presidents (three females and four males) were invited to participate in this study. Initial contact
was made through a letter via-email regarding the nomination. A follow-up telephone call served
to confirm each nominee’s commitment to participate. Ultimately, five presidents (two females
and three males) agreed to participate and two presidents (one of each gender) regretfully
declined due to scheduling conflicts and time constraints. The final participant field of five
presidents represented ATD Leader Colleges from Arkansas, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, and Texas, and reflected a range of demographic and economic constituencies.
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Once five presidents committed to participate in the study, coding of the presidents and
their states was completed. For confidentiality, the presidents/participants were assigned an alpha
letter A, B, C, D, or E through a non-scientific method. The state of each president’s college
campus location and the alpha letters A-E were typed on individual pieces of paper. A state name
was drawn from one paper cup and an alpha letter was drawn from another paper cup until each
president was randomly assigned a letter to represent his or her community college’s location.
For this study, the colleges characteristics delineated in Table 6 illustrate each president by their
Type of Institution, the Campus Setting Classification (IPEDs), and Student Population
Enrollment (classified as a range to provide confidentiality of campus locations).
Table 6
Brief Summary of ATD Community College Information

ATD
Community
College
Location

Campus
Setting
a

Classification

Student
Population
Enrollment
a

Range

Enrollment
State
Shift Spring
Unemployment
Union
2013 From
Previous Fall Rate March Bargaining
b
2012
2013
Semester

Arkansas

Rural

1,000 - 10,000

Decreased

7.9

No

Ohio

Town

1,000 - 10,000

Same

8.6

No

Pennsylvania

Suburb

1,000 - 10,000

Decreased

7.9

Yes

City

11,000 - 20,000

Decreased

8.4

No

Suburb

1,000 - 10,000

Increased

6.4

No

South Carolina
Texas
a

b

Note. = U.S. Department of Education's Statistics -IPEDs (2013). = U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (2013).

Board (s)

Board of
Trustees
Board of
Trustees
Board of
Trustees
County
Commissioners
Board of
Regents
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Data Collection
Three Stages of Data Collection.
Although Mintzberg (1973) argued that “structured observation is an expensive research
method” (p. 228), he further suggested that it was “perhaps the only one that enables us to study
systematically and comprehensively those parts of managerial work that are not well understood”
(p. 228). As in Mintzberg’s (1968) and Ivery’s studies, the researcher completed the systematic
collection of data in three stages. The three stages of data collection in this study were:
1) collecting of preliminary data, 2) collecting of field data through structured observation and
simultaneous recording of observations, and 3) coding of the observations.
The preliminary stage of data collection included requesting information from the
community college presidents prior to the actual observation phase. The initial information
included a minimum of one month of the presidents’ scheduled appointments, the organizational
charts for each institution, and the presidents’ job descriptions. Although the request for
information was made in advance of the presidents’ participation in the study, only three
provided the information prior to the first day of the observational stage of the study. The
remaining two presidents obliged during the first few days of the observational stage.
In Mintzberg’s (1973) reflection about his 1968 ground-breaking study, he noted that any
“researcher interested in studying precisely how much time a given manager spends in each of
the ten roles–an obvious next step for comparative research–must first develop some clearer
mapping of activities onto roles” (p. 268). Therefore, the second stage included the physical
observation of five community college presidents for one workweek each. To observe the
managers (presidents) while at work, the researcher utilized Mintzberg’s (1968, 1973) inductive
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approach that “couples the flexibility of open-ended observation with the discipline of seeking
certain types of structured data” (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 231).
For the purpose of this study, an instrument for recording data had to be developed. The
instrument was designed to facilitate the recording of activities observed, the coding of activities
as they were observed, the labeling of actions quickly, and the recording of the time spent in
each of the activities using Mintzberg’s framework of a “Manager’s Working Roles” (Mintzberg,
1973, pp. 54-99). In this case, the researcher observed each community college president’s
activity, then made a decision regarding which of the ten roles: figurehead, leader, liaison,
monitor, disseminator, spokesperson, entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator, or
negotiator, the activity fell within (Mintzberg, 1973). After mapping the community college
presidents’ managerial activities into roles, the raw data was coded, tabulated, and analyzed.
The third and final stage of data collection included the recording and coding of
observations while the presidents were performing their management activities and leadership
roles. Similar to Mintzberg’s (1968) method for recording and coding data, the collection of two
types of data: (1) “anecdotal data” (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 232) which was comprised of actual
correspondence, informal discussions, and interesting incidents, and (2) “structured data”
(Mintzberg, 1973, p. 232) were used to assemble a chronological record of the activities
presidents performed “throughout every minute of the workday” (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 232). This
process included recording three areas of observational data: the location record, the contact
record, and the activity record.
Instrument Construction
According to Henry Mintzberg (1973), the collection of structured managerial activities
through open-ended observation distinguished a pattern of activity of every minute of an
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executive’s workday. Individually, managerial activities are first observed by a researcher and
then recorded in (often-overlapping) “tidy, concise, categories” (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 233). In the
structured observational studies conducted by Mintzberg (1968, 1973) and Ivery (1983), the
process of recording observed managerial activities was done with the use of pencil and paper.
The researcher contacted Curtis Ivery and learned that an instrument to replicate the
structured observation he conducted did not exist. Therefore, the researcher, with the assistance
of a data consultant, developed an instrument for the study paralleling Mintzberg’s framework of
managerial role categories utilizing modern technology. QuestionPro software was used to
produce the instrument that then interfaced with a professionally customized online survey. The
instrument was designed to allow the researcher to use an iPad to record both the observations of
management activities and any explanations thereof while each president performed the
documented tasks in real time. Each managerial activity recorded (entered) electronically into the
survey template immediately corresponded with the category and role pre-coded earlier by the
researcher and the statistical consultant. Initial extraction of the survey’s raw data was first
exported and downloaded from QuestionPro’s data bank into an Excel spreadsheet for cleaning
and verification, and then loaded into QlikView Business Intelligence software for comparative
analysis and presentation.
Coding.
As mentioned earlier, the coding of the presidents’ activities was categorized to parallel
Mintzberg’s (1973) managerial framework. This step included coding the role categories, the ten
roles, the assignments for other individuals who participated in the presidents’ activities, the
locations or sites identifying where the presidents carried out their activities, the method in
which activities were carried out, the number of people present, and the time of each activity’s
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duration in seconds, minutes, and hours. The codes for each aspect of an activity were assigned
as follows:
Three Role Categories
1 = Interpersonal
2 = Informational
3 = Decisional
Ten Roles
1 = Figurehead
2 = Leader
3 = Liaison
4 = Monitor
5 = Disseminator
6 = Spokesperson
7 = Entrepreneur
8 = Disturbance Handler
9 = Resource Allocator
10 = Negotiator
Other Individuals (Participants)
Other people who were in contact with the presidents or were engaged in the presidents’
managerial activities were coded in the instrument as follows:
B = Board member/trustee
C = Client / student
G = Government official/representative
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Sub = Subordinates-campus faculty and staff, and administrative/executive staff
Sup= Suppliers / vendors
P = Peers (i.e. provost, deans, vice presidents, and chancellors either on the presidents’
own campuses or on other campuses)
I = Independents (i.e. parents of students, former board members/trustees, or other
community members) that participate in the community college activities along with the
presidents
Locations and Work Sites
The presidents performed their work responsibilities in a variety of locations other than
their executive offices. Therefore, the coding of locations was included for both on and off their
college campuses. The codes were:
Boardroom / Conference = room designated as boardroom or conference room
Office = president’s office
Hallway = any hallway inside a building located on campus
Other offices = the presidents’ peers’ and / or subordinates’ offices on campus
Other campus locations = stairwells, elevators, and copy machine room
Off campus locations = locations beyond the confines of the community college campus
where activities would occur, such as restaurants, parking lots, and presidents’ cars -- The
researcher had the ability to enter (type) the descriptions of other locations into the
instrument for further identification.
Method to Carry Out Activity
The methods the president employed to carry out an activity type were coded as follows:
Figurehead
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1a = Signs / authorizes business document
1b = Signs / authorizes contract or agreement
1c = Signs / authorizes ceremonial document
1d = Receives visitor
1e = Conducts tour
1f = Fundraising
Leader
2a = Motivates employee
2b = Hires faculty or staff
2c = Trains employee
2d = Disciplines faculty or staff
2e = Attends campus program or building development
Liaison
3a = Joins or participates in networking
3b = Makes or meets a political relationship
Monitor
4a = Incoming telephone calls
4b = Attend scheduled meeting
4c = Attend unscheduled meeting
4d = Scan / read publication
4e = Scan / read report
4f = Read email
4g = Scan email
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4h = Receives and reads email
4i = Attends meeting where he /she receives information
Disseminator
5a = Communication decision
5b = Mail (writes or dictates letter / memo)
5c = Email (writes or dictates letter / memo)
5d = Phone call
Spokesperson
6a = Communication decision
6b = Mail (writes or dictates letter / memo)
6c = Email (writes or dictates letter / memo)
6d = Phone call
6e = Setup future meeting
6f = Attend conference
Entrepreneur
7a = Solutions and improvements to problems, challenges, or situations
Disturbance Handler
8a = Corrective action: student
8b = Corrective action: staff
8c = Corrective action: outsider
8d = Corrective action: other (ability to type in category)
8e = On-campus problem (security / other)
Resource Allocator
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9a = Resource decision: money
9b = Resource decision: time
9c = Resource decision: materials
9d = Resource decision: equipment
9e = Resource decision: other (ability to type in category)
9f = Budgeting
Negotiator
10a = Union / bargaining
10b = Vendors: bid activities
Number of People Present
The number of individuals who participated in an activity was entered numerically in a
blank field labeled as “People Present”. In this study, the presidents were not calculated in the
number of individuals participating in the work activity. For example, if a president was in an
unscheduled meeting with his or her administrative assistant, the number of people present and
accounted for was one.
Duration of Time Spent in Activity
The time a president spent in an activity was recorded with a time clock embedded in the
instrument that started immediately when the researcher observed an activity had begun and
clicked on the respective president’s alpha letter: pA, pB, pC, pD, or pE. The time clock tied to
the activity ended when the researcher observed the task was completed and clicked complete.
Multi-tasking activities performed by the presidents were recorded utilizing an overlap time
clock on the iPad and a “hash sheet” created by the researcher for manual entry into the
instrument at the end of each workday. Because this process of dealing with overlapping
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activities comprised part of the data analysis of the study, it was appropriate to include further
explanation under the Data Analysis heading. To determine if the instrument developed for this
study (and the lengthy pre-coding process) would work, it was deemed appropriate to conduct
both a pilot test and a field test.
Pilot Test and Field Test
As mentioned above, the purpose of the pilot and field tests was to ensure the
effectiveness of the recording instrument and of the coding process (Vogt, 1999). In the interest
of both time and convenience, participants for the “trial runs” were chosen locally and only
asked to allow observation for a single day each. One volunteer from the business community
was solicited for a one-day pilot test and a community college executive was asked to volunteer
for a one-day field test (Vogt, 1999).
The Pilot Test.
A pilot test is defined as “a test administered to a representative sample of examinees for
the sole purpose of trying out some aspects of the test or test items, such as instructions, time
limits, item response formats, or item response options” (Joint Committee on Standards for
Educational and Psychological Testing of the AERA, APA, and NCME, 1999, p. 26). A “trial
run or pilot test is helpful to try out the proposed procedures on a few subjects” and
unanticipated problems that appear can be solved at this stage, thereby saving time and effort
later” (Ary, Jacobs, & Razavieh, 2002, p. 111). Cozby (2009) suggested the use of a “trial run
with a small number of participants” once “all the specific aspects of the procedure had been
determined” (p. 177). He further allowed that, “a pilot study allows the experimenters who are
collecting the data to become comfortable with their roles and to standardize their procedures”
(Cozby, 2009, p. 178).
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A volunteer male participant holding a Master in Business Administration, currently
employed with a Missouri business entity, and maintaining a resume that includes business
development, banking, sales management, membership drive development, systems and program
development, public and community relations, and numerous memberships in local, regional,
state, and national organizations, made himself available for one workday. The day began at 7:30
a.m. and ended at 4:45 p.m. In replicating the anticipated activities of Achieving the Dream
Leader College presidents’ varied schedules, the day began with an off-site breakfast networking
business meeting, progressed to telephone calls to prospective clients and customers, included
additional meetings, and ended with office work.
Both the first offsite breakfast meeting and an offsite lunch meeting required the
participant to engage in networking as well as in-depth business–related discussions while sitting
or moving quickly around the room. Overall, the daily managerial activities conducted
throughout the business day included activities in and out of the office, and could easily be
categorized under one of Mintzberg’s (1973) three management activity categories. They
included: placing and receiving phone calls, emails, and numerous text messages; problem
solving; strategic planning; decision making; motivating a team member; scheduling future
meetings; delegating projects; and representing the company as a spokesperson and liaison.
During the pilot test, several issues emerged within the first hour of entering data. While
recording an activity, a linking strand of roles with an observed activity error message appeared.
With a text message to the statistical consultant, the problem was resolved in less than 45
seconds and it was determined to be human error with the branching logic used during the
development of the survey question template.
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From the outset, a difficulty arose in electronically recording the overlaps of activities the
business executive performed simultaneously. One example of this overlap was the executive
communicating by text messaging while also sitting in a meeting where he was receiving or
disseminating information. To resolve this issue, a hash/activity sheet was created and paired
with the use of a time clock with lapping capabilities on the iPad. Any dual or multiple activities
could then be recorded and entered manually into the data collection instrument.
As anticipated, properly categorizing the use of email, messaging, texting, twitter, and
phone calls presented a challenge. After a discussion about this dilemma with the participant, he
volunteered categorizing information as the activity occurred as well as the purpose of the
communication, such as if it was sent or received, and to or from whom. He did this in the midst
of the activity or immediately following. This resolved the shortcoming of one–way observation
and all further activity could then be recorded immediately and accurately.
Initially, it was a challenge to define the observed activity into a category with any sense
of speed. A solution to this challenge was to request an advance copy of the workweek schedule
so that the observer could plan ahead and anticipate the day’s activities.
In addition to issues relative to refining instrument effectiveness and accurately recording
and coding data, the researcher’s role as the “fly on the wall with mouth zipped” faced
challenges. This factor was amplified not only because the researcher would normally have
enjoyed the interaction, but also because the people encountered during the participant’s daily
activities were curious about the researcher’s presence and purpose. In fact, most of the people
encountered attempted to include the researcher in conversations they were having with the test
participants. In an effort to minimize the researcher’s presence and any influence on the flow of
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activity, the researcher avoided eye contact by focusing on the data instrument, turning slightly
sideways, and ignoring questioning from anyone except the participant.
Finally, a tendency by the participant to pay for meals or other off-site expenses incurred
by the researcher while shadowing the participant resulted in the researcher being treated as a
guest. The result was a realization that arrangements would need to be made in advance for
payment of lunch tickets or other expenses that might arise while shadowing participants.
The Field Test.
A field test is defined as “a test . . . used to check the adequacy of testing procedures,
generally including the . . . directions, test responding, test scoring, and test reporting, and a field
test is generally more extensive than a pilot test” (Joint Committee on Standards for Educational
and Psychological Testing of the AERA, APA, and NCME, 1999, p. 14).
A male president from a Missouri community college with an Ed. D in Higher Education
and an extensive career in community college administration volunteered to serve as a
representative sample of the five Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents nominated and
selected for participation in this study. As with the pilot test, a weekday workday was scheduled
for a “trial run” practice of the collection procedures and the standardization of procedures.
The community college president, like many of his colleagues, indicated he spent a great
deal of his time working out of the office and that he had been scheduled to leave for an out of
town event the latter part of the day. Therefore, this workday schedule began at 7:45 a.m. and
ended at 11:45 a.m. Having resolved earlier issues with the technical aspects of observing the
participant and recording the activities in the pilot test, the problems encountered during the field
test were minor and easily resolved. They included a continued dissatisfaction with the speed of
entering activities as well as the actual process of defining an observed activity prior to entering
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it into Mintzberg’s (1973) role categories. After about one hour, the roles became familiar to the
researcher and the recording of the activities increased in tempo.
One leading challenge remained problematic in the recording of the managerial activities.
When the participant utilized several pieces of technology simultaneously during his workday,
the activities overlapped in time and required the use of an iPad time clock and paper and pen to
record and track time spent on each separate activity to allow for entry into the instrument at a
later time. An example of this occurred when the participant was texting or messaging on an
electronic device while also engaged in a phone conversation, reading paperwork on the desk,
making notes, or skimming through Smart phone messages. The problem was resolved by note
taking, manual time keeping on a time clock, and asking the participant for clarification
following the activity.
Data Analysis
As Creswell (2008) suggested, the first step in analyzing and interpreting quantitative
data is “to prepare and organize data for analysis” (p. 183). In preparing and organizing the data
for this study, the analysis follows the stages of data collection mentioned earlier and answers the
two research questions utilizing both inferential (descriptive) statistics and comparative analysis.
In the first stage, the preliminary data collected from the community college presidents
included a minimum of one month of scheduled appointments, information about their particular
community colleges, and the presidents’ job descriptions. These were used “to compare with
data collected during the study” (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 232). Next, general information about each
college, such as the organizational chart, annual reports, budgets, or other information made
available by the president were used to “develop an understanding of the environment of the
president” (Ivery, 1983, p. 45), and to let the researcher “become familiar with the names of
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members of the [organization] who interacted with the [president] during observation”
(Mintzberg, 1973, p. 232). Finally, the information collected for review “on the president’s
background, personality, approximate working hours, work-related activity, and other published
information” (Ivery, 1983, p. 45) . . . was used ”to become familiar with the president and
prepare for the actual week of observation” (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 232).
In the second stage of physical observation, data were collected through “structured
observation” and as they were entered into the software program QuestionPro Online Research
Made Easy™ they were simultaneously coded to associate and link the Leader College
presidents’ activities to those relative activities (in Mintzberg’s roles). Overlapping activities that
were recorded manually were later entered into the same software program and the time entries
overridden to coincide with the recorded time the presidents spent engaged in the management
activities.
As the researcher sought to identify the managerial activities and leadership roles Leader
College presidents engaged in while at work, and to identify similarities and differences (if any),
between the Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents and the community college
presidents in Ivery’s (1983) study, two types of analysis, descriptive and comparative, were
needed.
Heppner and Heppner (2004) defined descriptive statistics as “statistics used to describe
the main tendencies of a variable. . . Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) are the most
frequently used statistics for this purpose” (p. 245). Additionally, “median, mode, frequency,
and/or percentages may also be used in some situations” (Heppner & Heppner, 2004, p. 245).
The main purpose of using descriptive analyses “is to examine whether basic characteristics of
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the current data set (e.g., means, standard deviation, percentages, kurtosis, etc) are comparable to
those reported in previous research” (Heppner & Heppner, 2004, p. 240).
After collecting and recording the data with the use of an iPad and the customized online
research survey software, QuestionPro Online Research Made Easy ™, the data were analyzed
utilizing Business Intelligence Solution (BI) software and presented as sums, averages, and
percentages. The comparisons of managerial activities and leadership roles were analyzed
utilizing Business Intelligence Solution (BI) software. Since the data in this study were primarily
descriptive in nature, most of the results were analyzed using “procedures for summarizing,
organizing, graphing, and in general describing quantitative information” (Vogt, 1999, p. 79).
The data collected from observations and recordings of the presidents’ activities included types
of activities, number of contacts, duration of meetings, type of participants, and location of
activities.
Chapter Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to describe the research methodology and design. Henry
Mintzberg’s structured observation methodology was selected to observe and record (in three
stages) the managerial activities of five Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents while
they were at work. The presidents’ managerial activities were observed and two types of
analysis, descriptive and comparative, were used to analyze the managerial activities that were
collected, recorded, and coded to provide answers to the two research questions.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS
Introduction
The data collection results are divided into two sections. The first section provides an
overview of the purpose behind the study of five Achieving the Dream Leader (ATD) College
presidents, the significance of the study to higher education leadership, the final selection
process used to establish a purposeful convenience sample of ATD Leader College presidents
and, finally, the data screening process. The second section briefly summarizes the data collected
and, for readability, is organized by each president’s location.
Part One: Overview of the Study
Purpose of the Study.
This study had two purposes. The first was to utilize Henry Mintzberg’s structured
observation methodology to identify and describe the managerial activities and leadership roles
of five community college presidents in Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader Colleges while they
were engaged in their daily activities and responsibilities. The second purpose was to both
replicate and expand on Curtis Ivery’s 1982 study of five community college presidents.
Significance of Study.
This study is significant in four ways. First, unlike numerous previous studies of
community college presidents, this study did not rely on self-reported measures but instead
utilized structured observation to effectively identify the actual managerial activities and
leadership roles of ATD Leader College presidents.
Second, the results of this study have the potential to yield significant insights about the
“competencies and skills” (Zenger & Folkman, 2009, p. 111) of successful community college
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presidents. This significance is amplified by two factors: the nationally recognized effectiveness
of the participants of this study and the proven willingness of successful community college
presidents to apply to themselves and their institutions new knowledge and practices observed in
other successful leaders (ATD, 2012a). Therefore, the results of this study can assist current and
future community college presidents as they seek to become more effective leaders.
Third, because the data collected in this study provides an accurate description of the
skills required and activities undertaken by successful community college presidents, the results
can be used to form a more accurate job description for the position of community college
president. This can lead to improvements in recruiting, selecting, hiring, and evaluating
community college presidents. Fourth, because of the high quality of the participants in the study
and the method in which the data were gathered, higher education programs seeking to prepare
future community college presidents can do so more appropriately by applying the results of the
study.
Sample of Achieving the Dream Leader College Presidents.
As explained in Chapter 3, a purposeful convenience sampling of 15 community college
presidents were nominated by ATD Leadership Coaches from around the country. The
nominations were limited to presidents the ATD Leadership Coaches identified as truly effective
leaders who had been in their current position at least three years, represented the diversity in
current community college presidents, were geographically dispersed, and represented
institutions of varying size.
Using the list of nominations, the researcher carried out four steps to acquire more
information about the community colleges, the campus locations, and the presidents. The first
step included reviewing the Achieving the Dream™ website to determine geographic location,
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years of participation in ATD, and links to the respective college websites for each nominee’s
institution. The second step included acquiring the community colleges’ Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS) reports from the National Center for Education
Statistics to examine enrollment numbers, campus setting classifications, and program
information.
The third step involved reviewing unemployment rates and economic status provided by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics for each of the colleges’ home states. Finally, the fourth step
involved searching the worldwide web via the Google search engine for any published
biographical information, speeches, and press releases about the nominated community college
presidents. After reviewing the ATD Leader College information, a manageable number of seven
nominees (four males and three females) were contacted and informed of their nomination.
Initial contact to notify the presidents of their nomination was made via email letter (copy
in Appendix C), and was followed with a telephone call to confirm their commitment to
participate. As previously stated, two potential participants declined inclusion due to schedule
conflicts. The remaining five presidents, three males and two females, representing community
colleges from Arkansas, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Texas, agreed to participate
and were assigned random alpha letters for confidentiality purposes in recording observations
and coding data. A brief overview of those five ATD Leader Colleges’ information was included
in Table 6 provided in chapter 3.
Due to the small convenience sampling from a unique group of community college
leaders, it was decided the presidents’ campus locations would not be identified or correlated in
data analysis. As each president committed to participate in the study, the researcher proceeded
with the first stage of data collection focused on the final five presidents and their colleges. The
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dates of observation for each president were set and travel arrangements were made. In order by
calendar dates, the observations were scheduled as follows:
March 18-21, 2013: President A
April 2-5, 2013: President C
April 15-18, 2013: President D
April 29-May 3, 2013: President B
May 6-8, 2013: President E
In replicating Curtis Ivery’s (1982) study of five community college presidents’
managerial activities that were observed and recorded for five consecutive workdays, the five
ATD Leader college presidents participating in this study were asked to commit one week (five
consecutive workdays). As evidenced by the preceding schedule, however, the ATD Leader
college presidents preferred to participate only on days in which they were scheduled and
available for work at their college offices. Therefore, as illustrated in Table 7 and Table 8 the
period of observation for each of the presidents varied due to the presidents’ schedules and
availability. In addition to observing and recording the managerial activities and leadership roles
of presidents while they worked in their offices, this study did include all scheduled activities
where presidents conducted business on behalf of their college during breakfast and lunch
meetings, a Friday fundraiser held off campus, a spring commencement ceremony held during
the week, the work performed at other system campus locations, and scheduled evening board
meetings.
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Table 7
Total Number of Actual Hours the Presidents Worked

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Total Days
Observed
Work In
Office

President
A
8:00-5:00
8:00-8:00
8:30-5:00
8:00-4:30
0
4
B
8:30-5:00
8:30-5:30
8:30-5:00
8:00-4:00
8:00-8:30
5
C
0
8:00- 8:00
8:30-4:30
7:15-4:45
8:00-5:15
4
D
8:00-3:00
8:00-3:30
8:00-4:45
8:00-3:30
0
4
E
8:30-4:30
7:30-8:00
9:00-4:00
0
0
3
Note. Presidents scheduled time for participation in study while they were in their offices. All
scheduled times started in the morning hours and ended in the afternoon or evening hours.

Table 8
Days and Hours the Presidents Worked

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Total
Hours
Worked

President
A
9
12
8.5
8.5
0
38
B
8.5
9
8.5
8
10
44
C
0
12
7
9.5
9.25
37.75
D
7
7.5
8
6.5
0
29
E
8
9.5
6
0
0
23.5
Note. Presidents A and D traveled on Friday. President C traveled on Monday.
President E was scheduled in the office for work, however was only able to commit
time for participation in the study for three of the five work days due to end of
spring semester commitments.

Three Stages of Data Collection.
In this section, an overview of the three stages of data collection followed by a summary
of the collected data for each president is organized by site locations identified as President A, B,
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C, D, and E. As discussed in more detail in the methodology section, this study replicates the
stages of data collection Henry Mintzberg (1968) and Curtis Ivery (1983) followed. The stages
include: 1) collecting preliminary data, 2) collecting field data through structured observation
while simultaneously recording observations, and 3) coding of the observations.
Stage One.
In the first stage of collecting preliminary data, Ivery (1983) followed Mintzberg’s (1973)
suggestions to collect one month of scheduled appointments, information about the
organizations, and information about the organizations’ executives (Mintzberg, 1969, p. 72;
Ivery, 1983, p. 45). In replicating and expanding on Ivery’s (1983) study, three types of data
were requested through emails and phone conversations with presidents and their administrative /
executive assistants (hereafter, referred to simply as assistants). These were as follows:
1) One month or more of each president’s spring 2013 appointments and/or work calendars
was used to assess if the characteristics of daily appointments (day start and end times,
types of appointments, and the number of appointments), meeting schedules (number of
meetings, participants, duration, and location), travel, and amount of workload scheduled
during structured observation was representative of the president’s typical workweek
(Mintzberg, 1968).
2) Information about the organization was used “to become familiar with the names of
members of management who might interact with the manager [president] during
observation” (Mintzberg, 1968, p. 72), and “to develop an understanding of the
organization’s [college’s] environment” (Mintzberg, 1968, p. 72). The information
collected included the colleges’ organizational charts, course offerings and programs, the
colleges’ board members’ professional backgrounds, published strategic plans, budgets,
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and annual reports, published articles, editorials or commentary on presentations of
awards, speeches, and YouTube™ videos.
3) In this study, the presidents’ assistants were not formally interviewed. However, to
become more familiar with the ATD Leader College presidents prior to observing and
recording a president’s managerial activities, information about the presidents’ education,
training, duties, and responsibilities were discussed during informal conversations with
the assistants. Additionally, written job descriptions provided at the researcher’s request
revealed position requirements, job performance expectations, duties, and responsibilities
as outlined by their boards. Information provided by the assistants was recorded in the
researcher’s field notes.
Stages Two and Three.
As the researcher entered each presidential activity noted through structured observation
into the software program QuestionPro Online Research Made Easy™, the activity was
simultaneously associated with one of the 46 pre-assigned managerial activities and its
corresponding category and role in Mintzberg’s taxonomy. Thus, in this study, Mintzberg’s
second and third stages of data collection were combined into a single step. The custom designed
data-recording instrument streamlined the data collection by its very nature.
The researcher shadowed each president and recorded each observable task and activity
for the duration of the time allowed by each president. Recognizing that the presidents performed
tasks in a simultaneous or overlapping manner, the researcher used an additional paper and
pencil hash sheet instrument that allowed for manual recording of these multi-task activities.
These activities were transferred into the QuestionPro Online Research Made Easy™ software
program at the end of each workday so the data would be included in the study.
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Throughout the observation and recording of the presidents’ activities, the presidents
made continuous efforts to introduce and explain the researcher’s presence. As with the field test,
playing the silent observer remained a challenge for the researcher. The greatest disruptions to
that effort occurred when the observed president introduced the researcher to individuals
encountered during the daily activities outside the office and when faculty or staff dropped into
the president’s office for unscheduled meetings. Although interest in the researcher’s presence
and purpose was understandable, every effort was made to politely minimize the researcher’s
presence and to avoid interrupting the normal flow of activity.
Having collected the raw data for all five ATD Leader College presidents in the two
stages detailed above, the researcher prepared to analyze the data. However, before being
analyzed, the raw data needed to be “cleaned” through a data screening process.
Data Screening.
Data screening involves critical steps to check the accuracy of the data entry, check for
missing data, and check for outliers (Heppner & Heppner, 2004). Data screening for this study
consists of steps taken in the field and at the end of all observations. The first step in data
screening is checking the accuracy of the data entry itself. To screen for consistency in the entry
and recording of data and to identify errors in the recording of real-time activities, the researcher
first examined the recorded time stamp entries then reviewed the “drop-outs” of activities and the
outliers. These are discussed below.
Real-Time Activities.
The information collected in the preliminary stage of data collection mentioned earlier
and the overlap/multi-task “hash sheets” were both used to compare and verify the accuracy of
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raw data recorded in real-time for assignment of locations, start and stop time of activities, and
recorded managerial activities in the three categories: Interpersonal, Information, and Decisional.
The locations where managerial activities took place and the pre-assigned codes affiliated
with participants who were engaged in activities with the presidents were compared with field
notes and organizational charts. Data collected were determined to be consistent and accurate.
Next, the recorded start and stop times of the presidents’ activities were compared with times
noted in appointment calendars previously provided by the presidents and with override time
clock notations made by the researcher in the supplementary manual collection instrument.
These were used to account for the recording of overlap/multi-task activities and verify
consistency in time recordings.
This screening process was completed twice during data collection. First, when raw data
were collected at the end of the first day at the first president’s location, and again after all raw
data had been collected. The purpose for screening raw data collected at the end of the first day
was to determine if the instrument had performed as expected and to verify time stamps were
consistent with the president’s work activity noted in the researcher’s field notes. During this
initial screening, it was discovered that the manually entered time stamps were not rounded to
the nearest whole minute as was the data electronically entered into the software program in realtime. Therefore, an adjustment was made by rounding the 86 manually entered
“overlap/multitasked activities” from that day’s observations to coincide with the rounded times
of the electronically recorded data. To ensure consistency in the collection of data going forward,
the researcher recorded the times from overlapping activities to the nearest tenth of a second at
the end of each subsequent day and then entered that data into the software program. Thus, all
data received the same rounding process, whether manually or electronically recorded originally.
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Drop-Outs of Activities.
A second screening of raw data was conducted to detect missing or incomplete data
entries, referred to as drop-outs, and was completed after raw data had been collected for all five
presidents. A comparative analysis showed drop-outs of activities had occurred during each day
of recording. For this study, drop-outs were defined “as the number of incomplete activities that
were started for recording by the researcher in the instrument and for one reason or another were
not completed” (QuestionPro, 2013, para 3).
To examine the cause for the drop-outs, the researcher utilized a participant (survey)
report in the QuestionPro Online Research Made Easy™ software for the first analysis. The
Survey Report verified the number of drop-outs, the origin where a drop-out occurred, and when
each drop-out terminated. Some examples provided in the results included the researcher running
a demonstration of the instrument at the request of the president and/or faculty and staff, or when
a president would show the intent to begin a management activity and then actually choose to do
something else, such as starting a work activity and then switching over to a personal activity.
Next, a Drop-Out Analysis Report in QuestionPro Online Research Made Easy™
software sorted the data for each president’s location, workday, three role categories, and ten
management roles to determine the point in time at which the drop-outs occurred, and to further
examine a breakout of the drop-outs for unusual activity. After each of the drop-outs were
verified for accuracy in QuestionPro Online Research Made Easy™ software, the activity dropout totals were compared and corroborated for accuracy with the researcher’s notes prior to
elimination. Because these activities had no time duration, they essentially did not occur and
were therefore irrelevant to the study. As illustrated in Table 9 the incomplete activities were not
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counted in the Role Type analysis discussed later in Chapter 5 and were not exported to the
QlikView Business Intelligence (BI) software for inclusion in further analysis.
Table 9
Summary of Drop-Out Analysis Report
Total Number
Activity Starts
by Researcher
President
A
B
C
D
E

[3,209]
635
710
796
586
548

Total
Number
Activity Confidence
Completion Interval
[3,101]
609
681
706
562
543

Standard
Deviation

95%
95%
95%
95%
95%

0.131
0.084
0.286
0.13
0.171

Standard
Error
0.005
0.003
0.01
0.005
0.007

Completion
Rate
95%
95%
88%
95%
99%

Outliers.
Outliers are defined as “extreme scores that are more than two standard deviations above
or below the mean” (Urdan, 2010, p. 18), and are often the result of a mistake in a data set
(Heppner & Heppner, 2004). In this study, the purpose was to observe and record real-time
managerial activities and leadership roles of ATD Leader college presidents. One example of
real-time activities observed, recorded, and retained for inclusion in the study’s results despite an
apparently excessive deviation was one president conducting two tours during the workweek
while another conducted eleven tours for the workweek. Both presidents’ managerial activities
were performed as part of their daily work responsibilities, were observed by the researcher, and
were recorded in real time. Therefore, it was determined that the extreme variance in the
recorded activities should not be considered outliers, and that eliminating the data would not
necessarily reflect each president’s actual work activities.
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Part Two: Results of Data Collection
The managerial activities and leadership roles of five Achieving the Dream (ATD)
Leader college presidents were observed and recorded through structured observation. The
results of screened data were then organized by each president’s location, A, B, C, D, and E, in a
Role Type Analysis to sort activities and tabulate duration of time spent in each activity and the
number of times the president engaged in the activity. First, the activity counts for ATD Leader
college presidents were described and summarized utilizing Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories
of ten roles, 1) Interpersonal (figurehead, leader, and liaison), 2) Information (monitor,
disseminator, and spokesperson), and 3) Decisional (entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource
allocator, and negotiator). Next, the presidents’ activities were sorted and presented in
Mintzberg’s (1973) ten roles to summarize the time each president spent carrying out the work
activity. The sorted data from this analysis are presented below for each president beginning with
President A and are followed by the other presidents in alphabetic order of their assigned codes.
Summary of Collected Data President A.
President A worked four workdays, Monday through Thursday. During the four
workdays, President A performed 609 activities, which could be categorized under Mintzberg’s
three role types as follows: 81 Interpersonal activities (13.30%) illustrated in Table 10., 430
Information activities (70.61%) illustrated in Table 11., and 98 Decisional activities (16.09%)
illustrated in Table 12. After the activities were sorted by the three role type categories, a
detailed summary of the screened data was again sorted to provide a count of the number of
activities by roles, the time spent in the activities rounded to minutes, and the percentage of time
President A spent engaged in the type of activity.
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Table 10
President A Interpersonal Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID
A

1

Role Type

Role ID

Role

Interpersonal

1

2

3

Figurehead

Leader

Liaison

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Conducts Tour

3.00

84.68

28.23

0.49%

Fundraising

1.00

1.75

1.75

0.16%

Receives Visitors

10.00

230.44

23.04

1.64%

Signs/Authorizes
Business Docs

9.00

23.42

2.60

1.48%

Signs/Authorizes
Ceremonial Docs

1.00

131.00

131.00

0.16%

Signs/Authorizes
Contracts or
Agreements

4.00

97.50

24.38

0.66%

Attends Campus
Program or
Building
Development

13.00

214.07

16.47

2.13%

Disciplines
Faculty or Staff

3.00

12.43

4.14

0.49%

Hires Faculty or
Staff

1.00

0.95

0.95

0.16%

Motivates
Employee

14.00

108.72

7.77

2.30%

Joins or
Participates in
Networking

16.00

344.69

21.54

2.63%

Makes or Meets a
Political
Relationship

6.00

24.94

4.16

0.99%
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Table 11
President A Information Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
A

2

Role

Information

4

5

6

Monitor

Disseminator

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Attends
Scheduled
Meeting

1.00

37.31

37.31

0.16%

Attends UnScheduled
Meeting

32.00

225.82

7.06

5.25%

Attends Meeting
Where He/She
Receives
Information

37.00

353.73

9.56

6.08%

Incoming
Telephone Calls

7.00

17.07

2.44

1.15%

Reads Email

15.00

60.70

4.05

2.46%

Receives and
Reads Email

66.00

245.36

3.72

10.84%

Scan / Read
Publications

26.00

76.80

2.95

4.27%

Scan / Read
Reports

26.00

63.12

2.43

4.27%

Scan Email

18.00

31.27

1.74

2.96%

Communication
Decision Process

53.00

102.90

1.94

8.70%

Emails (Writes or
dictate
102.00
letter/memo)

399.47

3.92

16.75%

Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)

2.00

62.47

31.23

0.33%

Phone Calls

13.00

45.62

3.51

2.13%

Vendors and Bid
Activities

1.00

0.63

0.63

0.16%

Communication
Decision Process

7.00

58.14

8.31

1.15%

Emails (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)

11.00

27.55

2.50

1.81%

2.00

71.16

35.58

0.33%

Phone Calls

1.00

1.60

1.60

0.16%

Setup Future
Meeting

10.00

52.78

5.28

1.64%

Spokesperson Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)
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Table 12
President A Decisional Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
A

Role

3

7

9

10

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations

54.00

716.15

13.26

8.87%

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Entrepreneur Challenges, or
Situations Scheduled

4.00

31.00

7.75

0.66%

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations – UnScheduled

4.00

13.77

3.44

0.66%

Corrective Action:
Other

7.00

69.85

9.98

1.15%

Disturbance Corrective Action:
Handler
Staff

3.00

16.35

5.45

0.49%

Corrective Action:
Student

2.00

3.88

1.94

0.33%

Budgeting

19.00

47.36

2.49

3.12%

Resource
Decision:
Equipment

1.00

0.55

0.55

0.16%

Union /
Bargaining

3.00

12.22

4.07

0.49%

Vendors and Bid
Activities

1.00

3.03

3.03

0.16%

Decisional

8

Activity

Resource
Allocator

Negotiator

President A’s Activities by Roles and Time Spent Engaged in Activities.
After work activity counts for ATD Leader college presidents were sorted and classified
utilizing Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories of Interpersonal, Information, and Decisional,
activities were then organized according to Mintzberg’s (1973) ten roles: resource allocator,
disseminator, negotiator, monitor, spokesperson, disturbance handler, leader, entrepreneur,
liaison, and figurehead. This allowed the researcher to account for the time each president spent
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carrying out an activity. A summary of the data for President A, classified by Mintzberg’s ten
roles with average amount of time rounded in minutes and the percentages of time spent in the
activities, is shown in Table 13.
Table 13
President A Activities by Ten Roles with Time
Role
Description

609

Total Time
(Minutes)
4,122

Average Time
(Minutes)
6.77

Percentage of
Activities
100.00%

Resource
Allocator

20

48

2.40

3.28%

Disseminator

171

611

3.57

28.08%

4

15

3.81

0.66%

Monitor

228

1,111

4.87

37.44%

Spokesperson

31

211

6.81

5.09%

Disturbance
Handler

12

90

7.51

1.97%

Leader

31

336

10.84

5.09%

Entrepreneur

62

761

12.27

10.18%

Liaison

22

370

16.80

3.61%

Figurehead

28

569

20.31

4.60%

Negotiator

Count
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A comparison of the amounts of time President A spent performing each of the ten roles
is made easier with the pie chart provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1. President A’s activities by ten roles with time.
Summary of Collected Data President B.
President B worked five workdays, Monday through Friday. During the five workdays,
President B performed 681 activities, which could be divided into the three role type categories
as follows: 105 Interpersonal activities (15.42%) illustrated in Table 14, 528 Information
activities (77.53%) illustrated in Table 15, and 48 Decisional activities (7.05%) illustrated in
Table 16. After the activities were sorted by the three role type categories, a detailed summary of
the screened data was again sorted to provide a count of the number of activities by roles, the
time spent in the activities rounded to minutes, and the percentage of time the President B spent
engaged in the type of activity.
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Table 14
President B Interpersonal Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID
B

1

Role Type

Role ID

Role

Interpersonal

1

2

3

Figurehead

Leader

Liaison

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time
Activity By
(Min)
Location

Conducts Tour

4.00

144.64

36.16

0.59%

Fundraising

3.00

424.61

141.54

0.44%

Receives Visitors

6.00

59.06

9.84

0.88%

Signs/Authorizes
Business Docs

29.00

92.98

3.21

4.26%

Signs/Authorizes
Ceremonial Docs

4.00

6.47

1.62

0.59%

Signs/Authorizes
Contracts or
Agreements

2.00

38.48

19.24

0.29%

Attends Campus
Program or
Building
Development

7.00

539.31

77.04

1.03%

Disciplines Faculty
or Staff

2.00

45.00

22.50

0.29%

Motivates
Employee

16.00

109.02

6.81

2.35%

Joins or
Participates in
Networking

29.00

396.73

13.68

4.26%

Makes or Meets a
Political
Relationship

3.00

32.10

10.70

0.44%
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Table 15
President B Information Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
B

2

Role

Information

4

5

6

Monitor

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Attends
Scheduled
Meeting

3.00

17.47

5.82

0.44%

Attends UnScheduled
Meeting

62.00

190.89

3.08

9.10%

Attends Meeting
Where He/She
Receives
Information

47.00

317.46

6.75

6.90%

Incoming
Telephone Calls

8.00

31.57

3.95

1.17%

Reads Email

7.00

11.45

1.64

1.03%

Receives and
Reads Email

31.00

161.13

5.20

4.55%

Scan / Read
Publications

19.00

34.71

1.83

2.79%

Scan / Read
Reports

66.00

120.75

1.83

9.69%

Scan Email

25.00

30.25

1.21

3.67%

Communication
Decision Process

90.00

113.17

1.26

13.22%

94.00

258.08

2.75

13.80%

13.00

78.61

6.05

1.91%

Phone Calls

14.00

56.79

4.06

2.06%

Attend New
Conference

4.00

386.63

96.66

0.59%

Communication
Decision Process

23.00

59.99

2.61

3.38%

8.00

32.78

4.10

1.17%

3.00

5.61

1.87

0.44%

Phone Calls

4.00

28.23

7.06

0.59%

Setup Future
Meeting

7.00

12.11

1.73

1.03%

Emails (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)
Disseminator
Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)

Emails (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)
Spokesperson
Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)
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Table 16
President B Decisional Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
B

3

Role

Decisional

7

8

Entrepreneur

Disturbance
Handler

9

Resource
Allocator

10

Negotiator

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations Scheduled

9.00

289.42

32.16

1.32%

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations – UnScheduled

13.00

90.15

6.93

1.91%

Corrective Action:
Other

20.00

63.05

3.15

2.94%

Corrective Action:
Staff

2.00

3.26

1.63

0.29%

On Campus
Problem (Security
/ Other)

1.00

0.21

0.21

0.15%

Budgeting

1.00

2.07

2.07

0.15%

Resource
Decision: Money

1.00

2.07

2.07

0.15%

Vendors and Bid
Activities

1.00

3.00

3.00

0.15%

President B’s Activities by Roles and Time Spent Engaged in Activities.
As with president A, after work activity counts for president B were sorted and classified
utilizing Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories of Interpersonal, Information, and Decisional,
activities were then organized according to Mintzberg’s (1973) ten roles: resource allocator,
disseminator, negotiator, monitor, spokesperson, disturbance handler, leader, entrepreneur,
liaison, and figurehead. This allowed the researcher to account for the time president B spent
carrying out an activity. A summary of the data for President B classified by Mintzberg’s ten
roles with average amount of time rounded in minutes and the percentages of time spent in the
activities, is shown in Table 17.
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Table 17
President B’s Activities by Ten Roles with Time

681

Total Time
(Minutes)
4,289

Average Time
(Minutes)
6.30

Percentage Of
Activities
100.00%

2

4

2.07

0.29%

211

507

2.40

30.98%

23

67

2.89

3.38%

1
268
49
32
48
22
25

3
916
525
429
766
380
693

3.00
3.42
10.72
13.40
15.96
17.25
27.73

0.15%
39.35%
7.20%
4.70%
7.05%
3.23%
3.67%

Role Description Count

Resource
Allocator
Disseminator
Disturbance
Handler
Negotiator
Monitor
Spokesperson
Liaison
Figurehead
Entrepreneur
Leader

A comparison of the amounts of time President B spent performing each of the ten roles
is made easier with the pie chart provided in Figure 2.

Figure 2. President B’s Activities by Ten Roles with Time
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Summary of Collected Data President C.
President C worked four workdays, Tuesday through Friday. During the four workdays,
President C performed 706 activities, which could be divided into the three role type categories
as follows: 111 Interpersonal activities (15.72%) illustrated in Table 18, 498 Information
activities (70.54%) illustrated in Table 19, and 97 Decisional activities (13.74%) illustrated in
Table 20. After the activities were sorted by the three role type categories, a detailed summary of
the screened data was again sorted to provide a count of the number of activities by roles, the
time spent in the activities rounded to minutes, and the percentage of time the President C spent
engaged in the type of activity.
Table 18
President C Interpersonal Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID
C

1

Role Type

Role ID

Role

Interpersonal

1

2

3

Figurehead

Leader

Liaison

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Conducts Tour

6.00

171.57

28.59

0.85%

Fundraising

4.00

15.97

3.99

0.57%

Receives Visitors

9.00

54.88

6.10

1.27%

Signs/Authorizes
Business Docs

15.00

34.10

2.27

2.12%

Signs/Authorizes
Ceremonial Docs

3.00

6.98

2.33

0.42%

Signs/Authorizes
Contracts or
Agreements

7.00

18.39

2.63

0.99%

Attends Campus
Program or
Building
Development

11.00

101.11

9.19

1.56%

Hires Faculty or
Staff

5.00

14.44

2.89

0.71%

Motivates
Employee

19.00

34.73

1.83

2.69%

Joins or
Participates in
Networking

26.00

618.61

23.79

3.68%

Makes or Meets a
Political
Relationship

6.00

30.30

5.05

0.85%
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Table 19
President C Information Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
C

2

Role

Information

4

5

6

Monitor

Activity

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Attends
Scheduled
Meeting

3.00

6.63

2.21

0.42%

Attends UnScheduled
Meeting

89.00

188.85

2.12

12.61%

Attends Meeting
Where He/She
Receives
Information

49.00

380.45

7.76

6.94%

Incoming
Telephone Calls

13.00

41.36

3.18

1.84%

Reads Email

14.00

24.43

1.75

1.98%

Receives and
Reads Email

38.00

83.24

2.19

5.38%

Scan / Read
Publications

14.00

18.37

1.31

1.98%

Scan / Read
Reports

45.00

107.85

2.40

6.37%

Scan Email

19.00

23.16

1.22

2.69%

Communication
Decision Process

79.00

145.18

1.84

11.19%

32.00

33.08

1.03

4.53%

1.00

1.12

1.12

0.14%

Phone Calls

33.00

63.76

1.93

4.67%

Communication
Decision Process

17.00

37.15

2.19

2.41%

Emails (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)

4.00

8.69

2.17

0.57%

Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)

3.00

21.97

7.32

0.42%

Phone Calls

13.00

21.55

1.66

1.84%

Setup Future
Meeting

32.00

43.37

1.36

4.53%

Emails (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)
Disseminator
Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)

Spokesperson

Activity Time in
Count Minutes
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Table 20
President C Decisional Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
C

3

Role

Decisional

7

8

9

10

Entrepreneur

Disturbance
Handler

Resource
Allocator

Negotiator

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations Scheduled

34.00

556.84

16.38

4.82%

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations – UnScheduled

14.00

78.40

5.60

1.98%

Corrective Action:
Other

15.00

30.58

2.04

2.12%

Corrective Action:
Staff

2.00

2.69

1.34

0.28%

On Campus
Problem (Security
/ Other)

1.00

1.26

1.26

0.14%

Budgeting

16.00

98.34

6.15

2.27%

Resource
Decision: Money

7.00

7.10

1.01

0.99%

Resource
Decision: Other

5.00

5.84

1.17

0.71%

Vendors and Bid
Activities

3.00

9.05

3.02

0.42%

President C’s Activities by Roles and Time Spent Engaged in Activities.
As was done with presidents A and B, after work activity counts for president C were
sorted and classified utilizing Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories of Interpersonal, Information,
and Decisional, activities were then organized according to Mintzberg’s (1973) ten roles:
resource allocator, disseminator, negotiator, monitor, spokesperson, disturbance handler, leader,
entrepreneur, liaison, and figurehead. This allowed the researcher to account for the time
president C spent carrying out an activity. A summary of the data for President C classified by
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Mintzberg’s ten roles with average amount of time rounded in minutes and the percentages of
time spent in the activities, are illustrated in Table 21.
Table 21
President C’s Activities by Ten Roles with Time
Role
Description
Disseminator
Disturbance
Handler
Spokesperson
Negotiator
Monitor
Resource
Allocator
Leader
Figurehead
Entrepreneur
Liaison

706
145

Total Time
(Minutes)
3,141
243

4.45
1.68

Percentage Of
Activities
100.00%
20.54%

18

35

1.92

2.55%

69
3
284

133
9
874

1.92
3.02
3.08

9.77%
0.42%
40.23%

28

111

3.97

3.97%

35
44
48
32

150
302
635
649

4.29
6.86
13.23
20.28

4.96%
6.23%
6.80%
4.53%

Count

Average Time (Minutes)

A comparison of the amounts of time President C spent performing each of the ten roles
is made easier with the pie chart provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3. President C’s Activities by Ten Roles with Time
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Summary of Collected Data President D.
President D worked four workdays, Monday through Thursday. During the four
workdays, President D performed 562 activities, which could be divided into the three role type
categories as follows: 85 Interpersonal activities (15.12%) illustrated in Table 22, 377
Information activities (67.08%) illustrated in Table 23, and 100 Decisional activities (17.79%)
illustrated in Table 24. After the activities were sorted by the three role type categories, a
detailed summary of the screened data was again sorted to provide a count of the number of
activities by roles, the time spent in the activities rounded to minutes, and the percentage of time
President D spent engaged in the type of activity.
Table 22
President D Interpersonal Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID
D

1

Role Type

Role ID

Role

Interpersonal

Activity
Conducts Tour

1

2

3

Liaison

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

2.00

44.65

22.33

0.36%

6.00

111.35

18.56

1.07%

12.00

54.19

4.52

2.14%

Signs/Authorizes
Business Docs

5.00

9.75

1.95

0.89%

Attends Campus
Program or
Building
Development

14.00

338.29

24.16

2.49%

Motivates
Employee

17.00

190.85

11.23

3.02%

Joins or
Participates in
Networking

24.00

381.77

15.91

4.27%

Makes or Meets a
Political
Relationship

5.00

6.77

1.35

0.89%

Fundraising
Figurehead Receives Visitors

Leader

Activity Time in
Count Minutes
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Table 23
President D Information Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
D

2

Role

Information

4

5

6

Monitor

Disseminator

Spokesperson

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Attends UnScheduled
Meeting

75.00

341.41

4.55

13.35%

Attends Meeting
Where He/She
Receives
Information

69.00

334.58

4.85

12.28%

Incoming
Telephone Calls

10.00

31.28

3.13

1.78%

Reads Email

8.00

17.22

2.15

1.42%

Receives and
Reads Email

5.00

4.60

0.92

0.89%

Scan / Read
Publications

10.00

14.98

1.50

1.78%

Scan / Read
Reports

42.00

45.34

1.08

7.47%

Scan Email

4.00

7.90

1.97

0.71%

Communication
Decision Process

75.00

123.37

1.64

13.35%

Emails (Writes
or dictate
letter/memo)

8.00

11.52

1.44

1.42%

Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)

4.00

80.30

20.07

0.71%

Phone Calls

17.00

47.42

2.79

3.02%

Attend New
Conference

1.00

37.79

37.79

0.18%

Communication
Decision Process

19.00

114.85

6.04

3.38%

Emails (Writes
or dictate
letter/memo)

1.00

4.30

4.30

0.18%

Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)

3.00

76.11

25.37

0.53%

Phone Calls

12.00

120.75

10.06

2.14%

Setup Future
Meeting

14.00

59.74

4.27

2.49%
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Table 24
President D Decisional Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
D

3

Role

Decisional

7

8

Entrepreneur

Activity

Resource
Allocator

10

Negotiator

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations Scheduled

35.00

576.61

16.47

6.23%

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations – UnScheduled

18.00

156.73

8.71

3.20%

Corrective Action:
Other

12.00

25.71

2.14

2.14%

1.00

0.73

0.73

0.18%

7.00

25.81

3.69

1.25%

Corrective Action:
Student

2.00

1.84

0.92

0.36%

Budgeting

16.00

115.43

7.21

2.85%

Resource
Decision: Money

7.00

12.28

1.75

1.25%

Vendors and Bid
Activities

2.00

10.22

5.11

0.36%

Corrective Action:
Outsider
Disturbance
Handler
Corrective Action:
Staff

9

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

President D’s Activities by Roles and Time Spent Engaged in Activities.
As was done with presidents A, B, and C, after work activity counts for president D were
sorted and classified utilizing Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories of Interpersonal, Information,
and Decisional, activities were then organized according to Mintzberg’s (1973) ten roles:
resource allocator, disseminator, negotiator, monitor, spokesperson, disturbance handler, leader,
entrepreneur, liaison, and figurehead. This allowed the researcher to account for the time
president D spent carrying out an activity. A summary of the data for President D, classified by
Mintzberg’s ten roles with average amount of time rounded in minutes and the percentages of
time spent in the activities, is shown in Table 25.
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Table 25
President D’s Activities by Ten Roles with Time
Role
Description
Disturbance
Handler
Disseminator
Monitor
Negotiator
Resource
Allocator
Spokesperson
Figurehead
Liaison
Entrepreneur
Leader

562

Total Time
(Minutes)
3,536

Average Time
(Minutes)
6.29

Percentage Of
Activities
100.00%

22

54

2.46

3.91%

104
223
2

263
797
10

2.53
3.58
5.11

18.51%
39.68%
0.36%

23

128

5.55

4.09%

50
25
29
53
31

414
220
389
733
529

8.27
8.80
13.40
13.84
17.07

8.90%
4.45%
5.16%
9.43%
5.52%

Count

A comparison of the amounts of time President D spent performing each of the ten roles
is made easier with the pie chart provided in Figure 4.

Figure 4. President D’s Activities by Ten Roles with Time
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Summary of Collected Data President E.
President E worked three workdays, Monday through Wednesday. During the observed
workdays, President E performed 543 activities, which could be divided into the three role type
categories as follows: 85 Interpersonal activities (15.65%) illustrated in Table 26, 394
Information activities (72.56%) illustrated in Table 27, and 64 Decisional activities (11.79%)
illustrated in Table 28. After the activities were sorted by the three role type categories, a
detailed summary of the screened data was again sorted to provide a count of the number of
activities by roles, the time spent in the activities rounded to minutes, and the percentage of time
the president spent engaged in the type of activity.
Table 26
President E Interpersonal Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID
E

1

Role Type

Role ID

Role

Interpersonal

1

2

3

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Receives Visitors

31.00

169.07

5.45

5.71%

Signs/Authorizes
Business Docs

8.00

5.93

0.74

1.47%

Figurehead Signs/Authorizes
Ceremonial Docs

5.00

9.33

1.87

0.92%

Signs/Authorizes
Contracts or
Agreements

1.00

0.47

0.47

0.18%

Attends Campus
Program or
Building
Development

10.00

458.99

45.90

1.84%

Hires Faculty or
Staff

1.00

5.00

5.00

0.18%

Motivates
Employee

17.00

13.56

0.80

3.13%

Joins or
Participates in
Networking

10.00

237.88

23.79

1.84%

Makes or Meets a
Political
Relationship

2.00

7.38

3.69

0.37%

Leader

Liaison
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Table 27
President E Information Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
E

2

Role

Information

4

5

6

Monitor

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Attends
Scheduled
Meeting

2.00

5.38

2.69

0.37%

Attends UnScheduled
Meeting

45.00

146.12

3.25

8.29%

Attends Meeting
Where He/She
Receives
Information

14.00

139.55

9.97

2.58%

Incoming
Telephone Calls

12.00

31.59

2.63

2.21%

Reads Email

36.00

43.91

1.22

6.63%

Receives and
Reads Email

11.00

130.93

11.90

2.03%

Scan / Read
Publications

16.00

21.88

1.37

2.95%

Scan / Read
Reports

64.00

140.71

2.20

11.79%

Scan Email

36.00

33.70

0.94

6.63%

Communication
Decision Process

36.00

105.61

2.93

6.63%

42.00

51.90

1.24

7.73%

19.00

25.56

1.35

3.50%

Phone Calsl

20.00

71.42

3.57

3.68%

Communication
Decision Process

22.00

197.76

8.99

4.05%

Emails (Writes or
dictate
Spokesperson
letter/memo)

12.00

30.37

2.53

2.21%

Phone Calls

2.00

5.62

2.81

0.37%

Setup Future
Meeting

5.00

3.08

0.62

0.92%

Emails (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)
Disseminator
Mail (Writes or
dictate
letter/memo)
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Table 28
President E Decisional Category, Roles, and Activities
President Role Type ID Role Type Role ID
E

3

Role

Decisional

7

8

Entrepreneur

Disturbance
Handler

9

Resource
Allocator

10

Negotiator

Activity

Activity Time in
Count Minutes

Average Percentage
Time Activity By
(Min)
Location

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations Scheduled

9.00

341.48

37.94

1.66%

Solutions and
Improvements to
Problems,
Challenges, or
Situations – UnScheduled

10.00

34.79

3.48

1.84%

Corrective Action:
Other

13.00

144.14

11.09

2.39%

Corrective Action:
Student

10.00

18.38

1.84

1.84%

On Campus
Problem (Security
/ Other)

2.00

1.82

0.91

0.37%

Budgeting

13.00

12.91

0.99

2.39%

Resource
Decision: Money

5.00

11.55

2.31

0.92%

Vendors and Bid
Activities

2.00

11.29

5.65

0.37%

President E’s Activities by Roles and Time Spent Engaged in Activities.
As was done with presidents A, B, C, and D, after work activity counts for president E
were sorted and classified utilizing Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories of Interpersonal,
Information, and Decisional, activities were then organized according to Mintzberg’s (1973) ten
roles: resource allocator, disseminator, negotiator, monitor, spokesperson, disturbance handler,
leader, entrepreneur, liaison, and figurehead. This allowed the researcher to account for the time
president E spent carrying out an activity. A summary of the data for President E, classified by
Mintzberg’s ten roles with average amount of time rounded in minutes and the percentages of
time spent in the activities, is shown in Table 29.
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Table 29
President E’s Activities by Ten Roles with Time
Role
Description
Resource
Allocator
Disseminator
Monitor
Figurehead
Negotiator
Spokesperson
Disturbance
Handler
Leader
Entrepreneur
Liaison

543

Total Time
(Minutes)
2,669

Average Time
(Minutes)
4.92

Percentage Of
Activities
100.00%

18

24

1.36

3.31%

117
236
45
2
41

254
694
185
11
237

2.18
2.94
4.11
5.65
5.78

21.55%
43.46%
8.29%
0.37%
7.55%

25

164

6.57

4.60%

28
19
12

478
376
245

17.06
19.80
20.44

5.16%
3.50%
2.21%

Count

A comparison of the amounts of time President E spent performing each of the ten roles
is made easier with the pie chart provided in Figure 5.

Figure 5. President E’s Activities by Ten Roles with Time
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Summary of Collected Data Location and Participants.
After the presidents’ activities were sorted and grouped into Mintzberg’s ten roles to
show the amount of time each president spent carrying out their work activity, data were then
sorted for two further analyses. Utilizing the pre-assigned codes affiliated with participants and
activity locations, the data were sorted and organized by each president’s alpha code. This
allowed the researcher to determine the number and classification of other participants who were
engaged with the presidents while they worked, and also to identify the locations where the
presidents engaged in their work activities.
The data collected for the participants were pre-assigned code designations. They were 1)
Peers = chancellors, provosts, deans, vice presidents, and other presidents, 2) Subordinates (Sub)
= assistants (executive/administrative), and faculty/staff (those who report to the president), 3)
Independent = individuals not affiliated with the campus (typically individuals in the
community), 4) Government = elected officials (city, state, and federal), 5) Board = board of
trustees, board of regents, and county commissioners acting on behalf of the college, 6) Client =
currently enrolled students at the community college or university, 7) Suppliers = vendors or
sales personnel outside of campus, and 8) Presidents Worked Alone = any activities where the
president worked by themselves. An overview of the sorted data from this analysis is presented
in Table 30 by each president’s location.
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Table 30
Activity Count and Classification of Individuals Who Engaged With Presidents
Number of
Activities
President

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

3,101

1,006

836

481

160

92

31

0

923

A

609

223

251

78

25

30

6

0

170

B

681

182

134

86

65

22

3

0

246

C

706

241

189

146

26

0

4

0

161

D

562

265

158

118

23

0

8

0

43

E

543

95

104

53

21

40

10

0

303

Note. Code Designations 1 = Peers, 2 = Subordinates, 3 = Independents, 4 = Government,
5 = Board, 6 = Clients, 7 = Suppliers, and 8 = Alone.
Next, data were sorted by the locations where presidents engaged in their work activities.
The presidents’ work locations and the number of activities they engaged in are illustrated in
Tables 31 through 35.
Table 31
President A Activity Location
Activity Location
Boardroom/Conference
On Campus
Hallway
Off Campus
Other Office
President’s Office

Activity Count
40
29
6
8
3
523

Percentage Activity By Location
6.57%
4.76%
0.99%
1.31%
0.49%
85.88%
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Table 32
President B Activity Location
Activity Location
Boardroom/Conference
On Campus
Hallway
Off Campus
Other Office
President’s Office

Activity Count
25
57
8
21
43
527

Percentage Activity By Location
3.67%
8.37%
1.17%
3.08%
6.31%
77.39%

Table 33
President C Activity Location
Activity Location
Boardroom/Conference
On Campus
Hallway
Off Campus
Other Office
President’s Office

Activity Count
152
5
6
43
34
466

Percentage Activity By Location
21.53%
0.71%
0.85%
6.09%
4.82%
66.01%

Table 34
President D Activity Location
Activity Location
Boardroom/Conference
On Campus
Hallway
Off Campus
Other Office
President’s Office

Activity Count
80
18
8
5
88
363

Percentage Activity By Location
14.23%
3.20%
1.42%
0.89%
15.66%
64.59%
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Table 35
President E Activity Location
Activity Location
Boardroom/Conference
On Campus
Hallway
Off Campus
Other Office
President’s Office

Activity Count
45
7
2
9
74
406

Percentage Activity By Location
8.29%
1.29%
0.37%
1.66%
13.63%
74.77%

Chapter Summary
The data collection results reported in Chapter Four were divided into two sections. The
first section provided an overview of the purpose of the study, the significance of the study to
higher education, the selection process used to establish a convenience sample of Achieving the
Dream (ATD) Leader College presidents, and the process the researcher followed to screen the
collected data prior to analysis. The second section summarized the collected data for each ATD
Leader College president, and is represented by the respective alpha codes. These results were
delineated by Mintzberg’s three role type categories and ten roles. Next, the amount of time each
president spent engaged in the various work activities during a workweek was calculated by time
in minutes, by the average time spent engaged in the activities, and by the percentage of time the
presidents spent engaged in the activities. The chapter concluded with a summary of the
participants and the activities’ locations data sorted by each ATD Leader College president’s
college location code.
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CHAPTER FIVE
OVERVIEW, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND
IMPLICATIONS
This chapter is divided into a brief overview and two major sections. The first section
presents the findings from the analysis of data collected during the structured observation of five
Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader College presidents, which is organized under the two
research questions of this study. The findings are presented by: a) the number of activities ATD
Leader College presidents engaged in, categorized by Mintzberg’s role types, and the amount of
time they spent engaged in their work activities, b) a Chronology Record that followed both
Mintzberg’s (1973) and Ivery’s (1983) studies, and c) an overview of the Contact Record that
showed which individuals worked with the presidents and where the contacts occurred. The
second section includes how the findings were similar to, or different from Ivery’s study, the
conclusions derived from the study, the findings, limitations of the study, implications for
practice and future research, and finally, the researcher’s observations.
Overview of the Study
This study had two purposes. The first was to use Henry Mintzberg’s (1968, 1973)
structured observation methodology to identify and describe the managerial activities and
leadership roles of five community college presidents in Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader
Colleges while they were engaged in their daily activities and responsibilities. The second
purpose was to both replicate and expand on Curtis Ivery’s 1982 study of five community
college presidents.
In 1982, Curtis Ivery attempted to strengthen the foundation of knowledge “regarding
roles, responsibilities, and activities of the community college president by defining and
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clarifying the kinds of activities community college presidents engaged in at work.” The current
structured observational study of five Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader College presidents
expanded on Ivery’s (1983) earlier study by further defining and clarifying the kinds of activities
presidents engage in while at work, and by following one of Ivery’s recommendations to
replicate the study so that comparative data could be used to identify changes in management
activities of community college presidents over time.
To replicate and expand on Ivery’s (1983) study, five ATD Leader College presidents
from Arkansas, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Texas (three males and two females)
nominated by Achieving the Dream Leader Coaches were selected to participate in the current
study. With the assistance of a data consultant, an electronic instrument was developed for the
study paralleling Mintzberg’s framework of managerial role categories. Data collection for the
current study followed Mintzberg’s (1973) three stages of data collection, a) collection of
preliminary data b) collection and recording of field data through structured observation, and c)
coding of the observations.
As discussed previously and in more detail in the methodology section, this study
followed Henry Mintzberg’s (1968) stages of data collection that Curtis Ivery (1983) used. After
collecting field data through structured observation of five ATD Leader College presidents, and
screening the raw data for accuracy of data entries, missing data, and outliers, the screened data
were uploaded into QlikView Business Intelligence (BI) software for comparative analysis to
answer the two questions in this study. Each president’s work activities were first sorted into the
three categories of ten roles originally categorized by Mintzberg’s (1968) taxonomy and were
then sorted by the amount of time the presidents spent engaged in each role. The purpose of this
study was to examine the managerial activities of effective ATD Leader College presidents
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collectively and to compare their work activities with those of Ivery’s (1983) five community
college presidents in order to identify what changes, if any, had occurred in thirty-one years. This
study did not compare one president’s work activities with another’s. (For a review of the
summary of results for each president’s managerial activities, refer to the tables found in Chapter
Four: President A: Tables 10-13, President B: Tables 14-17, President C: Tables 18-21, President
D: Tables 22-25, and, President E: Tables 26-29.)
Part One: Findings
The findings from the analysis of data collected during the structured observation of five
Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader College presidents are presented below, organized under the
two research questions of this study.
Research Question One.
1. What are the managerial activities and leadership roles Achieving the Dream (ATD)
Leader College presidents engage in while at work?
The results of a comparative Role Type Analysis evaluated in QlikView Business
Intelligence (BI) software were used to sort and compare the presidents’ managerial activities by
Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories, and to calculate the duration of time (recorded in minutes)
presidents spent performing each of Mintzberg’s ten roles. Activity counts were recorded in
Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories and ten roles, a) Information (monitor, disseminator, and
spokesperson), b) Interpersonal (figurehead, leader, and liaison), and c) Decisional (entrepreneur,
disturbance handler, resource allocator, and negotiator). For the purpose of this study, the
findings were presented as activity counts, and as frequencies and percentages of time for
comparison with Ivery’s study,
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The five Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader College presidents performed a total of
3,101 activities during a combined period of 20 workdays (President A = 4 days, President B = 5
days, President C = 4 days, President D = 4 days, and President E = 3 days). All of the activities
were categorized by Mintzberg’s taxonomy of 3 types of activity and 10 specific roles.
Overview of ATD Presidents’ Managerial Activities and Leadership Roles In
Mintzberg’s Three Categories and Ten Roles.
The first category, Information, encompasses activities in which a president receives,
collects, and communicates information. The analysis of the total work activity counts for the
five ATD Leader College presidents (Table 36), determined that, of the 3,101 total activities
performed, 2,227 (71.8%) were Informational activities lasting an average of three and a half
minutes each.
Table 36
Total Number of Activities by Role Categories and Percent of Time Spent in Activities
Role Type
Categories
Information
Interpersonal
Decisional

Count
3,101
2,227
467
407

Total Time
(Minutes)
17,758
7,790
6,309
3,659

Average Time
(Minutes)
5.73
3.50
13.51
8.99

Percentage Of
Activities
100.00%
71.82%
15.06%
13.12%

The remaining 874 managerial activities were divided almost evenly between the second
category, Interpersonal, which represented 15% (467) of their activities, and the Decisional
category, which accounted for 13% (407) of their activities. As discussed in the literature review,
it is in the second category, Interpersonal, where presidents function as the liaison and formal
authority of their institution. While presidents performed fewer Interpersonal tasks than
Informational, further examination of these Interpersonal activities showed the duration of each
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was almost four times longer (13.5 minutes) than the average length of tasks in the Information
category. In contrast, the Decisional role activities, in which strategic decisions are made,
averaged approximately nine minutes in duration.
After a comparative analysis of the overall managerial work activities classified by
Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories of Information, Interpersonal, and Decisional activities, data
were then further organized under Mintzberg’s (1973) ten roles: monitor, disseminator,
spokesperson, figurehead, leader, liaison, entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource allocator,
and negotiator.
Information Category.
Information-Monitor Role
In fulfilling the three roles that comprise the information category, (monitor,
disseminator, and spokesperson), presidents have unlimited access to organizational information,
which they receive, collect, and communicate, both internally and externally. As illustrated in
Table 37, approximately 25% of all observed activities of presidents’ time occurred when they
performed in their role as the monitor receiving information. Assigned to this role were many
presidential activities including engagement in extensive meetings (sitting in committees,
consulting with human resources, facilitating staff, faculty, and program development, and
developing budgets), participating in tours, and completing deskwork (making or receiving
telephone calls, scanning and reading mail and e-mail, scanning and reading written or on-line
reports, researching and/or reading written or on-line publications, surfing the internet, and using
Smart phone technologies such as texting and instant messaging). Deskwork activities are
discussed in more detail later in the Chronology Record analysis.
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Table 37
Analysis of Activity by Mintzberg’s Role Types for Five Achieving the Dream Leader College
Presidents
Percentage
Total Time
Average
of
Ten Role
Number of
Categories
Spent
Time Spent Presidents’
Descriptions
Activities
(Minutes)
in Minutes Time Spent
In Role

Information

Interpersonal

Decisional

Monitor

3,101
1,239

17,758
4,392

3.55

100%
24.73%

Disseminator

748

1,878

2.51

10.58%

Spokesperson 240

1,520

6.33

8.56%

Figurehead

190

2,042

10.75

11.50%

Leader

150

2,186

14.58

12.31%

Liaison

127

2,081

16.39

11.72%

Entrepreneur

204

2,885

14.14

16.25%

Disturbance
Handler

100

410

4.10

2.31%

Resource
Allocator

91

315

3.47

1.78%

Negotiator

12

49

4.07

0.27%

Information-Disseminator Role
In the Disseminator role, the presidents transmitted selected information internally to
colleagues (peers), faculty, and staff during 748 activities. According to Mintzberg (1973), the
communication of information to others is determined by what the managers [presidents] believe
or perceive to be relevant and/or important for others to have in making organizational decisions.
As with the Monitor role, the activities in this role were accomplished during deskwork, in walkabout tours, and through scheduled and unscheduled meetings. The five presidents were
observed in this role category disseminating to participants information about future and existing
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campus program development, discipline issues, strategic planning, financial proposals, future
meetings, budgets, governing board requests, feedback from government and legislative persons,
financial campaigns, and upcoming spring graduation activities. These activities accounted for
11% (10.58) of their time.
Information-Spokesperson Role
The Spokesperson role focused on the presidents’ communication of selected information
to two external groups: their governing boards/trustees/county commissioners and the citizens of
their local communities (also referred to as outsiders to the college). A total of 240 activities
performed by presidents occurred in this role and each averaged six minutes. As Spokespersons,
the presidents communicated to their outside participants via written letters (mail), email,
telephone calls, and text and instant messaging (IM). Information was conveyed regarding
various issues including setting future meeting agendas, confirming attendance and participation
in board meetings, communicating information to government representatives, informing
accreditation agencies and grant funding resources, as well as providing organizational
information to community members through press releases, newspapers, and news stations.
Interpersonal Category.
The activities in the Interpersonal category define how presidents interact with other
people. As discussed previously, community college presidents are identified as the formal
authority in charge of their institutions and occupy an important leadership status within their
organization. According to Mintzberg (1973), there are distinct features common to all the
activities that fall within the Interpersonal category and each one links directly to the manager’s
[president’s] status and authority. Table 37 summarizes the presidents’ activities related to the
three roles of Figurehead, Leader, and Liaison.
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Interpersonal-Figurehead Role
In the Figurehead role, the presidents performed a variety of duties including fundraising;
ribbon cuttings; approving and signing letters, contracts, budget, and fund disbursements;
completing ceremonial paperwork (birthday cards and certificates of achievement); and signing
legal documents. The Figurehead role accounted for 190 activities. Other duties and
responsibilities designated to the Figurehead role that were carried out by the presidents included
conducting campus walking tours; speaking with students, faculty, staff, peers, and volunteers;
and receiving visitors and guests to their institutions.
Interpersonal-Leader Role
The duties performed by ATD Leader College presidents in fulfilling their Interpersonal
role of Leader reflect the significance and power the presidency holds. Furthermore, as the
leaders of their respective institutions, they establish the tone for the organizational culture by
creating a vision and building relationships. In addition to giving the organization direction and
purpose, the leader is ultimately responsible for hiring, training, disciplining, and motivating
subordinates. The presidents conducted 150 activities in the leader role and spent 12% of their
time in leader role activities.
Interpersonal-Liaison Role
In the Liaison role, the presidents participated in horizontal and vertical networking to
build crucial community relationships and partnerships. As Table 37 illustrates, ATD Leader
College presidents performed 127 activities in the Liaison role. Activities included participating
in professional organizational activities in their communities, networking with political
relationships, and engaging in economic development and other working relationships.
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Decisional Category.
Making decisions is an everyday responsibility of community college presidents.
Mintzberg’s (1973) definition of what managers do to apply the information they have received
within the Decisional category included their actions while holding meetings, handling problems,
and using information. Four roles comprise this category: Entrepreneur, Disturbance Handler,
Resource Allocator, and Negotiator. The roles function on a continuum. At one end of the
continuum, the decision-making is viewed as pro-active and decisions are made on behalf of the
college’s organizational business. At the opposite end of the continuum, reactive decisionmaking occurs in response to threats, issues, or problems.
Decisional-Entrepreneur Role
In the proactive Entrepreneur role, the presidents initiate change and search for solutions
to problems, challenges, and situations. Presidents’ activities in this role included delegating,
working to build employee well-being, debating decisions in meetings, searching for innovative
solutions to problems, and planning strategically. Half of the presidents’ Decisional Role
category’s 204 activities (Table 37) were in the Entrepreneurial role and they spent over five
times (14.14 minutes average per activity) as many minutes engaged as Entrepreneur than in the
other three decisional role activities.
Decisional-Disturbance Handler Role
The Disturbance Handler is a reactive role where decisions are made to take corrective
actions in response to a spontaneous crisis or situations beyond the presidents’ control. The five
ATD Leader College presidents participated in a total of 100 (Table 37) activities within this
role, which averaged four minutes each. Sixty-five of these activities involved taking corrective
action involving faculty, staff, and students. Those related to security issues, economic
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development, or strategic planning actions taken in response to projected loss of essential
resources, or external issues comprised the other 35 activities in this role.
Decisional-Resource Allocator Role
As discussed in earlier chapters, resources are crucial to an organization’s strategymaking systems. Management of those resources occurs in the Resource Allocator role, where
the presidents make decisions regarding who will receive money, time, equipment, and materials.
This is a “controlling role” vital to the future stability of the college. During the time the ATD
presidents were observed, all five were in the midst of budget planning and preparation for the
arrival of their upcoming fall semester students (in addition to finalizing course offerings and
preparing for spring commencement activities). The presidents made decisions to allocate
resources in 91 activities, which averaged approximately 3.5 minutes each.
Decisional-Negotiator Role
When presidents function as negotiators, they assume a role as the internal and external
mediator between their colleges and other groups, individuals, companies, unions (bargaining
units), or vendors. Twelve of the presidents’ work activities fit in the Negotiator role of the
Decisional category, and the presidents spent a little more than four minutes on each activity.
After a comparative analysis of the overall managerial work activities classified by
Mintzberg’s (1973) three categories of Information, Interpersonal, and Decisional activities, data
were organized under Mintzberg’s (1973) ten roles. Then a chronology record was utilized to
provide an overview of the presidents’ distribution of administrative activities.
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Chronological Record of Activities.
A Chronology Record was created by Mintzberg (1968) and employed by both Mintzberg
(1968) and Ivery (1983) in their management studies. According to Mintzberg (1973), the
chronology record was “to provide basic data on the design of the working day” (p. 235), and to
provide “at a glance the distribution of telephone calls, scheduled and unscheduled meetings, and
tours” (p. 235). Each of the 3,101 activities of the ATD Leader College presidents in this study
were classified under one or more of Mintzberg’s (1968) distinct classifications: Deskwork,
telephone calls, scheduled meetings, unscheduled meetings, tours, and a new classification called
“other.” This “other” classification was not included by Ivery (1983), who had merely replicated
Mintzberg’s (1968) chronology classification. In this study an additional classification of
presidents’ activities, identified as “other,” was added to account for all other activities
presidents were engaged in while simultaneously performing managerial activities that were
categorized as Interpersonal and Decisional (Table 38).
Table 38
Chronology of Work Activities for Five Achieving the Dream Leader College Presidents
Activity
Count

Time in
Min

3,101

17,758

1,607

4,538

3

26%

Unscheduled
Meetings

303

1,093

4

6%

Scheduled
Meetings

230

2,017

9

11%

179

616

3

3%

Tours

15

446

30

3%

Other Activities

767

9,049

12

51%

Chronology
Work Activities
Deskwork

Telephone Calls

Avg Time
(Min)

% of Total
Time
Total
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Deskwork, the first Chronology Record category, was defined as time during which
presidents worked at office tasks. This included time presidents engaged in sorting/processing
mail/email; reading reports; drafting and writing budgets, letters, reports, or speeches; working
on upcoming meetings, conferences and board agendas; and signing budget requests, student
paperwork, and legal documents. The 1,607 deskwork activities observed accounted for the
largest proportion of the presidents’ time (26%, or 76 total hours). The taxonomy in this study
differed from Ivery’s (1983) study in which deskwork also included the time presidents spent
working one-on-one with their assistants in their offices. During this study’s observation periods,
it became clear that dictation and shorthand activities formerly carried out with assistants in the
presidents’ offices had virtually disappeared. That type of deskwork, which had previously
required the presence of an assistant, had been replaced with the president working at their desks
to perform activities using modern technology such as Smart phones, iPads or computers. The
use of email and various software programs allowed communication with assistants and any
collaborative work to be completed without the two individuals being in the same location.
Further breakdown of the 1,025 correspondence related activities, showed presidents
scanned / read reports received electronically 243 times, and scanned / read publications received
electronically 85 times. Another 50 activities (less than 2% of total activities grouped in
deskwork) were performed utilizing a paper format. These activities averaged eight minutes per
activity for each ATD president, and 314 other activities were recorded as letters or memos
written by the presidents electronically. A portion of the deskwork category included incoming
and outgoing mail. Of the 1,025 ingoing and outgoing mail activities, 697 activities involved
writing or drafting emails and hard paper correspondence, scanning and reading reports, and
scanning and reading publications. In the deskwork category, ATD presidents spent a majority of
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their time receiving, reading, scanning, skimming, writing, and sending out mail. A total of 1,025
mail activities in this category of deskwork averaged approximately three minutes each (Table
39). ATD Leader College presidents’ electronic activities accounted for 975 of the activities and
included reading, scanning, and skimming memos, letters, reports, newspapers, or journal
articles via their computers, iPads, Smart phones, and the World Wide Web. It became obvious
that the manner in which mail was scanned, skimmed, or read has advanced from the traditional
paper mail with the availability and advancement in technology and electronic mail capabilities.
The advancements in technology and electronic capabilities have given presidents the ability to
multi-task while reading, scanning, and skimming mail. Therefore, unlike Ivery’s (1983) study in
which pieces of mail were merely counted, mail activities in this study were observed, recorded,
and examined to count the total number of activities by category, and to determine the percent of
time the ATD presidents engaged in mail activities.
Table 39
Correspondence Activities of Achieving the Dream Leader College Presidents’

Activity Description

Scan / Read Reports
Receive and Read Email
Scan Email
Scan / Read Publications
Read Email
Mail (Read, Write or dictate
letter/memo)

Avg Time
President Spent on
Activity in
Minutes

% of All
Deskwork
Activity

Activity
Count

Time in
Minutes

1,025
243
151
102
85
80

2,834
478
625
126
167
158

2
4
1
2
2

33.05%
7.84%
4.87%
3.29%
2.74%
2.58%

50

423

8

1.61%
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The correspondence activities for scanning and reading publications accounted for 85
activities. Scanning and reading reports accounted for 243 activities, while signing and
authorizing business and ceremonial documents, contracts and agreements as the formal
representatives of their institutions, accounted for 93 activities. Researching information via
online resources, bookshelves, or in “old fashioned file drawers / cabinets,” accounted for
another 328 activities. Finally, the presidents performed 68 activities scheduling appointments
and setting up future meetings that averaged three minutes for each task.
The next two Chronology Work activities were un-scheduled and scheduled meetings
(Table 38). Unscheduled meetings were defined by Mintzberg (1968) as the occasions when
people dropped into a president’s office without an appointment, when presidents interacted with
their assistants for schedule updates or information, and when presidents engaged in a
conversation with another participant while out walking around (see tour) and those
conversations turned to business subjects. The Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents
participated in 303 unscheduled meetings for approximately 18.22 hours, leading to an average
duration of approximately four minutes each. Scheduled meetings are defined as meetings
previously accounted for on the president’s calendar or work schedule for the workday. ATD
Leader College presidents attended 230 scheduled meetings, which averaged nine minutes each
(Table 38).
Although the first mobile cell phones came out in the early 1970’s (Saylor, 2012), they
were not readily available as Smartphone technology in the workplace until the 1990’s (Saylor,
2012). Therefore, in contrast with Ivery’s 1982 study, the findings of telephone calls in this study
accounted for all calls initiated or received on both landline phones and cell phones. During the
five weeks of observation, the presidents completed 179 telephone calls lasting approximately
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three and half minutes per call (50 incoming calls averaging three minutes each and 149
outgoing calls averaging about 6 minutes each). The percent of time the ATD presidents spent
engaged in telephone calls accounted for approximately 3% of their time. Open door policies
permitting easy access to the presidents to encourage the effective flow of information, led to
many interruptions resulting in the early termination of telephone calls, some even before
connection was made. Those instances in which a president initiated a call but hung up before
the call was connected were not included in the activity counts for this study.
The last category in Mintzberg’s (1973) chronology record was tours. Tours refer to the
time presidents spend walking around their campuses. These activities included work activities
of presidents as they encountered individuals in the hallways, while walking to other offices, the
library, auditoriums, elevators, sidewalks, and campus parking lots around their campuses. In
this study, if a president’s activity changed to a meeting with a peer, faculty or staff (e.g. pulled
aside to discuss an issue, meeting or budget proposal) then the tour activity terminated, and a
new unscheduled meeting activity began. Although the five presidents engaged in only 15 tours walkabouts around their campuses, they spent a significant amount of time on each one
(approximately 30 minutes per activity). During these tours, they engaged in greeting faculty,
staff, visitors, and students, while checking on building progress, maintenance, and security
installations, inspecting buildings and grounds, and surveying building spaces for future program
concerns.
An “other” category (as pointed out earlier in Table 38) accounted for 767 activities and
approximately 25% of the ATD presidents’ activities. The objective of this new classification
was not to provide a “dumping ground” for all other activities that could not be classified by
Mintzberg’s (1973) management taxonomy. Quite to the contrary, activities listed in the “other”
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heading were those activities categorized as activities that related to either the Decisional or
Interpersonal Roles and often overlapped activities in the Chronology Record. For example, a
letter drafted in order to convey to a board member the manner in which a problem had been
handled included activities defined as both an Information as Spokesperson role and a Decisional
as Disturbance Handler role. To examine these activities where presidents multi-tasked in more
than one category function and to accurately record the amount of time spent in each, a
comparative analysis in QlikView sorted and classified 15 types of activities or roles that fit into
Mintzberg’s (1973) Interpersonal and Decisional roles. A summary of the fifteen activities
classified as other are provided in Table 40.
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Table 40
Activities in the “Other” Category for Five ATD Leader College Presidents’

Activity Descriptions

Activity
Count

Minutes
Worked

767

9,049

Average
Time
Minutes

%
Activity
24.73%

1

Solutions/Improvements/Problem
Solving

204

2,885

14

6.58%

2

Networking

105

1,980

19

3.39%

3

Taking Corrective Actions

96

406

4

3.10%

4

Motivating Employees

83

457

6

2.68%

5

Receiving Campus Visitors

68

568

8

2.19%

6

Budgeting

65

276

4

2.10%

7

Building/Campus and/or Program
Development/Faculty Improvement

55

1,652

30

1.77%

8

Allocating Resource Decisions

26

41

2

0.84%

9

Political Relationships

22

101

5

0.71%

10

Fundraising

14

554

40

0.55%

11

Vendors and Bid Activities

10

37

4

0.32%

12

Recruiting, Selecting, Hiring

7

20

3

0.38%

13

Disciplining Faculty or Staff

5

57

11

0.39%

14

On Campus Security Issues

4

3

1

0.21%

15

Union Bargaining

3

12

4

0.49%

Seven of these activities classified as “other” have dual role functions that fit within the
Decisional category. These activities were categorized as: a) Solutions/Improvements/Problem
Solving as Entrepreneur, b) Taking Corrective Actions and On Campus Security Issues as
Disturbance Handler, c) Allocating Resource Decisions and Budgeting as Resource Allocator, d)
Vendors, and Bid activities, and Union Bargaining as Negotiator. The remaining eight activities
classified as “other” fit into the Interpersonal category. Their distribution was: a) Receiving
Campus Visitors and Fundraising as Figurehead, b) Motivating Employees,
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Building/Campus/and /or Program Development/Faculty Improvement, Recruiting, Selecting,
Hiring, and Disciplining Faculty or Staff as Leader and c) Networking and Political
Relationships as Liaison.
Participants Who Engaged with ATD Presidents While They Worked.
In the course of managing their day-to-day affairs, presidents interacted with a substantial
number of individuals, referred to as participants (previously summarized in Table 30-Chapter
Four). The five ATD Leader College presidents performed 3,101 activities during an
accumulated 20 days (over five weeks), making contact with 2,606 individuals. An overlap of
the percent of time presidents were engaged in activities with the participants is explained by the
accurate recording of more than one classification of participants engaged in the activity (e.g. a
scheduled meeting with a government official, two peers, and one faculty member).
The largest portion of the presidents’ work was completed with their peers for 1,006
activities (32% of activity) followed by working alone in 923 activities (30%). The presidents’
work with direct reports (classified by Mintzberg as subordinates) accounted for 836 activities
(27%). The remaining amount of activity in which the presidents worked with participants was
divided between 481 (16%) tasks with independents (individuals who reside within the
community and typically have no affiliation with the campus), 160 (5%) activities with
government representatives (elected officials), and 92 (3%) activities with boards (trustees,
boards of regents, and county commissioners).
Presidents engaged with their students (clients) in 31 activities, which accounted for less
than 1% of all activity. However, for those activities that involved presentations in
convention/auditorium spaces for community events, fundraisers, student assemblies, and
commencements where contact was made with large audiences of fifty people or more, total
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participants were not estimated or individually counted. The activity was recorded as the
president working alone. Finally, although a comparative analysis found ATD presidents spent
time working in ten vendor and bid activities requiring participation in meetings and paperwork,
none of the presidents engaged with suppliers or vendors face-to-face.
Locations Where ATD Presidents Conducted Their Work.
In Chapter Four, an analysis of the locations where the five ATD Leader College
presidents engaged in their work activities was presented in Tables 31 – 35. Furthermore, as
discussed earlier, although travel comprised an important part of a community college
president’s job description, presidents tried to avoid travel in the weeks they were to be
shadowed by the researcher. During the weeks of observation, the presidents were working while
they were on their campuses and while attending meetings or campus functions in roles
representing their colleges’ campuses (or within short travel distances less than 50 miles). Work
activities performed while presidents travelled away overnight or by air travel were not observed,
recorded, or included in this study.
The majority (74%) of the presidents’ overall observed work activities (2,285 of 3,101)
took place within their own offices (Table 41). Boardrooms and conference spaces comprised the
second most common location for presidential activity, with 342 (11% of all activities) occurring
in such places. As observed, these spaces were used for scheduled meetings, presentations,
motivational employee gatherings, and confidential conversations with peers, faculty, staff, and
board members.
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Table 41
Number of Presidents’ Activities and Percentages of Total Activity by Location

Activity Location

President’s Office

Percentages Of Presidents’
Activity Count
Activity By Location
3,101
100%
2,285

73.69%

Boardroom/Conference Room

342

11.03%

Other Person’s Office

242

7.80%

Other On Campus Locations

116

3.74%

Off Campus

86

2.77%

Hallway

30

0.97%

Managerial activities were also found to occur in other diverse campus locations. These
other on-campus locations served as sites for 116 activities performed by ATD presidents, and
included kitchens, copy machine rooms, elevators, parking lots, lobbies, break-rooms, cars,
mechanical / janitorial areas, and storage facilities. Presidents also engaged in work while talking
with participants in the hallway and while walking to and from spaces (not part of an intended
tour activity), resulting in another 30 work-related activities taking place on campus.
Off-campus locations accounted for 86 activities where presidents travelled no more than
an hour’s car drive away for a meeting in another city, or fulfilled job duties at other locations
(non-campus buildings). For example, presidents were observed participating in Rotary Club,
United Way, and Chamber of Commerce meetings, and commuting between campus system
locations, attending college fundraisers at other venues, and hosting spring commencement
ceremonies at a local convention center location.
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The findings from the comparative analysis of data collected during the structured
observation of five Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader College presidents are presented below
by the remaining research question of this study.
Research Question Two.
2. Do differences exist between the managerial activities and leadership roles of
Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents and the community college presidents in Ivery’s
(1983) study, and if they do exist, how have the roles and activities of community college
presidents changed between 1982, when Ivery’s study was conducted, and 2013?
A comparative analysis of Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents with Ivery’s
(1983) community college presidents activities was conducted utilizing Mintzberg’s (1973)
typology of three categories (Information, Interpersonal, and Decisions) and ten component roles
(Monitor, Disseminator, Spokesperson, Figurehead, Leader, Liaison, Entrepreneur, Disturbance
Handler, Resource Allocator, and Negotiator). An overall count of activities and hours indicated
Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader College presidents engaged in 3,101 managerial activities
for approximately 296 hours (17,758 minutes) over 20 workdays, which averaged about 12
(11.84) hours per workday for each president. In contrast, Ivery’s five community college
presidents engaged in 702 activities for a total of 179 hours over 25 workdays, which averaged
about 7.16 hours per workday for each president.
In his 1982 study, Ivery reported in his findings that overlaps of managerial activities had
resulted in sums greater than 100% for total activities. In order to compare Ivery’s findings with
those of this study, it was necessary to determine what part of a comparable 100% these activity
totals represented. Original data sets for Ivery’s study were unavailable; therefore a calculated, or
adjusted, percentage was determined by adding the component percentages from Ivery’s
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activities’ results (104% Information, 134% Interpersonal, and 81% Decisional) to reach a total
of 319%, and then dividing each component total by this combined total. Thus, Ivery’s total of
104% Information activities out of 319% total activities, was equivalent to 32.60% if the total
were 100%. These comparable percentages were calculated for each of the three categories and
their ten component roles. Ivery’s (1983) adjusted totals are included in Table 42, alongside the
findings of this study. (see Appendix E for Ivery’s unadjusted numbers)
Table 42
Comparison Analysis of Activity Percentages by Role Types for ATD Presidents And Ivery
Presidents

Three Categories

Information

Interpersonal

Decisional

ATD's Study
Results for %
Presidents'
Activities

Adjusted Ivery %
Presidents'
Activities

Monitor
Disseminator
Spokesperson

39.95%
24.12%
7.74%
71.81%

13.79%
14.73%
4.08%
32.60%

Figurehead
Leader
Liaison

6.13%
4.84%
4.10%
15.07%

9.40%
28.84%
3.76%
42.01%

Entrepreneur
Disturbance
Handler

6.58%

7.52%

3.22%

4.08%

Resource Allocator
Negotiator

2.93%
0.39%
13.12%

10.03%
3.76%
25.39%

Ten Role
Descriptions
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Once Ivery’s findings were converted into numbers that allowed comparison with the
findings of this study, analysis revealed differences in how the two groups of presidents,
observed thirty years apart, allocated their time. The ATD Leader College presidents’ percentage
of activities were distributed among the three categories as follows: 72% Information, 15%
Interpersonal and 13% Decisional. In contrast, the distribution of Ivery’s (1983) presidents’
adjusted activities was as follows: 33% Information, 42% Interpersonal and 25% Decisional.
These differences also extended to the comparisons of presidential activity as distributed under
Mintzberg’s ten defined roles.
Comparison of the Presidents’ Total Activities by Management Categories.
A percentage of total activities for the three management categories, Information,
Interpersonal, and Decisional were included in Ivery’s 1982 study. Therefore, a comparative
analysis in QlikView was made between the ATD presidents’ total activities by management
categories and those of Ivery’s presidents.
Information.
The greatest percentage of managerial activities performed by the ATD Leader College
presidents fit within Mintzberg’s Information category. In fact, an overwhelming majority of
their managerial activities belonged to the Information category. Monitor role activities
accounted for more than half of the Information activities and almost 40% of all activities
performed by the ATD Leader College presidents. As revealed in the comparative analysis this
40% (39.95) of all activities significantly outweighed the importance of the same role for Ivery’s
(1983) presidents for whom Monitor activities accounted for just 14% of total activities.
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Interpersonal.
A shift in the numbers of the managerial activities was found in the analysis of
Interpersonal roles. The Leader role activities were the largest segment of all managerial
activities for Ivery’s (1983) presidents, accounting for about 29% of their overall activity. In
contrast, the Figurehead role activities were more numerous for the ATD presidents, but only
accounted for about 6% of total activity. Figurehead activities observed in Ivery’s study
exceeded that percentage with over 9% of total activity.
Decisional.
The final category of Decisional, comprised of the Entrepreneur, Disturbance Handler,
Resource Allocator and Negotiator roles, accounted for the least amount of activity for both
presidential groups. When compared via QlikView comparative analysis, however, the
distribution of activity within the roles was different. For the ATD presidents, Entrepreneur role
activities were most numerous, accounting for 6.58% of total activities. In contrast, Ivery’s
(1983) presidents engaged in more Resource Allocator activities for 10% of their overall activity.
Once the comparative analysis of the managerial activities as categorized in Mintzberg’s
taxonomy was complete, an additional comparison between the Chronology Records for this
study and Ivery’s (1983) study was made.
Comparison of ATD Leader College Presidents Chronology Record with Ivery’s
Presidents.
To the question posed by Hammons and Ivery (1988) in their article Does a Difference
Make a Difference?, the answer is “yes.” In 20 workdays, the ATD presidents performed
approximately four times more activities than did Ivery’s presidents over the course of 25
workdays. An examination of activity time showed that the ATD presidents’ accumulated
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activities accounted for 17,758.5 minutes of activity in those 20 observed workdays in contrast to
10,740 minutes in 25 days by Ivery’s presidents (Table 43).
Deskwork.
As discussed earlier, deskwork is defined as the time during which presidents’ worked in
office related activities. A comparison of Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents’
deskwork with that of Ivery’s community college presidents found that ATD presidents time
doing deskwork more than doubled (ATD presidents’ time 25.6% and Ivery’s presidents’ time
11%). The ATD presidents engaged in 1,607 deskwork activities, over half of their total activity
count, which averaged 15 hours per week for a total of 76 hours as compared with Ivery’s
presidents who spent 13% of their time averaging 4.6 hours per week for a total of 23 hours
(Table 43).
Deskwork-Incoming / Outgoing Mail.
A part of the deskwork category includes activities of handling incoming and outgoing
mail. In Ivery’s study, he conducted an analysis of mail in order to illustrate the enormous
amount of paper that crossed a community college president’s desk each workweek. Thirty years
later, ATD Leader College presidents used electronic media for incoming and outgoing mail
activities. Tasks including reading, scanning, and skimming memos, letters, reports, newspapers,
and journal articles and drafting or signing forms, letters, reports and speeches were completed
via their computers, iPads, Smart phones, and the World Wide Web. Adapting to the changes
from the traditional paper mail that was customary thirty years ago, to the contemporary mix of
email and paper mail activities, the researcher used a comparative analysis in QlikView to
accurately count the total number of activities by category and to determine the percent of time
presidents engaged in mail related activities.
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As discussed previously, of the ATD Leader College presidents’ 1,025 ingoing and
outgoing mail activities, 697 (68%) of the activities (which accounted for 33% of their time in
deskwork), involved writing or drafting electronic emails and hard paper correspondence,
scanning and reading reports, and scanning and reading publications (Table 39). Of the 1,025
activities, presidents scanned or read reports 243 times, and scanned or read publications 85
times. In completing another 50 activities (less than 2%), presidents read or wrote hand-written
correspondence that averaged eight minutes for each ATD president. Letters or memos written
by the presidents electronically averaged three minutes of the presidents’ time per activity and
accounted for 314 (10%) of deskwork activities. In contrast, Ivery recorded 687 total mail
categories (155 outgoing mail categories and 532 incoming mail categories where presidents
read, studied, and skimmed paper mail (letter, memos, reports, newspaper / journal clippings,
and forwarded memos and letters) accounted for 15% of the presidents’ time.
During the shadowing of the five ATD presidents, not one president was observed
dictating a letter or memo to an assistant. One activity that vaguely resembled the act of dictation
occurred when one president spent less than two minutes in an unscheduled meeting in the
president’s office finalizing the details of a letter draft with an assistant (which had been jointly
drafted a week earlier via electronic communication between the two).

Table 43
Comparison of ATD Presidents’ and Ivery’s Chronology Record

Group
Totals
Deskwork
Unscheduled Meetings
Scheduled Meetings
Telephone Calls
Tours
Other

ATD Presidents' 2013
%
Activity Time in Avg Time Activity
Count
Min
(Min) Count
3,101 17,758.5
5.7 100.0%
1,607
4,538.4
2.8 51.8%
303
1,093.1
3.6
9.8%
230
2,017.0
8.8
7.4%
179
615.6
3.4
5.8%
15
445.5
29.7
0.5%
767
9,048.8
11.8 24.7%

%
Activity **Activity
Time
Count
100.0%
702
25.6%
77
6.2%
112
11.4%
129
3.5%
352
2.5%
32
51.0%
0

Ivery Presidents' 1983
**Avg
%
**Time in
Time Activity
Minutes
(Min) Count
10,740.0
15.3 100.0%
1,380.0
17.9 12.8%
3,540.0
31.6 33.0%
2,940.0
22.8 27.4%
2,160.0
6.1 20.1%
720.0
22.5
6.7%
0.0
n/a
0.0%

%
Activity
Time
100.0%
11.0%
16.0%
18.4%
50.1%
4.6%
0.0%
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Unscheduled Meetings.
All five ATD presidents were observed as very busy with their well-established open
door policies to support the effective flow of communication. Unscheduled meetings
(interruptions) for both ATD presidents and Ivery’s presidents occurred often and daily.
Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents participated in 303 unscheduled meetings (3.6
minutes per activity) as compared with Ivery’s presidents’ 112 unscheduled meetings (31.6
minutes per activity) (Table 43).
Scheduled Meetings.
As discussed previously, scheduled meetings are defined as any meeting previously
logged on the president’s calendar (schedule) for a workday. In addition to sessions where
presidents remained for the duration of the meeting, this classification also included meetings
already in progress where presidents were scheduled to drop in for participation. The presidents’
scheduled meetings in this study involved varied agendas. A few of the meeting agendas
included funding, grants, resources, and budget discussions, ongoing legal issues, program
development, board meetings, legislative updates, campus information, collaboration with
faculty on organizational strategic planning sessions, committee reports, updates from faculty,
employee reward and motivation assemblies, and finally, Achieving the Dream Coach site visits.
The ATD presidents attended 230 scheduled meetings (7.42%) over the 20 workdays for a total
time of approximately 34 hours as compared with Ivery’s (1983) presidents’ 129 scheduled
meetings over the 25 workdays for a total time of approximately 49 hours (Table 43).
Telephone Calls.
All telephone calls made by the Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents had a
tendency to be brief. Calls were either fielded or initiated by assistants, or were made by the
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presidents using their Smart phones or desk telephones. The ATD presidents engaged in 179
telephone calls (3.5%) for a little more than 10 hours total during the five weeks, in contrast with
Ivery’s 352 (70 per week) telephone calls which represented 50.1% of their time for an average
of 4.6 hours per week (Table 43). The incoming and outgoing calls of the ATD presidents
included follow-ups to emails or requests, solicitation for money/fundraising, issues with faculty,
updates for the allocation of funds, coordinating future meetings, responses to questions, updates
with legislative and government representatives, communication with board members and
commissioners, setting up of guest speakers, interviews with the press, follow-up and responses
to ongoing issues, arrangements for travel, requests for faculty or peers to participate in
meetings, issues about students and human resources, and issues of campus security (Table 43).
Tours or Campus Walkabouts.
As part of their administrative responsibilities, presidents from both studies spent time
touring and walking around their campuses. As each of the five ATD presidents toured their
campuses, they spoke with peers, faculty, and staff, regarding their work and their families, and
with students about their programs and coursework. Two presidents surveyed campus property
issues, and one reviewed preparations for an upcoming on-campus event. Tours was the only
category in the Chronology Record (Table 43) where an increase occurred in the average time
ATD presidents spent on a type of activity while the number of activities decreased. The ATD
presidents conducted 15 tours for approximately 30 minutes each as compared to Ivery’s sample
of presidents who engaged in 32 tours lasting on average 22.5 minutes (a decrease of 2%).
Comparison of Participants and Locations.
Daily work activities of the presidents require collaborative relationships with other
people to accomplish the work, and that work does not always take place in the presidents’
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offices. The percent of time (using recorded minutes) ATD presidents worked with other
participants and worked in other locations was compared with similar data for Ivery’s (1983)
presidents to determine whether any shift had occurred regarding where and with whom
presidents worked. Major changes in the last three decades have occurred in the presidents’ time
spent working with all classifications of participants and locations where they are performing
their work.
The Participants.
Of the overall time Ivery’s presidents spent engaged in work activity with other people, a
majority of their time was spent working with subordinates, a full 67% of their time. Refer to
Table 44. In contrast to Ivery’s presidents, the ATD presidents, working thirty years later, spent
31% of their time engaged in work with subordinates (faculty and staff). Work on tasks
involving Peers was 43% of the ATD presidents’ time, the greatest portion, while Ivery’s
presidents engaged with Peers only 3% of their time. ATD presidents spent another large portion
of time with Independents, who engaged with the presidents 39% of the presidents’ time.
Another major change over the three decades between the two studies was that Ivery’s
findings did not identify any work that was performed with Government participants, while the
ATD presidents spent 14% of their time working with the legislative and government groups
important to the college. The reverse was true for Suppliers. The ATD presidents made no verbal
contact with outside suppliers while Ivery’s presidents spent 12% of their time with contractors
and outside vendors.
Additionally, the recording of the time ATD presidents spent working alone was
collected and totaled one-fifth (19%) of their time. Ivery (1983) reported in the Chronology
Record findings for his study that deskwork included activities spent working alone and with
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“secretaries.” However, Ivery’s presidents’ percent of time spent working alone was not included
in his analysis (percent) of the time each president spent with participants, and with the lack of
original data sets, a comparison could not be made with the findings in this study.
Table 44
Percent of Time ATD Presidents and Ivery’s Presidents Worked with Participants

Participants

Ivery
Number of
Activities

ATD
Number of
Activities

Ivery Percent of
Time Presidents
Spent With Each
Category of
Participants % Total
Time

ATD Percent of
Time Presidents
Spent With Each
Category of
Participants % Total
Time

Total
702
3,101
a
Subordinates
67%
31%
Director (Board of Trustees)
6%
13%
Peers and
Administrators at
3%
43%
Other Colleges
Clients (Students)
6%
7%
Suppliers and
12%
0%
Associates
Independent and
5%
39%
Other
Government
0%
14%
a
Worked Alone
0%
19%
Note. Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents were often observed working with more
than one participant classification in an activity. a Ivery’s 1982 study reported presidents worked
alone in their offices and with assistants (subordinates) in their offices, however, data sets did not
separate the two classifications of participants by percent of time presidents spent engaged in
work (Refer to Table 45).
The Locations.
Further analysis of the locations in which the ATD presidents and Ivery’s (1983)
presidents worked provided evidence of additional shifts in the duties and responsibilities that
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had taken place during the thirty years since Ivery’s study. As noted earlier, the majority of ATD
presidents’ observed activities took place within their own offices and that work accounted for
48% of time spent working activities. This finding is far less than the results for Ivery’s
presidents who spent 86% of their overall activity time working in their own offices (Table 45).
Table 45
Percent of Time ATD Presidents and Ivery’s Presidents Spent Working In Various Locations

Activity Locations

Ivery
Activity
Count

Total
702
Presidents’ Offices
Boardrooms/ Conference Rooms
Other Persons’ Offices
Other On Campus
Locations
Off Campus Locations

ATD
Activity
Count

Ivery Percentage
of Total Time By
Locations

ATD Percentage
of Total Time By
Locations

86%
4%
3%

48%
14%
14%

0%

10%

2%

12%

4%

1%

3,101

Hallways

Much of the ATD presidents’ mobility with the assistance of technology appears to have
afforded more flexibility in their abilities to conduct business anywhere at any time. This is
evident in the equal distribution of time presidents spent working in other locations. Half of all
their activity is divided between board and conference rooms (14%), offices of other people
(14%), other campus locations (10%) and off campus locations (12%). Hallways were the sites
of just 1% of the ATD presidents’ work activity. Likewise, Ivery’s presidents remaining portion
of time spent in various other work locations outside of the president’s office was divided almost
evenly between board and conference rooms (4%), hallways (4%) and the offices of other people
(3%), with a smaller sliver for off campus locations.
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For Ivery’s presidents, it would have been essential to remain close to landlines and
assistants to complete administrative tasks. In 1983, personal computing had not yet replaced
dictation and typewriters, and a great deal of paper mail had to be handled for communication
and administration of college business. The advent of personal computing sped up the process of
document creation and collaboration. Email which replaced paper mail, and mobile telephones
which provided the means to remain in contact (via phone, email and text message) while on-thego, have further released the community college presidents of this study from the confines of
their office. While “Out of the Office” might have been used as an euphemism for simply not
working, it is obvious from the shift in the time spent outside of the office to conduct work
activities that ATD presidents were as productive/busy/active outside the walls of their own
offices as they were within them.
Part Two: Conclusions
Analysis of the findings from the current study of management and leadership activities
of five Achieving the Dream (ATD) Leader College presidents led to several conclusions. These
focused on how the community college president’s job has changed since Ivery’s 1982 study.
The first conclusion was that, as in Ivery’s 1982 study, the managerial activities and
leadership roles of the Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents were found to fit well
under one or more of Mintzberg’s typology of three categories and ten roles. However, although
the ATD presidents’ activities could be categorized under the same roles, dramatic changes were
observed in both the amount of work and the nature of the work of college presidents. These are
discussed below.
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A Shift in Focus.
Mintzberg’s (1968) research on what managers do suggested that all managerial activities
can be divided into three groups of functions or categories, with ten roles believed to be common
to all managers. In this study, the majority of ATD presidents’ activities fit in the category of
Information (receipt and response to information to make adjustments and lead change). In
Ivery’s 1982 study, the largest portion of activities fell under the Interpersonal (formal authority
of institution and interaction with people) category. This shift in management roles, coupled with
their “sleeves rolled up” management style, demonstrated that community college presidents are
actively involved in all aspects of their institutions.
Management Activities.
Equally important to the shift in emphasis in management categories, is the shift in the
number of activities performed by presidents within the Information roles. In the Information
category, the majority of activities engaged in by the ATD presidents were classified under the
Monitor role where they acquired information in order to facilitate decision-making and perform
operational duties. The opposite was true for Ivery’s presidents whose largest number of
activities were recorded in their role of Disseminator. As discussed in Chapter 1, increases in
student enrollments, especially underprepared high school graduates, financial difficulties, and
public concerns about retention and graduation rates, have greatly increased the amount of
information presidents receive and require in order to make effective decisions.
In addition to receiving more information, the ATD presidents engaged in four times
more managerial activities (3,101) in 20 workdays than did Ivery’s presidents (702) in 25
workdays. A part of the increase in productivity and number of activities resulted from a
lengthening of the average physical workday, from 7.16 hours for Ivery’s presidents to 8.61
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hours for the ATD presidents. The remaining increase is due to the ATD presidents’ abilities to
multi-task work using modern technology that was unavailable during Ivery’s presidents’ era.
Deskwork.
Community college presidents are doing more “deskwork” alone and not always at their
desks. The ATD presidents engaged in 1,607 deskwork activities, accounting for more than half
of their work activities, whereas thirty years ago, Ivery’s presidents performed just 77 deskwork
activities. Unlike Ivery’s (1983) presidents, the ATD presidents completed all deskwork alone
(devoid of personal contact) and not always in their offices thanks to the mobility afforded the
ATD presidents by modern technology.
Multi-tasking Capabilities.
Advancements in technology and electronic capabilities have given the ATD presidents
an ability to engage in more than one activity at a time, effectively multiplying the amount of
work they do. For example, during observation of the presidents, they periodically typed an
email response on the computer while simultaneously participating in a conference telephone call
(or some other activity) thus creating four minutes of activity time out of just two minutes on the
clock. If the presidents had performed each task individually, they would have had 15-hour
workdays.
Mail Activities.
Modern technologies have contributed to notable changes in the presidents’ mail-related
activities observed in the two studies. More correspondence made its way to the president’s desk,
but usually arrived in an electronic format. The ATD presidents’ ingoing/outgoing mail consisted
of 1,025 electronic communications and 50 hard-copy mail pieces. During Ivery’s presidents’
pre-internet era, they engaged in only 687 mail activities, all paper. Thirty years ago,
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administrative assistants opened mail, sorted it, and then brought it to the president. In some
instances, the president dictated responses to letters or told them what to do with the mail. Those
days are apparently gone.
Telephone Calls.
Because the ATD presidents could make and receive emails and text messages from
virtually any location, the presidents received only 179 out of the office and in-office telephone
calls (averaging 3 minutes per call). Ivery’s presidents had engaged in 352 in-office telephone
calls (averaging 6 minutes per call). The decrease in the number of telephone calls by ATD
presidents reflected a newfound reliance on communicating through text messages and email.
Unscheduled Meetings (Interruptions).
Unscheduled meetings (interruptions) are instances when individuals dropped into a
president’s office without an appointment. In this study, the number of unscheduled meetings
increased (ATD presidents’ 303 activities versus Ivery’s presidents’ 112 activities), and the
percent of time the ATD presidents engaged in unscheduled meetings decreased by 10 percent
(ATD presidents’ 6.2% versus Ivery’s presidents’ 16%). Two findings in this study accounted
for the increased numbers of unscheduled meetings (interruptions), and the decreased time ATD
presidents spent engaged in them.
First, as ATD presidents have gotten busier managing their colleges, an increase in the
number of unscheduled meetings and interruptions has become a part of their routine workday.
Second, the time the presidents spent in unscheduled meetings and interruptions in their
workdays has decreased because of changes in accessibility and changes in how presidents
communicate.
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Accessibility was often reduced by the ATD presidents’ assistants who were observed
answering questions and handling issues themselves. The changes in ATD era presidents’
communication methods were observed when, as presidents worked in their offices, their
computers and Smart phones notified them of incoming messages and, after identifying the caller
they often responded to them.
Scheduled Meetings.
Changes have occurred in the number of scheduled meetings, the time presidents spend in
meetings, and the nature of their involvement. The ATD presidents attended 100 more meetings
in 20 workdays than did Ivery’s presidents in 25 workdays. However, although they attended
more meetings, they spent less time (a 7% decrease) in the meetings and they often dropped in
and out. Four major factors contributed to this change.
First, student enrollments have increased, and with this the number of staff and faculty.
Second, the decrease in enrollment of community colleges and consequent increase in the
numbers of persons reporting to the presidents has resulted in ATD presidents spending 40%
more time working with peers (Provosts, vice presidents, deans, and department heads) than
Ivery’s (1983) presidents. Third, the increase in their managerial activities has limited the
amount of time presidents have available to spend engaged in long meetings, so meetings have
had to become more efficient. Finally, through the use of technology, the presidents’
involvement in meetings has changed. Presidents are now using emails and texts to collaborate
and make decisions with peers and faculty well in advance of meetings, and because of this, are
able to spend less time in meetings.
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Tours and Campus Walkabouts.
Spending time engaged with students, faculty, staff, and peers is considered one of the
most vital roles of a leader in any organization. ATD presidents, however, engaged in half as
many tours as Ivery’s presidents thirty years ago, although the amount of time in each tour did
increase slightly (2%). This drop in the numbers of overall tours was not surprising, given the
growth in campus size and the increase in external demands on the presidents’ time.
Additionally, there appeared to be a gap between the college presidents’ plans to walk-about and
their actually doing so, largely due to time pressures on them.
Other Thoughts.
Given the descriptions of presidents’ work described in this study, one has to wonder,
why would anyone want to be a community college president? The nature of the job has also
changed to include longer work hours in which they do more work than ever before, and have
little time to think. The position has changed to a much faster work pace with an expectation to
be on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week via electronic media. As the presidents were observed, it
became quite clear that the job requires a broad set of management skills / leadership
competencies and an ability to deal with endless funding challenges that threaten the quality of
education the colleges offer their communities. The experience and knowledge of retiring
presidents is going to be missed.
Limitations of the Study
As Creswell (2008) suggested, limitations affect the findings of a study and are
considered “potential weaknesses or problems” (p.642). In this study, four limitations may have
influenced the findings. First, the commitment required of a community college president’s time
for participation in a structured observation study and the amount of time and expense each visit
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required of the researcher limited this study to one week with each of the five participants.
Therefore, the results in this study were based on the observations of five presidents’ daily
activities for one workweek each (20 total days) out of 52 weeks a year in the life of the
presidents.
Second, the work hours committed to by presidents for participation in this study were
for a typical workday. However as Vaughan and Weisman (1998) pointed out, “community
college presidents’ work responsibilities typically extend beyond an 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday work-week schedule” (p. 70). For example, a president’s work often
began prior to arrival at the office, stretched over lunch breaks, continued through participation
in family related events, and extended on into the evening and dinner hours. These activities
were not observed or recorded in this study. Examples of these activities included work–related
duties of texting and telephoning that originated at home, checking and responding to emails
before and after office hours, dining out in public spaces and restaurants where participants
engaged presidents in work–related discussions, and similar contacts made while running
personal errands. Therefore, the results of this study may not have accounted for all of a
president’s true work hours.
Third, travel is an important part of a community college president’s job description.
Despite efforts to schedule the visits when presidents were not traveling, schedules changed.
The Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents in this study had to be away from campus
for a total of five days during the observed workweeks. At the request of the presidents, the
researcher did not accompany them during any of that travel time. Therefore, the work activities
performed during travel away from their system campus locations were not observed, recorded,
or included in this study. Additionally, the total time of those travel days was not represented in
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any of the data. The exclusion of this time and those activities may have affected the counts and
recorded times in the overall counts of activities presidents spent managing and leading their
institutions.
Fourth, presidents’ fast work pace, their use of electronic media, one-sided phone
conversations, work activity conducted through text messages, IM messages, emails, and internet
searches or other types of correspondences, and the researcher’s unobtrusive observation
combined to create a challenge in the recording of activities.
Recommendations for Practice
The overall rationale of this study was to identify the actual managerial and leadership
activities performed by presidents recognized as effective leaders. For that reason, the following
recommendations for improved practice apply to several groups. They include: a) sitting
presidents or those aspiring to the position who wish to improve their own understanding of the
duties, responsibilities, and activities of effective leaders in order to increase the likelihood of
their own personal and institutional success, b) lay boards, boards of trustees, governing boards,
and county commissioners responsible for recruiting, selecting, hiring, and evaluating presidents,
c) leadership development programs (state and national) and university graduate programs
responsible for the preparation of future community college leaders, and d) Achieving the
Dream Coaches and Data Coaches.
As Boggs (2012) suggested, “required leadership competencies are not static” (p.98). The
need for effective leaders to adapt in order to remain successful, coupled with shrinking pools of
knowledgeable leaders available to replace retiring presidents, calls for re-evaluation. An
accurate picture of the current job expectations supplies a foundation upon which to project
upcoming developments, thus the findings of this study regarding the managerial activities and
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leadership roles of effective Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents provide some
recommendations for future practice.


Current presidents have valuable experience and knowledge about their jobs. Integrating

qualified, recognizably successful community college presidents into leadership development
activities to mentor and train future presidents would provide opportunities for future leaders to
learn necessary skills and leadership basics from the real–life managerial experiences of
successful presidents.


The curriculum in university-based programs should be designed around the management

skills and leadership roles that have been identified in this study.


Aspiring college presidents should be given the opportunity to shadow current presidents

before taking a position (a practicum on the front end).


Use the management activities defined in this study to develop Assessment Centers’ job-

related simulations (including in-basket activities, analysis and decision-making scenarios), and
oral and written communication exercises, to assess the potential of aspiring future community
college presidents and senior administrators.


Invest in the funding of succession planning programs structured around what presidents

accurately do to proactively prepare for the large number of presidential vacancies triggered by
increasing numbers of retirements.


Revise existing community college presidents’ job descriptions and performance

appraisals to better correlate job performance expectations with actual work activities of
presidents.
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Recommendations for Research
This study of effective community college presidents marks the beginning point of what
is needed to examine the managerial activities and leadership roles of community college
presidents. Several recommendations for further research follow.


To facilitate comparisons, this structured observation study paralleled Ivery’s (1983)

study of community college presidents and shadowed Achieving the Dream Leader College
presidents in the spring semester. Future studies are needed to assess the managerial activities of
successful community college presidents in the fall semester.


Community college presidents’ work necessitates travel for a variety of purposes

including attending professional conferences; collaborating in community, program, and
economic development; promoting legislative agendas; seeking funding initiatives; and building
professional networks. Future studies to shadow presidents while they conduct duties away from
their campuses would provide further analysis of their managerial work and leadership roles.


Findings in this study indicated community college presidents’ deskwork relied heavily

on the use of computers and mobile technology. The shift to utilizing modern technology has
resulted in a president’s ability to do more work, in less time, and with less verbal (social)
interaction. Further assessment is needed to determine if technology’s impact on their work is
positive or negative.


The findings of the work activities of presidents in this study should be compared with

studies of CEO’s in other professions that used Henry Mintzberg’s (1968) managerial typology.


It was observed that the Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents in this study

were surrounded by hard working, energetic, and loyal administrative assistants and executive
assistants. A structured observation study should be conducted of presidential assistants to
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determine the skills they possess and the work they perform in support of effective community
college presidents’ work.
Researcher’s Observations
This quantitative study used Mintzberg’s structured observation methodology to record
the work activities of community college presidents identified by Achieving the Dream (ATD)
Leader Coaches as effective leaders in order to learn what they do. While shadowing the five
selected presidents to record daily activities, the researcher, as predicted in the leadership
literature, observed the presidents innovate and advocate for continuous improvement, generate
emotional energy (Katzenbach, 2000), manage time, create vision, make decisions (Drucker,
2004), build relationships, teams and trust (Bennis, 1991), and communicate for buy-in, delegate,
motivate action, and lead for change (Kotter, 1990). As they managed their institutions, their
activities aligned people, motivated others, and provided direction (Kotter, 1990). In the midst of
determining “what” an effective community college president does, the researcher made
significant observations about “how” the “what” was accomplished. A few of those observations
from the researcher’s field notes, supplements to the data record, are provided below.
Community Relationships – Networking.
The five presidents were active members in numerous community organizations.
Examples included Rotary Clubs, Chambers of Commerce, and United Way. While presidents
were in attendance and participating in community organizations, they networked and engaged in
conversations that communicated the needs of their campuses’ current and future workforce
training and educational programs, detailed current and future funding and foundation needs and
activities, addressed millage campaigns, discussed regional economic development goals, shared
their building and program funding needs, and reminded attendees of their facilities’ course
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offerings to meet industry needs. In addition to attending community organizational meetings,
presidents spent time engaged in communications and networking activities by telephone to
reach out to legislative bodies and to solicit funds, further suggesting the importance of
presidents’ possessing the knowledge and ability necessary to build and maintain relationships in
their communities.
Time Management.
In First Things First, Stephen Covey (1994) wrote that “Time management itself is
management” (p. 27). As part of their work activities, the five presidents regularly connected to
their computers and electronic media for appointment schedules, information, and updates. Two
of the presidents indicated they did not like to utilize text messaging and depended more heavily
on emails or assistants for up-to-date information. While each of the five presidents proficiently
used online appointment software, it was interesting to learn two of the presidents controlled
their own electronic calendars. These presidents suggested having control over their own
calendars improved their ability to prioritize and manage themselves more efficiently given the
overlapping responsibilities and constantly changing schedules of their positions.
Historical Information.
At one time or another, each of the five presidents utilized publications and reports from
the Internet, electronic files, office files, bookshelves, or assistants’ files to retrieve historical
data or information for upcoming meetings, respond to letters, and prepare for upcoming
strategic planning or budget meetings. Three of the presidents credited past experiences for
teaching them the lessons and importance of keeping historical data and good documentation.
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Personal Attributes.
According to Daft (2008), “Leaders’ personalities and attitudes, as well as their ability to
understand individual differences among employees [peers, faculty and staff], can profoundly
affect leadership effectiveness” (p. 97). Throughout the literature on leadership, a multitude of
characteristics have been attributed to effective leaders. While many positive traits of the five
ATD presidents were observed, each of the ATD presidents exhibited creative, dynamic,
charismatic yet humble, and high-energy personalities, especially during hectic non-stop work
activities. Their personalities, attitudes, and management styles were diverse, yet they all
appeared to be well matched to the unique needs of their respective colleges and students.
Facilitation of Scheduled Meetings.
According to each president’s monthly work calendars, meetings appeared to have started
and ended in the time allotted. However, the amount of time each of the five presidents
committed to attend and participate in scheduled meetings varied. For example, two of the
presidents stayed for the duration of most meetings, while the other three had conflicting
schedules that sometimes overlapped with other activities that required attendance, often
necessitating a come-and-go process.
The researcher made five observations regarding presidential skill in effectively
managing meetings. First, all five presidents offered suggestions and encouraged participants in
meetings to provide creative alternatives to resolve issues. During the meetings, presidents gave
credit to those who contributed and encouraged involvement by all parties in attendance. Second,
when meetings showed signs of drifting off topic, presidents were successful in redirecting
conversations back to the agenda without causing hard feelings within the group. Third,
presidents clarified suggestions, recommendations, and ideas from their teams by asking
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questions. Fourth, each president appeared to be friendly and to use humor to keep the tone of
meetings positive. Fifth, presidents did not appear to have any difficulty in delegating
responsibilities or establishing deadlines to meet goals. Their conduct in meetings further
suggested masterful communication skills that influenced others to behave in ways to achieve
goals and to help accomplish the colleges’ vision.
Tours and Campus Walkabouts.
As the findings of this study suggest, the time presidents spent to walkabout or tour
campuses was minimal and was often overshadowed by other work responsibilities such as
completing budgets and financial reports, preparing for upcoming meetings, checking on fall
enrollment projections, planning end of semester foundation and fund raising events, and making
preparations for upcoming graduation activities. While touring their campuses, presidents
expressed concerns that they were unable to commit more time touring and walking around their
campuses and they further stressed the importance of remaining informed about everything
happening on their campuses. When presidents were able to leave their deskwork to tour around
their campuses, they were friendly and interested in what people were doing. Four of them took
time to talk to students and two presidents stopped to ask students what courses they were
enrolled in, what they intended to do when they graduated, and if they liked their programs. Four
presidents toured campus buildings, grounds, and renovation or revitalization projects underway
on their campuses.
On tours, presidents reviewed agreements, time schedules, renovations, and building
progress. These activities suggested they required and possessed knowledge about the logistics
of construction, legal contracts, and building codes and ordinances. Each of the five presidents
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indicated that, during their presidencies, they had been involved in a building campaign, campus
expansion project, or a community campaign that expanded their campus course offerings.
Campus Activities.
Each of the five presidents made time to make appearances and or participate in
scheduled campus activities such as pinning ceremonies, pre-graduation events, departmental
presentations, public events hosted on campus, and faculty and staff lunches, and to be in
attendance for student, faculty, and staff award ceremonies. The brief drop-in appearances were
short yet appeared to be motivational and well received by participants.
Interruptions.
Mintzberg (2009) wrote, “Managers like current information. It often receives top
priority, interrupting meetings, rearranging agendas, and evoking flurries of activity” (p. 24). For
this study, the many numbers of interruptions were not recorded primarily because they used
electronic communications that allowed for the recording of one-sided conversations. For
example, receiving and responding to a text message while on their office phone. Interruptions
occurred often throughout each of the five presidents’ workdays, appeared to be a routine part of
conducting daily business, and often facilitated their receiving information. In fact, even though
the presidents’ schedules had them moving frequently from one task to another, their body
language and their questions to participants suggested that the presidents were both actively
engaged in listening and concerned about the subject at hand.
Because updates and communications were important to the presidents, interruptions
were viewed as an avenue for them to receive information that kept them in the flow of ongoing
campus activities. Many of these activities involved their resolving issues relative to campus
disturbances and student concerns, discussing upcoming legislative and economic agendas, being
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updated about phone and internet server issues, reviewing proposed calendars and proposals for
tuition and fees, signing-off or declining requests by departments/faculty/staff, and signing
awards, certificates, birthday cards, and thank you notes.
Even as they were receiving and disseminating information presidents were strategically
leading. According to Daft (1008), strategic leadership is “the ability to anticipate and envision
the future, maintain flexibility, think strategically, and initiate change that will create a
competitive advantage for the organization’s future” (p. 388). Some examples of these occurred
when presidents forwarded to peers and faculty upcoming legislative agendas that would have an
impact on the future of the college. Other strategic leadership activities occurred when they
walked about their campuses to evaluate campus spaces for leasing opportunities and future
economic and building development that would be needed to provide future services to students
and meet employers’ workforce needs.
Deskwork.
As the results of this study suggest, a tremendous amount of deskwork is part of the daily
routine in a president’s managerial work activities. An interesting observation made by the
researcher occurred as presidents signed off on budgets, allocation of funds, audits, press
releases, thank you letters, legal documents and other paperwork. Each time presidents would
carefully read the paperwork, recalculate any numbers for accuracy, ask questions of assistants,
and refer back to files or documentation before providing their signatures.
Chapter Summary
This structured observational study of five effective Achieving the Dream Leader College
(ATD) presidents expanded on Ivery’s (1983) study of community college presidents by further
defining and clarifying the kinds of activities effective presidents engaged in while at work. The
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chapter was divided into two sections. The first section presented findings from a comparative
analysis of data organized by the two research questions. The second section provided
conclusions and discussions, discussed limitations of the study, suggested implications for
further research, improved practice, and revealed the researcher’s observations.
In the first section, data collected through Henry Mintzberg’s (1968) structured observation
methodology and recorded in his managerial Role Taxonomy was analyzed and then presented in
the three categories of ten roles and Chronology of Deskwork. In the second section, results of
the study were examined to determine the managerial activities and to compare with those of
Ivery’s (19983) presidents for similarities and differences. Five major findings of the study were,
a) every ATD presidents’ managerial activity could fit under one of Mintzberg’s typology of ten
roles, b) current ATD presidents attended four times more managerial activities than did Ivery’s
sample of presidents thirty years ago, c) ADT presidents relied on modern technology to do more
deskwork than working face-to-face with people, d) ATD presidents spent 34 more minutes per
day in deskwork activities than their counterparts in Ivery’s study had spent, and e) ATD
presidents engaged in 100 more meetings in 20 workdays than did Ivery’s presidents in 25
workdays.
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FOOTNOTE
1

Henri Fayol (1916), French administrator and writer defined the original functions of

management as planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating, and controlling. In 1935,
according to the Bloomsbury Business Library – Business and Management Dictionary (2007),
Fayol’s definition was redefined by Luther Gulick and Lyndall Urwick as “Planning, Organizing,
Staffing, Directing, Coordinating, Reporting, and Budgeting to further describe the functional
elements of the work of a chief executive” (POSDCORB, 2007, para. 1). In 1968, Henry
Mintzberg’s landmark structured observation study challenged the classical schools traditional
view of managerial work and found that what managers do fits into a typology of three
categories and ten roles. In Mintzberg (2009) book, Managing, he wrote that while conducting
his earlier work he had elected to leave controlling out of the ten roles with the exception of the
resource allocator role. His reasoning forty years later is that “he possibly”. . . “overreacted to the
excessive attention” . . . “it had been given in earlier literature” (Mintzberg, 2009, p.57), and
should now re-incorporate it in his typology to provide a way to categorize the “way in which
managers exercise control” (Mintzberg, 2009, p. 57). At the time of this study, the management
literature has universally accepted yet another version of the functions of management. These
contemporary functions of management are planning, organizing, staffing, directing, controlling,
and coordinating.
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INFORMED CONSENT LETTERS
Informed Consent – Field Test Participant
Title:

The Managerial Activities and Leadership Roles of
Five Achieving the Dream Leader College Presidents
Compliance Contact Person:
Researcher(s):
Teresa Marie Taylor Mace
Ro Windwalker, CIP
James O. Hammons, Ph.D.
IRB Coordinator
University of Arkansas
Office of Research Compliance
College of Education and Health Professionals
210 Administration Building
Department of Higher Education
University of Arkansas
141 Graduate Education Building Fayetteville, AR
Fayetteville, AR 72701\
72701
479-575-2208
479-575-5113
irb@uark.edu
jhammons@uark.edu or
Tmace@email.uark.edu
Description: The present study will examine the managerial activities, leadership roles, and
administrative responsibilities of community college presidents who have demonstrated leadership in five
Achieving the Dream Leader Colleges. The study is a replication of Curtis Ivery’s 1983 study of five
community college presidents, and is based on the conceptual framework of Mintzberg’s management
role taxonomy. You have volunteered to assist the researcher in conducting a field test to ensure the
effectiveness of the proposed instrument and recoding process. You will be asked to commit your most
valuable resource of time for one day during a workweek for the researcher to shadow, observe, and
record your activities without interference in your work schedule.
Risks and Benefits: There are no anticipated risks to participating in the study. The benefits include
contributing to the knowledge base of clarifying the managerial activities, leadership roles, and
administrative responsibilities of community college presidents while they are at work.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in the research is completely voluntary.
Confidentiality: All information obtained in the field test will be recorded electronically and utilized for
the sole purpose of ensuring the effectiveness of the proposed instrument and recoding process in a
proposed study of clarifying the managerial activities, roles, and responsibilities of community college
presidents recognized by Achieving the Dream as Leader Colleges. You will be identified as a volunteer
participant from a Missouri business entity in a field study. All confidential and sensitive information
acquired in the collection of managerial activities, daily appointments, or while in attendance of meetings,
and conversations will be held confidential to the extent allowed by law and University policy.
Right to Withdraw: Your participation in the research is completely voluntary. Therefore, at any time
during the research you may withdraw or refuse to participate without a negative consequence.
Informed Consent: I, ___________________________________________________________________,
(please print)
understand the purpose of the structured observation study, the procedures to be used, the potential risks,
the confidentiality, as well as the option to withdraw from the study at any time. Each of these items has
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been explained to me in advance by the researcher. The researcher has answered all of my questions
regarding the study, and I believe I understand what is involved in my commitment of time and
participation in the study. My signature below indicates that I freely agree to participate in the structured
observation study for one workday and that I have received a copy of this agreement.
______________________________________________________
Signature

_________________________
Date

Created from sample provided by University of Arkansas Fayetteville, Policies & Procedures Governing Research with Human Subjects p. 54 @
http://vpred.uark.edu/IRB-Policy-Procedures20020228.pdf . Researcher contact: Tmace@email.uark.edu or (phone number removed).
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Informed Consent – Pilot Test Participant
Title:

The Managerial Activities and Leadership Roles of
Five Achieving the Dream Leader College Presidents
Compliance Contact Person:
Researcher(s):
Teresa Marie Taylor Mace
Ro Windwalker, CIP
James O. Hammons, Ph.D.
IRB Coordinator
University of Arkansas
Office of Research Compliance
College of Education and Health Professionals
210 Administration Building
Department of Higher Education
University of Arkansas
141 Graduate Education Building Fayetteville, AR
Fayetteville, AR 72701\
72701
479-575-2208
479-575-5113
irb@uark.edu
jhammons@uark.edu or
Tmace@email.uark.edu
Description: The present study will examine the managerial activities, leadership roles, and
administrative responsibilities of community college presidents who have demonstrated leadership in five
Achieving the Dream Leader Colleges. The study is a replication of Curtis Ivery’s 1983 study of five
community college presidents, and is based on the conceptual framework of Mintzberg’s management
role taxonomy. You have volunteered to assist the researcher in conducting a pilot test to ensure the
effectiveness of the proposed instrument and recoding process. You will be asked to commit your most
valuable resource of time for one day during a workweek for the researcher to shadow, observe, and
record your activities without interference in your work schedule.
Risks and Benefits: There are no anticipated risks to participating in the study. The benefits include
contributing to the knowledge base of clarifying the managerial activities, leadership roles, and
administrative responsibilities of community college presidents while they are at work.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in the research is completely voluntary.
Confidentiality: All information obtained in the pilot test will be recorded electronically and utilized for
the sole purpose of ensuring the effectiveness of the proposed instrument and recoding process in a
proposed study of clarifying the managerial activities, roles, and responsibilities of community college
presidents recognized by Achieving the Dream as Leader Colleges. You will be identified as a volunteer
participant and as an executive from a Missouri community college in a pilot study. All confidential and
sensitive information acquired in the collection of managerial activities, daily appointments, or while in
attendance of meetings, and conversations will be held confidential to the extent allowed by law and
University policy.
Right to Withdraw: Your participation in the research is completely voluntary. Therefore, at any time
during the research you may withdraw or refuse to participate without a negative consequence.
Informed Consent: I, ___________________________________________________________________,
(please print)
understand the purpose of the structured observation study, the procedures to be used, the potential risks,
the confidentiality, as well as the option to withdraw from the study at any time. Each of these items has
been explained to me in advance by the researcher. The researcher has answered all of my questions
regarding the study, and I believe I understand what is involved in my commitment of time and
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participation in the study. My signature below indicates that I freely agree to participate in the structured
observation study for one workday and that I have received a copy of this agreement.
______________________________________________________
Signature

_________________________
Date

Created from sample provided by University of Arkansas Fayetteville, Policies & Procedures Governing Research with Human Subjects p. 54 @
http://vpred.uark.edu/IRB-Policy-Procedures20020228.pdf . Researcher contact: Tmace@email.uark.edu or (phone number removed).
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Informed Consent – ATD Presidents
Title:

The Managerial Activities and Leadership Roles of
Five Achieving the Dream Leader College Presidents
Compliance Contact Person:
Researcher(s):
Teresa Marie Taylor Mace
Ro Windwalker, CIP
James O. Hammons, Ph.D.
IRB Coordinator
University of Arkansas
Office of Research Compliance
College of Education and Health Professionals
210 Administration Building
Department of Higher Education
University of Arkansas
141 Graduate Education Building Fayetteville, AR
Fayetteville, AR 72701\
72701
479-575-2208
479-575-5113
irb@uark.edu
jhammons@uark.edu or
Tmace@email.uark.edu
Description: The present study will examine the managerial activities, leadership roles, and
administrative responsibilities of community college presidents who have demonstrated leadership in five
Achieving the Dream Leader Colleges. The study is a replication of Curtis Ivery’s 1983 study of five
community college presidents, and is based on the conceptual framework of Mintzberg’s management
role taxonomy. You are one of five community college presidents nominated by an Achieving the Dream
Leadership Coach as a participant in this study. You will be asked to commit your most valuable resource
of time for five consecutive days during an academic workweek for the researcher to shadow, observe,
and record your activities without interference in your work schedule.
Risks and Benefits: There are no anticipated risks to participating in the study. The benefits include
contributing to the knowledge base of clarifying the managerial activities, leadership roles, and
administrative responsibilities of community college presidents while they are at work.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in the research is completely voluntary.
Confidentiality: All information obtained in the structured observation study will be recorded
electronically and utilized for clarifying the managerial activities, roles, and responsibilities of community
college presidents recognized by Achieving the Dream as Leader Colleges. You will be assigned a
random letter that will be used to record observations and code data. All confidential and sensitive
information acquired in the collection of the presidents appointments, or while in attendance of the
presidents meetings, conversations, and/or activities will be held confidential to the extent allowed by law
and University policy. The president’s position and job descriptions that outline their responsibilities and
duties will be identified by the state where the community college is located. Organizational charts for the
institution will be edited to remove names of administrators, faculty, and staff.
Right to Withdraw: Your participation in the research is completely voluntary. Therefore, at any time
during the research you may withdraw or refuse to participate without a negative consequence.
Informed Consent: I, ___________________________________________________________________,
(please print)
understand the purpose of the structured observation study, the procedures to be used, the potential risks,
the confidentiality, as well as the option to withdraw from the study at any time. Each of these items has
been explained to me in advance by the researcher. The researcher has answered all of my questions
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regarding the study, and I believe I understand what is involved in my commitment of time and
participation in the study. My signature below indicates that I freely agree to participate in the structured
observation study for five consecutive workdays and that I have received a copy of this agreement.
______________________________________________________
Signature

_________________________
Date

Created from sample provided by University of Arkansas Fayetteville, Policies & Procedures Governing Research with Human Subjects p.
54 @ http://vpred.uark.edu/IRB-Policy-Procedures20020228.pdf . Researcher contact: Tmace@email.uark.edu or (phone number removed).
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APPENDIX C
ATD LEADER COLLEGE PRESIDENT LETTER
Date
Name
Title
Institution
Address
City, State, Zip
Dear Dr. ________________ ,
I am a doctoral student in the Higher Education Leadership program at the University of
Arkansas conducting management and leadership research under the supervision of Dr. James O.
Hammons.
You are a community college president from one of the 65 Achieving the Dream Leader
Colleges that has been identified as an effective leader, and nominated by your Achieving the
Dream Leadership Coach to participate in a study to examine the managerial activities,
leadership roles, and administrative responsibilities of community college presidents.
The impending loss of accumulated knowledge and expertise caused by the departures of
experienced presidential leadership is well recognized by the American Association of
Community Colleges (AACC), the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, the Lumina Foundation, and
others. Today, as the 2012 Achieving the Dream Leadership Imperative has suggested, this
“leadership void [continues to] threaten the long-term sustainability of important institutional
change work for student success underway at the nation’s community colleges” (ATD, 2012,
para 1). While the efforts of the American Association of Community College’s (AACC) and
others are commendable in identifying essential skills for future leaders, there is a problem.
We really do not know what effective community college presidents do. Many of the
leadership development programs launched by associations grow your own leader programs, and
university graduate programs to prepare future leaders in community colleges are based on
generalities and are heavily dependent on research utilizing self-reported assessments, opinions,
and personal interviews of community college presidents. Research is needed that would
identify the actual leadership and managerial activities of community college presidents who
have demonstrated success as community college presidents, and earned a distinction as leaders
of colleges that are making progress in improving student success.
More knowledge about the actual managerial and administrative activities performed by
Leader College presidents will provide a better understanding of the skills community college
presidents need to be successful leaders. One way to identify what effective presidents do is to
study Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents using a reality–designed methodology like
Henry Mintzberg’s (1968, 1973, and 2010) structured observation methodology. This approach
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employs open-ended observation of the president at work and systematically maps—records
their activities into three categories–three interpersonal roles, three informational roles, and four
decisional roles.
The study will be a replication of Curtis Ivery’s (now Chancellor, Wayne County
Community College) 1983 study of five community college presidents, and is based on the
conceptual framework of Henry Mintzberg’s management role taxonomy. As a participant in
this study, you will be asked to commit your most valuable resource –-your time— for five
consecutive days so that I may observe, and record your activities. During my time with you, I
will be your shadow and will not interfere in your work schedule.
Your participation in the research is completely voluntary. Therefore, at any time during
the research you may withdraw or refuse to participate without a negative consequence. There
are no anticipated risks to participating in the study. The benefits include making a significant
contribution to the knowledge base about the managerial activities, leadership roles, and
administrative responsibilities of effective community college presidents.
Confidentiality is of the utmost concern. Therefore, all information obtained in the
structured observation study will be recorded electronically and utilized for clarifying the
managerial activities, roles, and responsibilities of community college presidents recognized by
Achieving the Dream as Leader Colleges. You will be assigned a random letter that will be used
to record observations and code data. Any confidential or sensitive information acquired about
your appointments, or while observing at your meetings, conversations, and/or activities will be
held confidential to the extent allowed by law and University policy. The job descriptions that
outline your responsibilities and duties will be identified only by the state where your community
college is located.
To provide you with more detailed information about the study, I have attached a copy of
the first two Chapters of the approved proposal for the study. Also, attached is a Consent Form
that has been approved by the University of Arkansas’s Institutional Review Board (IRB) for
work with human subjects. Once you have agreed to participate in the study, the Consent Form
will need to be signed, dated, and returned to me prior to beginning the observational phase of
the study on your campus.
I am always happy to answer your questions and I am looking forward to my visit. Thank
you for helping me help shed some light on this vitally important topic.
Sincerely,

Teresa Marie Taylor Mace, M.Ed.
Doctoral Candidate, College of Higher Education and Health Professionals
University of Arkansas—Fayetteville, Arkansas
Tmace@email.uark.edu or (phone number removed)
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APPENDIX D
COPY RIGHT LETTER(S) OF APPROVAL
Mintzberg
Teresa Marie Taylor Mace
(personal address removed)
(personal phone number removed)
March 11, 2013
Dr. Henry Mintzberg
Cleghorn Professor of Management Studies
Desautels Faculty of Management
McGill University
(Address removed)
Dear Dr. Mintzberg:
I am completing a doctoral dissertation at the University of Arkansas Fayetteville entitled “The
Managerial Activities and Leadership Roles of Five Achieving the Dream Leader College
Presidents.” I would like your permission to reprint in my dissertation an excerpt from the
following:
Mintzberg, H. (1973). The nature of managerial work. New York: N. Y.: Harper & Row
Publishers, Inc.
The excerpt to be reproduced is:
In 1968, Mintzberg’s dissertation, The Manager At Work—Determining His Activities,
Roles and Programs By Structured Observation, and in his 1973 book, The Nature of Managerial
Work, he provided a brief description of Luther Gulick’s management functions. What follows is
Gulick’s exact quote as cited in Mintzberg (1973).
“What is the work of the work of the chief executive? What does he do?”
The answer is POSDCORB.
POSDCORB is, of course, a made-up word designed to call attention to the various
functional elements of the work of a chief executive because “administration” and
“management” have lost all specific content. POSDCORB is made up of the initials and
stands for the following activities:
Planning, that is working out in broad outline the things that need to be done and
the methods for doing them to accomplish the purpose set for the enterprise;
Organizing, that is the establishment of the formal structure of authority through
which work subdivisions are arranged, defined, and coordinated for the defined
objective;
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Staffing, that is the whole personnel function of bringing in and training the staff
and maintaining favorable conditions of work;
Directing, that is the continuous task of making decisions and embodying them in
specific and general orders and instruction and serving as the leader of the
enterprise;
Coordinating, that is the all important duties of interrelating the various parts of
the work;
Reporting, that is keeping those to whom the executive is responsible informed as
to what is going on, which thus includes keeping himself and his subordinates?
informed through records, research, and inspection;
Budgeting, with all that goes with budgeting in the form of fiscal planning,
accounting and control (Mintzberg, 1973, p. 9).
The requested permission extends to any future revisions and editions of my dissertation,
including non exclusive world rights in all languages, and to the prospective publication of my
dissertation by ProQuest through its UMI® Dissertation Publishing Business. ProQuest may
produce and sell copies of my dissertation on demand and may make my dissertation available
for free internet download at my request. These rights will in no way restrict publication of the
material in any other form by you or by others authorized by you. Your signing of this letter will
also confirm that you own [or your company owns] the copyright to the above described
material.
If these arrangements meet with your approval, please sign this letter where indicated below and
return to me in a .pdf format document to Tmace@email.uark.edu. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Teresa Marie Taylor Mace
PERMISSION GRANTED FOR THE
USE REQUESTED ABOVE:
Name of Company:
____________________________________________________
By:
____________________________________________________
Dr. Henry Mintzberg
Title:
___________________________________________________
Mailing Address:
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Date:
____________________________________________________
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Ivery and Hammons
March 13, 2013
Dr. James O. Hammons
(Address removed)
Dr. Curtis L. Ivery
(Address and email removed)
Dear Dr. Hammons and Dr. Ivery:
I am completing a doctoral dissertation at the University of Arkansas Fayetteville entitled “The
Managerial Activities and Leadership Roles of Five Achieving the Dream Leader College
Presidents.” I would like your permission to reprint in my dissertation an excerpt from the
following:
Hammons, J., & Ivery, C. (1988). Does a difference make a difference? A comparison of the
activities of community college presidents with those of chief executive officers in other
settings. Community College Review, 15(4), 18-27.
The excerpt to be reproduced is:
Highly significant differences (p. < .001) were found in the following:
Types of incoming mail.
Types of attention given to incoming mail.
Types of senders of incoming mail.
Purposes of incoming mail.
Type of outgoing mail.
Purposes of outgoing mail.
Type of activities engaged in by the two groups.
Time spent on activities.
Nature of personal contacts.
Amount of time spent in personal contacts.
Number of persons attending unscheduled meetings.
Number of persons attending scheduled meetings.
Number of personal contacts by participants.
Amount of time spent with personal contact participants.
Purposes of personal contacts by times spent in each (Hammons & Ivery, 1988,
p. 26).
The requested permission extends to any future revisions and editions of my dissertation,
including non exclusive world rights in all languages, and to the prospective publication of my
dissertation by ProQuest through its UMI® Dissertation Publishing Business. ProQuest may
produce and sell copies of my dissertation on demand and may make my dissertation available
for free internet download at my request. These rights will in no way restrict publication of the
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material in any other form by you or by others authorized by you. Your signing of this letter will
also confirm that you own [or your company owns] the copyright to the above described
material.
If these arrangements meet with your approval, please sign this letter where indicated below and
return to me in a .pdf format document to Tmace@email.uark.edu. Thank you very much.
Sincerely,

Teresa Marie Taylor Mace

PERMISSION GRANTED FOR THE
USE REQUESTED ABOVE:
By:
____________________________________________________
Dr. James O. Hammons
Title:
___________________________________________________
Mailing Address:
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Date:
____________________________________________________
By:
___________________________________________________
Dr. Curtis L. Ivery
Title:
___________________________________________________
Mailing Address:
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Date:
____________________________________________________
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APPENDIX E
OTHER TABLE
Table E1
Comparison Analysis of Activity Percentages by Role Types for ATD Presidents And Ivery
Presidents with Ivery’s Original Study Results for Percent of Presidents’ Activities

Ten Role
Descriptions

ATD's Study
Results for %
Presidents'
Activities

Ivery's Study
Results for %
Presidents'
Activities

Adjusted
Ivery %
Presidents'
Activities

Information

Monitor
Disseminator
Spokesperson

100.00%
39.95%
24.12%
7.74%
71.81%

319%
44%
47%
13%
104%

100.00%
13.79%
14.73%
4.08%
32.60%

Interpersonal

Figurehead
Leader
Liaison

6.13%
4.84%
4.10%
15.07%

30%
92%
12%
134%

9.40%
28.84%
3.76%
42.01%

Entrepreneur
Disturbance
Handler

6.58%

24%

7.52%

3.22%

13%

4.08%

2.93%
0.39%
13.12%

32%
12%
81%

10.03%
3.76%
25.39%

Three
Categories

Decisional

Resource
Allocator
Negotiator

Note. ATD refers to Achieving the Dream Leader College presidents. The adjusted
Ivery Percent Presidents’ Activities column is the percentage of Ivery’s community
college presidents' activities that were calculated by adding Ivery’s sum of
percentages for the three categories together and dividing by the total of 319% to
achieve an adjusted percent that presented his presidents’ activities as 100% for an
accurate comparison with ATD presidents’.

